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SOMMARIO
L’applicazione della metrologia di superficie e dell’analisi dimensionale allo stu-
dio dei beni culturali può rivelare importanti informazioni sull’oggetto e favorire
l’integrazione di molteplici tecniche diagnostiche. Tuttavia, l’applicazione di queste
discipline ai Beni Culturali richiede particolari requisiti e attenzioni. In questa tesi,
presento i risultati dell’implementazione di diversi sistemi di misurazione della su-
perficie basati sul principio della conoscopia olografica. I senori conoscopici sono
strumenti capaci di misurare distanze con precisione micrometrica a scale diverse,
accoppiati a slitte micrometriche possono essere utilizzati per acquisire scansioni
areali dell’oggetto in esame. Per facilitare la loro applicazione alle opere d’arte
ho sviluppato un framework per applicare la metrologia di superficie ai beni cul-
turali. Il framework copre diversi aspetti del processo di analisi ed utilizzo dei
dati e comprende la creazione di raccolte di campioni, le strategie per la scansione
dell’oggetto, l’archiviazione e l’analisi dei dati ed eventualmente l’incertezza legata
alla misura. Il framework mira a rendere più accessibile l’implementazione della
metrologia di superficie e dei sistemi di scansione dell’analisi dimensionale per
l’analisi dei beni culturali. I risultati raccolti su una varietà di materiali artistici
(metalli, dipinti su tavola, tela, carta, pergamena e dipinti murali) mostrano come
questi sistemi possano essere utilizzati per monitorare gli effetti delle procedure di
pulitura, la stabilità dimensionale delle opere d’arte ed il loro invecchiamento.
ABSTRACT
The application of surface metrology and dimensional analysis to the study of
artworks can reveal important information on the object and aid the integration
of multiple techniques. However, the application of these disciplines to Cultural
Heritage objects necessitates particular care and requirements. In this dissertation,
I present the results of the implementation of different systems, based on Cono-
scopic Holography range finders, for measuring the surface. Conoscopic hologra-
phy range finders are viable instruments for measuring distances with micrometer
accuracy at different scales, coupled with micrometric stages they can be used for
acquiring areal scans of the object under investigation. To ease their application to
artworks I built a framework for applying surface metrology to Cultural Heritage
objects. The framework covers different aspects of the research workflow com-
prising the creation of samples collections, the strategies for scanning the object,
the storing and the analysis of the data and eventually the uncertainty linked to
the measurement. This framework aims to make more accessible the implemen-
tation of surface metrology and dimensional analysis scanning systems tailored
to the analysis of Cultural Heritage objects. The results collected on a variety of
artworks materials (metals, panels painting, canvas, paper, parchment and mural
paintings) show how these systems can be used for monitoring the effects of clean-
ing procedures, the dimensional stability of the artworks and their ageing.
Preface
In this thesis, I have summarized the work I carried out at the OpDATeCH lab-
oratory of the University of Verona led by Prof. Claudia Daffara for implement-
ing a scanning mechanical systems based on Conoscopic Holography and tried
to develop solutions that could address some problems faced during the various
projects where the system was used. I studied most of the topics written in this
thesis during the European Project Scan4Reco (Multimodal Scanning of Cultural
Heritage Assets for their multilayered digitization and preventive conservation via
spatiotemporal 4D Reconstruction and 3D Printing, grant agreement No. 665091)
coordinated by Dr Dimitrios Tzovaras from the Centre for Research & Technol-
ogy, Hellas (CERTH) with the main objective to develop a novel portable, inte-
grated and modular solution for customized automatic digitization and analysis of
cultural heritage objects (CHOs), even in situ. The project (ended in 2018) was
structured in mainly three phases: 1) create and analyze artificially aged reference
material coupons of bronze, silvers and egg-tempera 2) investigate the degradation
mechanism and possible ageing models and 3) build a mechanical positioning sys-
tem that allowed to investigate an artwork with different analytical techniques (e.g.
Raman, FT-IR etc. etc.) referenced over a 3D model of the object.
The knowledge gained during the first two phases has been eventually used by
a decision support system and a simulation environment for helping the restorer
and the conservation scientist to preserve the artwork.
A larger version of the mechanical system, that integrates the microprofilome-
ter module developed in our lab for scanning the surfaces with sub-milimeter res-
olution, was developed in the Ormylia Art Diagnosis Centre by the team lead by
Dr.Ing.Georgios Karagiannis while a commercial solution is under development
by AVASHA AG. CERTH implemented ageing simulation and ROS system and
software for the multi-modal acquisition driving the system.
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this dissertation are those of
the author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the consortium.
External data
Different tools have been used to share open data and products of the research
for easing the replicability of the experiments. Most of the research is shared on
Zenodo1. However, for sharing specific file formats I took advantage of other web-
based hosting service. Kaggle data sets2 for .csv files. GrabCAD3 for CAD files
and Github4 for the code. During this dissertation some special boxes with icons
are used to indicate that some external content relevant to the section is hosted in
one of the web-based hosting services listed above. The external content is catego-
rized as follows:
The data set box indicate that a data set collected dur-
ing the research project is accessible online with a
short description and a link to access it.
This box indicates that is available some 3D model in
.FCStd or .step of the custom pieces of the instru-
ments designed for implementing the systems used in
the research project.
This box indicates that is available an Arduino
project for implementing a system used in the thesis.
Arduino is an open-source framework for program-
ming microcontrollers using a C++ dialect.
The Python box is used for linking to external soft-
ware libraries developed by the author using Python
programmaing languagea. Libraries from third par-
ties are cited in the bibliography.
ahttps://www.python.org/
This box indicates that is available an interactive
jupyter notebook for showing the data processing
or for didactic purposes that uses Python for imple-
menting the concepts and procedure explained in the
section.
For allowing to reproduce some of the experiments presented in this disser-
tation I have used Jupyter notebooks (highlighted by the aforementioned box or





that can be run offline once the notebook has been download and the needed soft-
ware is installed. Otherwise, for easing the accessibility to the code I linked some
of these notebooks to a cloud service provided by Google Inc. for running the
code directly in the cloud by means of a browser. The reader can access the re-
source by clicking on the url contain on the Jupyter box. Which has the following
structure:
︸ ︷︷ ︸





For retrieving the original file without the interactive functionality of Google Co-
Lab, the reader must copy only the GitHub file path and add concatenate it at the







This dissertation has been created using LATEX markup language the source-
code and some of the additional content is hosted at the following website https:
//github.com/giacomomarchioro/phdthesis. All the images can be found in
the same repository and can be reused.
Why Python has been chosen?
I choose to use Python programming language because it is a free and open-source
programming language with established scientific libraries. The simple syntax al-
lows also non-computer scientists to use and understand the code and its func-
tioning. Python is the most popular programming language in 2019 according to
IEEE spectrum[28] and the third according to TIOBE index [24] and hence the
code produced can be used and maintained by a wider audience of scientists and
engineers.
Websites in bibliography
The websites cited in bibliography that are referring to resources that might change
during the time, link to a snapshot of the website in a web archive (Wayback Ma-
chine). This ensure that the reader and the author are referring to the same version.
If the reader wants to consult the latest version of the website (that might be up-
dated or deleted) the first part of the link must be removed. For instance if the







Only the Original url part must be used.
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. . . e sol fa questo per non perdere la bellezza del mondo,
la quale consiste nella superficie de’ corpi sí accidentali come
naturali, i quali si riflettono nell’occhio umano.
Leonardo da Vinci, Trattato della pittura
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Introduction
This introduction focuses on the acquisition of the concepts from different
disciplines in defining the general terms and approach of the dissertation and
the guidelines followed aiming to use in the field of Cultural Heritage an
appropriate lexicon and terminology.
1.1 Structure of the work and definition of the terms
1.1.1 Structure of the dissertation
After this introduction, the work will be structured as follows. The second chap-
ter deals with the implementation of a file format for describing and creating flat
samples collections that can be at the same time human and machine-readable. The
third chapter explains the main concepts and strategies for creating a scanning sys-
tem and a review of conoscopic holography rangefinders applications. The fourth
chapter deals with the data analysis showing: a new workflow for surface metrol-
ogy analysis using masked-arrays, a tool developed during the project for perform-
ing surface metrology and its validation against reference standards. Eventually,
are shown some algorithms that I developed for studying the surface subdivided
into sampling areas with different extents and the test of some algorithms for the
automatic segmentation of heterogeneous surface and for exploratory data analy-
sis extracting the hierarchy of peaks and valleys of the surface. The fifth chapter
investigates the uncertainty linked with the acquisition showing experimental re-
sults on the variation of the surface due to external factors (relative humidity, tem-
perature) on hygroscopic materials. The uncertainties linked with the presence
of transparent materials are studied creating metric test objects using microscope
slides. Taking into account the uncertainties the last chapter reports a series of





The needs of integrating different analytical techniques and creating an open work-
flow for maintaining and analysing the data is recognised by the Cultural Heritage
community [72]. The important role of the development and testing of 3D micro-
profilometric set-up has been the subject of an European project [168]. Mona Hess
in her PhD desertion [67] created a metric test object for Cultural Heritage acquisi-
tion and evaluated many aspects of the fruition of 3D reconstruction of artworks.
The developing of scanning conoscopic holography system for the application to
artworks began with the work carried out at the Italian National Institute of Op-
tics [50] and by Spagnolo[166]. While in depth analysis of conoscopic holography
principle can be found in [163, 66] a lot of research on the systems was carried out
by the University of Olviedo [106, 8, 151]. The need for the creation of refer-
ence samples collection is still actual. The American Library of Congress in 2019
announced that the Preservation Research and Testing Division (PRTD) launch a
new infrastructure initiative call: the Center for Library Analytical Scientific Sam-
ples Digital (CLASS-D)[34] is a transformative methodology that links multiple
analyses to one sample or object, and potentially multiple samples in a project to
previous longitudinal research studies.
1.1.3 Classification of the modalities and definition of the terms
I investigated the usage of the different modalities and terms used for describing
non-invasive analysis in an attempt to uniform the treating of the description of
complex analytical systems and workflow. In this dissertation I have used the con-
vention that when the information is collected on a single spot e.g. using a hand-
held spectrometer I refer to this analysis as a single-spot analysis . We can hence
repeat a single-spot analysis making a random or reasoned sampling of the surface
to be investigated, and register or reference the value to other points, an image
or a 3D model previously acquired. Alternatively we can repeat the analysis fol-
lowing a specific pattern with the aid of a positioning system or other mechanical
systems. In the latter case I call this process scanning. Often the term mapping is
used (e.g. spectroscopic mapping), I prefer to use this term for indicating the pro-
cess of associating (or mapping) to a certain signal or position a value rather to the
acquisition itself. From the practical point of view, we define the scanning tech-
niques as any technique where the probe, part of the probe or the object is moved
in a specific pattern to analyse a larger area and produce a scan. These systems
may acquire simultaneously a line of signals (line scan) or a single spot. Eventu-
ally imaging techniques are able to acquire information regarding multiple spots
simultaneously. The border between imaging and scanning techniques is often
blurred. From one side, scanning techniques produce images and hence are often
included into the imaging class. On the other side, some imaging techniques are
actually scanning across the scene and not acquiring all the signals simultaneously.
This is the case of sensors that are using rolling shutters instead of global shutters. A
series of concepts linked to the scanning analysis will be explained in the follow-
ing chapters. It is important to notice that these categories are valid regardless the
type of properties that are measured, thus imaging or scanning techniques can be
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used to retrieve spectral data as well as data regarding the dimensions. What could
be particularly interesting are the implications of measuring the object acquiring
an image or scanning an object when the time delay between the first and the last
measurement of the scan can reach several hours.
1.2 Dimensional and surface metrology
The analysis of the 3D geometry of an object can be divided in two main fields:
dimensional metrology and surface metrology ( or roughness analysis). Dimen-
sional metrology studies how to measure distances and hence focuses the physical
shape of the objects[48]. It treats methods for measuring distances between ele-
ments of an object or calculates shapes that best fit the object. Surface metrology
[186] focuses on methods for measuring statistically the distribution of heights or
features on the profile or the area under investigation. The two fields are often sep-
arated because of different instrument requirements and the representation of the
surface may differ. For dimensional metrology it is required to measure volumes
at a larger scale while for surface metrology a sub-micrometer resolution is prefer-
able. In this dissertation I use a custom conoscopic holography set-up for carrying
out both, dimensional metrology and surface metrology. These two disciplines
are widely developed in engineering but not very widespread in the analysis of
Cultural Heritage objects.
1.2.1 An overview of the main techniques used in dimensional
and surface metrology
Several techniques have been developed during the last century for measuring ac-
curately the surface of an object and its dimensions. Figure 1.1 shows a simplified
schematic of the main systems and principles used for retrieving the distances.
Stylus profilometers are the gold standard for roughness analyses [167, p.177].
Usually a piezoelectric stage scan the surface using a stylus with a tip with a radius
ranging on average from 0.2 to 10 µm[21] but small diamond tip can achieve lateral
resolution up to 20 nm. The transducer (which is often a linear variable differential
transformer[142]) senses the movements of the probe producing a digital represen-
tation of the profile. A similar principle is used by the Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM) in this case the tip has radii ranging from 4 to 50 nm and it is attached at the
end of a small cantilever. A laser irradiates the cantilever and a detector captures
the reflected light. Depending on the position of the reflected light on the detector
the height of the point is recorded. Unlike the stylus profilometer —that works
always in full-contact mode with the tip “dragged” on the surface— the AFM can
operate also in tapping mode and in non-contact mode. In the first case, the can-
tilever oscillates close to its resonance frequency, in this way the tip will touch the
surface at regular intervals for a short period of time. In the second case, with the
non-contact mode, the tip is still oscillating but does not touch the surface. The
variation on the amplitude of the oscillations due to the van der Waals forces are
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Figure 1.1: A schematic of the principles of some of the most common techniques
used for surface metrology and dimensional analyses.
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constant. A piezo-electric stage keeps the tip at a constant distance while the sys-
tem records the distance travelled by the piezo-electric stage for reconstructing the
topography of the surface. The approach of measuring the distance travelled by
a linear stage until is constrained by the boundary of the surface is used also by
the coordinate measuring machine (CMM). In this case the probe has usually a
radius of 4 mm hence these instruments can be used only for dimensional metrol-
ogy. However, modern linear stages can achieve an accuracy of the measurement
on the order of micrometers, combined to the fact that this approach allows vir-
tually to measure object of any size and dimension[157] they are one of the main
tools used nowadays for dimensional metrology.
Optical techniques for measuring surface roughness and performing dimen-
sional metrology take advantage of several optical phenomena. A review of the
techniques can be found in literature [13, 109], here I briefly introduce the most
used techniques and their core concepts. In figure 1.1 I divided the non-contact
techniques in three groups. Many techniques take advantage of the variation of the
signal at different focal plane. Confocal microscopy can retrieve high-resolution
3D topography scanning the object in the three dimension and limiting the radia-
tion collected to the point at focus. A simpler solution can be designed based only
on the difference of intensity registered when the surface is moved away from the
focus point. Chromatic confocal instead uses a dispersive lens so that the focus
of the radiation varies depending on the wavelength. A spectrometer measures
the wavelength of the back-scattered radiation for determining the corresponding
distance using a look-up-table retrieved from the calibration phase. This approach
can be extend for measuring simultaneously a line of points. Lately, measurements
of areas can be also performed using techniques based on focus variation. In this
techniques the lens is moved perpendicular to the surface and the in-focus areas
of the image are mapped for each scanning step. It is hence possible to associate
at a particular height the in-focus regions of the image, thus reconstructing the
topography from the stack of images.
To achieve higher resolutions interferometric techniques are employed. In
phase shifting interferometry (PSI) the interferogram is produced by the inter-
ference of the light reflected by the sample and the light reflected by a reference
surface which is moved while performing the analysis. Using this technique a res-
olution below the nanometer can be achieved, however the maximum height step
is determined by the wavelength of the laser light used, thus the application are
often limited to very flat surfaces. To overcome the working range limitations of
PSI, coherence scanning interferometry (CSI) can be an option. CSI calculates
the distance taking into account also the strength interference signal for each pixel
of the detector. There are many different configurations, one of the most com-
mon uses a Miraou interferometer to create the fringe pattern as shown in figure
1.1, this technique is usually called white light interferometry (WLI). Also tech-
niques normally used for retrieving the topography of materials such as optical
coherence tomography (OCT) could be included in the same class of techniques,
in fact Fourier domain OCT systems have been proved to be effective in perform-
ing profilometry and roughness analysis[107].
If nanometric resolutions are not necessary for the application, cheaper and
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more portable techniques can be developed using the triangulation principle. Pro-
jecting a line or a pattern onto a surface and recording an image of the pattern
with a camera slightly tilted allows to retrieve the topography measuring the posi-
tion and the distortions of the light patterns. Laser triangulation sensors are very
common in the industry automation but can measure simultaneously only a single
line. Fringe pattern recording systems (best known as Structured light scanner)
projecting a known and variable pattern on the surface are able to acquire an area
of the surface keeping the device in a stationary position.
Many structured light devices with double camera take advantage of princi-
ples based on photogrammetry, this approach can be exploited also using a single
camera capturing many images of the object from various orientations (Structure
from Motion (SfM)). Due to its simplicity it is a very common tool used in Cul-
tural Heritage science and archaeology [4]. In the context of archaeology, also
devices based on the measurement of time of flight (ToF) of electromagnetic radia-
tion or ultrasounds must be mentioned. In the first case, terrestrial laser scanners
(TLS) measure the time needed by a laser impulse to be reflected and collected
by the detector. Knowing the speed of light the distance can be thus retrieved.
TLS has a very large working range and accuracy on the order of centimetres and
are thus normally used only for surveying buddings or archaeological sites[141].
Eventually, cheaper alternatives based on coded light depth and depth from stereo
(e.g. Intel RealSense®) or ToF (e.g. Microsoft Kinect®) are now available on the
market and commonly know as depth cameras and have been applied also to Cul-
tural Heritage objects[27].
1.3 Comparison of the performance of commercial
systems
To have an insight of the current panorama of available instruments I compiled a
data set based on the specifications of instrument configurations provided by the
instruments manufacturers. A configuration in this case is an arrangement of the
systems with a particular accessory (often lens). The data set contains the major
figures of merits of the performance for many configurations available on the mar-
ket based on the principles explained in section 1.2.1. Besides, the configurations
based on the aforementioned principles the data set includes also the specification
of the conoscopic holography probes that were used for the systems developed dur-
ing this thesis, and that will be treated in detailed in chapter 3. The comparison
using the specification provided by the manufacturer is not always accurate due to
the fact that different manufacturers calculate the figure of merits using different
methods. Moreover, is always very hard to condense the performance in a single
number, for instance the accuracy or the repeatability of many instruments depend
on several factors comprising the position of the surface on the working range of
the instrument (the offset from the optimal distance), the material properties and
the environment. However, the data can give an approximate bench-marking of
the conoscopic probes that are available on the market. In this analysis I focus on
three main figures of merit: spatial sampling, working range and height accuracy.
6
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Figure 1.2: The spatial sampling against the height accuracy of the claimed perfor-
mance of metrology instruments. Note that the axis is logarithmic and the bottom
left corner represents higher performance.
The spatial sampling is the minimum distance between two consecutive points, in
this case give us an idea of the smallest surface feature width that could be detected
with the technique. The working range is here defined as the maximum step height
measurable without re-positioning the object. Finally, the accuracy is an estimate
of the average error of the acquired surface from the real surface.
systemsfor3Dsurface measurements.csv
contains a list of 381 systems configura-
tion based on the principles explained in
section 1.2.1. The data can be accessed at
https://www.kaggle.com/giacomomarchioro/
systemsfor3dsurfacemeasurements. The plot
here presented can be generated using the kernel
https://www.kaggle.com/giacomomarchioro/
kernel20bd88d37e.
From figure 1.2 we can observe that the contact profilometers listed in the
data set are still the most performing instruments in terms of spatial sampling and
height accuracy (in this case we have to be aware that accuracy of AFM is not easy
to determine correctly due to many artifacts that can occur during the measure-
ment). Two main clusters appears from the scatter plot: the first containing the
interferometric and focus based techniques, the second containing the techniques
that use the triangulation/photogrammetric principles. Conoscopic holography
probes have intermediate performance. They can reach spatial sampling and ac-
curacy similar to the less performing metrology instruments of the first group.
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Figure 1.3: The maximum working range against the height accuracy of the
claimed performance of metrology instruments. Note that the axis is logarithmic
and, in this case, the top left corner represents higher performance.
However, regarding the working range and accuracy trade-off they can cover a
wider portion of the performance plot of figure 1.3, thus they can be used for
collecting with the same instrument (changing the configuration) acquisitions at
different scales. Moreover, the surface topography acquired using other techniques
can be more easily registered to the same three-dimensional model. Hence results
of the techniques based on triangulation/stereo principles can be potentially fused
with the results of the conoscopic holography set-ups. In the same manner, nano-
metric resolution topography map can be registered on the acquisitions collected
with the conoscopic holography systems.
1.3.1 Dimensional and surface metrology for a complete sur-
face analysis
With good reason the reader may wonder what are the benefits of applying surface
and dimensional metrology to Cultural Heritage objects. The first reason is that
the information contained in the surface topography could tell us details about
the material and its conservation history including characterization of the surface
finishing, curvature of the object structure of the warp-yarn of the paintings[51],
canvas imprint, engravings and inscriptions[52]. These features are linked with
the surface morphology of the artwork and a complete characterization requires
surface metrology techniques. Indeed, this is true also when we are the one that
are modifying the artwork surface: during the restoration or the cleaning of the
object[183, 25, 124] or for monitoring the drying process of varnishes[107]. Mon-
itoring the surface before and after the intervention with an accurate topography
map could be beneficial for understanding the effects of our actions on the stub-
ble roughness and on the more evident shape of the artwork. The texture and
8
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the shape of the object play a key role on the appearance and hence in its aesthet-
ics[154]. Roughness is also linked with other phenomena that affect the stability
and the aging of the artwork materials, for instance, evidences [140] show a corre-
lation with the corrosion resistance of metals.
When the sample is not homogeneous, sampling only a limited number of
spots with other analytical techniques on the surface of the object can be mislead-
ing or hide position-dependent correlations crucial for the understanding of the
materials and their deterioration[60]1. In this case, associating the measurement
to its precise location is mandatory. This process can be done in post processing
using different software techniques for registering2 the acquisition, or during the
acquisition itself, hence implementing the hardware necessary to carry on the ac-
quisition in the area selected. For registering single-spot analysis in a meaningful
and accessible way, both techniques require however a model of the object, or at
least a detailed representation, and this step has to be performed often with other
techniques before the acquisition of the single-spot analyses to be referenced. The
surface and dimensional metrology is hence the starting point for the implemen-
tation of more advanced techniques and an understanding of the uncertainties and
limits associated to the model is necessary for avoiding any bias on the latter analy-
sis. If we acquire a 3D model using a scanning system or a robotic arm that operates
by scanning the whole surface of the object using a mechanical positioning system
we could take advantage of the same positioning system and the data collected by
the scanning device for precisely positioning other techniques or analytical instru-
ments that need to be in the proximity of the object. Once we have coupled several
instruments to the mechanical positioning system we can obtain what in this dis-
sertation I call a multi-modal system. I define a multi-modal system as a system
that allows to use different analytical techniques using the same positioning system
hence allowing a fine registration of the data3.
However, creating a system should not be limited to assembling together differ-
ent instruments but also to fuse the data in an integrated representation of different
physico-chemical aspects of the same object and the environment that surrounds it.
Data fusion can be applied to register spatial information at different scales[145] or
geometrical and dimensional information with spectral information[51, 63, 62].
Many times this should include also monitoring the environmental conditions,
even though in this case rather than a spatial registration we perform a temporal
1In this regard, I found meaningful an anecdote that a restorer told me some years ago. While
restoring a wooden statue, the restorer found beneath the pictorial layers a gilding. Sampling in
other areas of the statue, she found the same gilding. Because it is well known that, in some circum-
stances, gilded statues were covered with pictorial layers for avoiding thefts, she decided to remove
the pictorial layer for revealing the original gilding. Unfortunately, the gilding was well preserved
only in the area where she sampled, and the pictorial layers were added instead for aesthetic reasons.
2the term registering in this context means referencing the data over a model representing a
greater part of the object
3multi-technique seems more appropriate when using completely different techniques instead
of multi-modal that seems to refer to modalities. AFM microscope for instance could be called
multi-modal systems because with the same system they can operate with different modalities
(e.g. tapping, non-contact, full-contact etc. etc.). For a system that uses two completely differ-
ent physical-principles such as a combined XRF and Raman spectrometer[139] the term multi-
technique system could seem more appropriate.
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synchronization. In fact, when measuring features at micron or nano-scale, vibra-
tions, or slight variation of the temperature and humidity, can affect the perfor-
mance, the position of the instrument and the object morphology and properties
as will be discussed in this dissertation. Hence it is crucial to develop also quality
controls after the data has been acquired, to assess the accuracy of the measure-
ment. Eventually a data-fusion process should be performed to allow to use and
exchange the data collected not only between the researchers who performed the
analysis but also by the researchers who may be interested in the data-set. To carry
out this step is necessary an understanding of the underlying data-structure and an
effective documentation of the data and all the processing applied to it for correct-
ing and registering the acquisitions. This last passage can be critical, due to the
time required for fusing all the data and meta-data relative to the samples.
The complete experimental workflow for the analysis of artworks and mate-
rials samples collection can be summarized in figure 1.4 where to every step is
assigned an esteem of the reproducibility in this case acceptation of “the ability to
be reproduced or copied” is more suited for the single steps and the production of
documented data set. The analyses are often repeated after intervals of time and in
different regions of the sample. Eventually, alteration of the samples be due to the
natural aging or to treatments applied to the sample, which should be taken into
account. In many cases more than one technique is used to fully characterize the
sample. The process is inevitably time consuming, especially if the sample must
be sent to different facilities to be analyzed.
1.3.2 The problem of surface and dimensional metrology ap-
plied to Cultural Heritage objects
Surface metrology was developed in the field of mechanical engineering and parts
manufacturing. In particular, most of the applications are developed for addressing
issues related to automotive, aerospace and semiconductors industry. Applying
the same tools on artworks is not straightforward. Here I divided the requirements
in two categories: hardware and software requirements.
From the perspective of the hardware there are mainly two requirements. The
first requirement is the non-ivasiveness of the technique used. Stylus profilers,
which are the gold standard in surface metrology, cannot be used without the risk
of damaging the surface, leaving traces of the stylus path, as highlighted by dif-
ferent studies [99, 108, 138] [168, sec. 5.9]. The second hardware requirement is
the portability of the instrument for performing the analysis on site directly on
the artwork. Many interferometric techniques (e.g. white light interferometry,
confocal microscopy) are hence not easily applicable (for getting an idea on the
portability of the instruments see for instance the weight tabulated on the online
data set systemsfor3Dsurface measurements.csv of section 1.3).
Regarding the software requirements, we have to consider the robustness of
the algorithms in analyzing heterogeneous materials. Industrial applications of
surface metrology analyze usually machined metal pieces that are uniform and
with an expected pattern and materials to characterize. The artwork is often a
unique composite object aged and restored during several centuries. The user that
10




















Figure 1.4: Work-flow for the analysis of a collection of samples. To every step is

















































































































Figure 1.5: The number of ISO standard per year published by the TC 213.
performs surface metrology on artworks must be cautious when applying directly
the standard methods on the unknown surface. Many standards and conventions
developed in surface metrology arise from empirical knowledge gained analyzing
metal parts (for instance, the cut-off filtering parameters derived from the auto-
motive industry) [186, p.10]. This empirical knowledge was gained analyzing mil-
lions of similar parts produced in the factories. While the conservation scientist
is often analyzing unique products of the creativity of the artist. Hence, there is
firstly a need to fill in the lack of tools for exploratory data analysis of complex and
unknown surfaces. Aside from analyzing directly artwork is thus propeadeutic to
study also the artworks materials individually under controlled conditions. Using
this methodology we can try to infer, with the proper precautions, the origin of the
signals measured on the surface. Finally, the need to develop methods to quantify
and possibly correct the uncertainties deriving from the analysis of heterogeneous
materials (Chapter 5). This process must be repeated for each artwork and surface,
hence a considerable amount of automatizing is needed to make it feasible.
The data collected and elaborated by different operators with different instru-
ments on unique objects will necessitate considerable efforts to be comparable. A
solid standardization might be necessary for avoiding biases and ambiguities in the
collections and analysis of the data. It might be reasonable to adopt the standard-
ization already used by the industry, proposed by the ISO.
1.4 The usage of international standards from ISO:
benefits and costs
The complexity of the metrological chain from the measurements to the data elab-
oration often led to a lack of reproducibility of the procedure [113, 111, 23]. For
this reason, institutions and industries spent a lot of efforts in defining standard-
ized way to measure, elaborate and certify the data collected. This work has been
carried out in parallel by different national standardization organizations such as
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) or organizations linked
to specific industrial field as the German Verband der Automobilindustrie (VDA).
The standards produced often differ in the definition and implementation of the
concepts, in this work I adopted the standards defined by the International Stan-
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dard Organization (ISO). In figure 1.5 can be seen that the efforts in developing
newer standards grew in the last twenty years. Indeed, the adoption of these stan-
dards might increase the reproducibility of the research and the possibility to com-
pare results and data collected by different research groups or institutions. How-
ever, the study and the adoption of ISO standards by the academia is limited prob-
ably because, unlike other international standardization consortium (e.g. W3C),
the standards provided by ISO are not open access. ISO assigned a specific technical
committee (TC 213) devoted to the creation of standards related to Dimensional
and geometrical product specifications and verification. For analyzing the costs
for buying the standards and their development I have created a data set of all the
standards developed by TC 213.
ISO_TC 213.csv contains a list of 281 ISO standards
developed by TC 213. ISO_TC 213_CH.csv contains
a selection of standards that I found relevant to the
application of surface metrology in the Cultural Her-
itage field. The data can be accessed at https://www.
kaggle.com/giacomomarchioro/isotc213.
From 1962 to 2019 ISO technical committee 213 developed 259 standards (com-
prising deleted and withdrawn documents and excluding the 24 standards under
development) the total commercial value of these documents is 12623.52 euros.
Of these, I estimated that between 60 and 70 standards might be useful for imple-
menting the software and hardware solution for performing a metrology analysis
on artworks. The cost for acquiring these standards is around 5k euros, but of
course it might vary depending on the project.
1.4.1 The choice of the standards
I selected the standards taking into account the application on Cultural Heritage
objects. Most of the standards related to filtration and the computation of the
metrological parameters are relevant to the characterization also of Cultural Her-
itage objects. These parameters, and the filtration techniques for acquiring them,
have been used for characterizing the surface of CH objects [50]. Also the stan-
dards related to the reference specimens (wedges, gauge blocks and reference pro-
files) are important for assessing the performance of the instrument also in the Cul-
tural Heritage sector[67]. I have excluded from the selection standards related to
instruments such calipers, technical drawings, geometrical tolerancing. Further-
more, standards related to Coordinate Measuring Machine might be less relevant
to the Cultural Heritage sector due to the trends towards non-contact measure-
ments.
1.5 Discrete representations of the surface
Modern metrology instruments ( viz. figure 1.1 at page 4), after the required pro-
cessing , output one or many discrete values representing a distance of the point of
13
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the object from a reference point or plane (e.g. from the lens or from an imaginary
plane). In this section I define the main terms and the mathematical representa-
tions of the data that will be used during the dissertation.
A profile can be represented as a series of distances acquired along a rectilinear
trajectory. A surface describes instead an area of a 3D object. In most of the cases,
I will describe profiles and surfaces as arrays. In the standards this representation is
called data-matrix[89]. However, I differentiate between arrays of distances and
arrays of height variations. From my experience, this differentiation is often
unnoticed by the users of the data that are led to errors when analyzing the data
provided.
nD array of distances
A simple surface profile can be represented as a 1-dimensional array of the kind:
P =

d1, d2, . . . , di ,

(1.1)
where d is the distance from a reference line (e.g. the trajectory of the instru-
ment lens). For some applications we might want to consider the points connected
and hence consider this structure as a polygonal chain4.





d1,1 d1,2 . . .
... . . .





where d still represents the distance but from the instrument reference plane or
trajectory and (k , i ) refers to the indexes. We will refer to this type of data structure
with the term nD array of distances where n denotes the number of axes of the
array: one for the profiles, two for the surfaces and three for what we call surface
stacks. This representation necessitates that the distances between a measurement
and the adjacent one are constant but not necessarily equal among the different
axis. For instance the distance between d1,n and d1,n+1 must be the same for every
n but it does not have to be necessarily the same of the distance between di ,1 and
di+1,1. So every nD array of distance could require from one to n additional terms
defining what we can call scan-step in the context of scanning system pixel size
for imaging systems or sampling step when the surface comes from the sampling
or discretization of a continuous signal or function 5. For encompassing all this
definitions the generic term increment is used in ISO 25178-72:2017[89]. A 3D
array of distances can be a very handy structure for multilayer material, we can
think this structure as a surface stack where the third dimension can be a distance
but also represent time lapses. It is worth mentioning that the dimension of the
array does not correspond to the dimension of the object mapped, for instance a
4Polyline and linestring are terms normally found in computer science.
5Unfortunately, often, the term lateral resolution is used, but in fact the lateral resolution can
be much lower compared to the scan-step.
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Figure 1.6: A representation of a stack of 2D-array of distances.
2D array of distance can represent portion of surface while a 3D-array of distances
can represents the evolution of a surface in time so can describe four dimensions.
nD array of height variations
If the distance is referring to a line or a plane we must define the position of the
reference line or plane, in other words at what every single distance corresponds.
We may find the term depth image in many books. Most of the time if we out-
put directly this data structure from an instrument the distance measured will be
from the probe above the surface to the surface itself. Thus, greater distances are
interpreted as valleys of the surface and smaller distances as peaks. If we subtract
a reference plane the interpretation will be the opposite.
This may seem obvious to the operator who performed the analysis but may
not be so evident for an external user of the data, and the results can be completely
misinterpreted if the reference plane is taken for granted. For this reason, in this
dissertation we make a distinction between array of distances and array of height
variations. An array of height variations is composed by values that are referring
to a virtual plane or form, for instance a nominal form fitted to the data. Hence
heights can assume also negative values while distances are for definition positive.
For convention we use the letter z for indicating that we are dealing with a height
variation.
P = [z1, z2, . . . , zn] (1.3)
Sometimes instead of a parallel plane the distances are referring to a point or




Other conventions used in literature: the confusion between vi-
sualization and dimensions
A 2D array of distances can be produced and hence be visualized as a 3-dimensional
object, the user may be tempted to refer to this data as 2.5D ( two-and-a-half-
dimensional) because it contains also information regarding the position in the
third dimension, the usage of this term, in my opinion, should be avoided be-
cause this terms is usually related to the visual perception6 of the data and not the
data structure itself or its dimension from the mathematical point of view. Fur-
thermore, the term 2.5D can be confused with the Hausdorff dimension that we
encounter later on this dissertation.
2D and 3D arrays of generic scalars
A large amount of analytic data can be described with the N-dimensional array
(e.g. hyper-spectral or multi-spectral cubes etc. etc.). We call these representation
data matrices. Some techniques, for instance X-ray tomography can retrieve the
density of the material and hence output (after transformation of the data) a 3D
arrays with scalars representing densities. For retrieving the interfaces usually an
algorithm (such as marching cube algorithm for 3D arrays) is used: a threshold
is used for delimiting the borders of the interface and obtaining what is called an
isosurface (or isoline for 2D object). Thus the interface found depends on the
threshold chosen for separating the phases that the user wants to study. The output
is a series of coordinates that delimit the surface, a list of n-tuple.
List of n-tuple
A more flexible way to represent the surface is using lists of coordinates respect to
an arbitrary origin point. In a more formal way we can define it as a list of n-tuple:
[(i1, . . . , in),
. . . ,
(i1, . . . , in)]
(1.4)
Where n is two for a profile and three for a surface. This structure gives us the
possibility to describe complex object where a continuous interface have point
with only one coordinate different from the other. They have also the advantage
that can be not ordered and not-evenly spaced, because the order does not contains
topologic information (in the nD-array of distances neighbour values meant that
the distance was next to each other). Many format used in computer graphics and
3D scanning uses this data structure. Point clouds can be described as a set of
triples (3-tuple). Where each triple contains the coordinates (X,Y,Z).
6 three-quarter and pseudo-3D are also found in literature, the latter term even if less in vogue is
actually the most preferable in the context of visual perception. An analogous concept is expressed
by the term Trompe-l’œil in history of art.
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The advantage of the arrays compared to lists of n-tuple
Even if the n-tuples are more flexible compared to the arrays the main advantage of
the arrays is their usability. For describing a flat surface we necessitate only of the
values regarding the height or distance, the shape and the increment. While for the
point-clouds we necessitate for each point the two coordinates. This usually allows
saving almost two thirds of the memory required for dealing with an equivalent
surface described as a point cloud. Furthermore, many operations are facilitated
using the arrays because they assure evenly spaced measurements.
1.6 Summary
In this introduction I briefly explained the difference between surface metrology
and dimensional analysis. An overview of the performance of the instruments
used in these two fields have been given analyzing a data set collected from the
nominal specifications provided by the manufacturers. The conoscopic hologra-
phy sensors (treated in this dissertation) have intermediate performance between
instruments normally employed for surface metrology and for dimensional anal-
ysis, thus they could be helpful for:
• retrieving dimensional and roughness information with the same system.
• multi-scale analysis, thanks to the high variation on the available working
ranges.
• positioning automatically other instruments/probes with high accuracy:
– developing of multi-modal system.
– automatizing and increasing the reproducibility of the experiments.
– allowing the collection of large amount of data.
• data fusion between low-resolution and high-resolution techniques.
However the application of surface metrology and dimensional analysis to CH
object is not straightforward. I discussed the main requirements and problems:
• non-invasiveness of the technique used.
• the portability of the technique.
• previous knowledge and development of surface metrology was based on
empirical knowledge acquired on millions of pieces produced by factories.
• Cultural Heritage objects are unique pieces with materials that can change
over time or due to environmental conditions.
• we need to create exploratory tools for analyzing unique materials without
an a priori knowledge of them (as it was for the industry).
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• collecting knowledge on artistic materials in a controlled and reproducible
way might be helpful for improving our knowledge on surface metrology of
Cultural Heritage object.
I proposed a workflow for creating and analyzing collections of samples. For in-
creasing the repeatability and the possibility to compare data collected from dif-
ferent research groups I analyzed the benefits and the costs of the adoption of ISO
standards related to surface metrology using a data set.
In the next chapter, we will see how to encode the information of reference
samples collection using a new tool developed during this thesis for facilitating the
analysis of flat samples collections.
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Automating the creation of flat
samples collections
The chapter treats problems and methodologies for creating and analyzing
samples collections of a wide range of materials used in artworks in a stan-
dardized manner. It describes a new tool developed during the thesis that
produces a file format for creating, describing and analyzing flat sample col-
lections.
Introduction
Reference samples collections in the Cultural Heritage research
praxis
The creation and the analysis of reference samples collections is an important
step in the research on conservation of Cultural Heritage (see figure 1.4 at page
11). The Getty conservation institute established in the early 1990s the GCI Ref-
erence Collection [55], one of the greatest repositories of artist materials. In fact,
almost every institution and research group dealing with the conservation of Cul-
tural Heritage produces reference materials collections. To name but a few, we
can find research based on reference samples collection for painting materials[5,
38], illuminated manuscripts materials[2] and metals[119]. However, this process
is often not standardized hence the possibility to access to the information of the
original sample collections and the data set produced is not always granted. Other
researchers or sometimes, after some years, even the same researches who pro-
duced the collections might not be able to reuse effectively the samples collection.
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Wide (mm) Height (mm) Depth (mm)
Microscope slide
(ISO 8037/ 1) 70 25 1
Microscope slide
(geological) 75 50 1
Microscope slide
(petrographic) 46 27 1
A7 81 114 -
ISO9227 150 70 1 ±0.2
ISO9227
(organic coating) 150 100 1
A4 210 297 -
Table 2.1: Common standardized dimensions that can be used for easing the pro-
cess of creating samples collection.
Strategies for standardizing the creation and analysis of refer-
ence samples collections
Several laboratories have automated the analytical process for creating sample col-
lections and acquiring the analytical data. In medical laboratories, automated anal-
ysers are used for analyzing liquid samples. These analyzers take advantage of sam-
ple holders following specific standards, for instance microplates following AN-
SI/SBS 1-2004 ANSI/SBS 4-2004 standards. For testing some materials efficiently
are already available several standards defining the dimension of the samples and
the procedure to perform for instance (ISO 9227:2017[94]). For the automated
analyses of complex parts “pick-and-place” robots are used and commercially avail-
able[137]. For allowing a standardized process both the sample holder and the
samples must have well defined dimension. In table 2.1 I report some standard di-
mensions that can be used for standardizing the creation of the samples collection.
In the case of samples collections which are conserved for long time, it is more
convenient to design the sample’s holder around the sample collection and keep
the samples holder for storing effectively the samples and possibly facilitating their
analysis. In this project I focused on the standardization of flat samples collection,
which is probably the most common type of samples collection used in Cultural
Heritage research, with the aim of improving the usability of these data sets. For
facilitating this task I developed a Python module for generating a file to describe
sample collections and that can be eventually used for producing and analyzing in
an automated way the collection itself. In doing so I took into consideration the
following requirements:
• The reference collection must be fully described.
• The samples holder should be used as a reference system, so there is no need
to move every single sample individually.
• The format must be machine and human-readable.
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Figure 2.1: The procedure for creating and analyzing samples collection with the
tool created during the project.
• The sample holder dimensions possibly should not exceed the instrument
stages limits
• The sample holder should be built so that can be easily shipped to other
laboratories.
• It must be possible to extract easily the positions of the samples for sending
them to the positioning system.
2.1 The workflow for creating the samples collection
Figure 2.1 shows the workflow proposed for creating and analyzing the samples
collection. The researcher uses the software tool to programmatically create the
samples collection, as described in the following section (2.2). The output is a
series of scalable vector graphic (SVG) files. SVG files are XML-based text for-
mat that can contain information in a structured way and at the same time can
be read as an image allowing to non experienced user to visualize the structure of
the sample collection using any web-browser. The main SVG file contains all the
information regarding the samples collections: materials used, coating applied and
their position in relation to the samples holder. The SVG file is structured so that
it can be read by several machines capable of producing the samples holder, the
samples and the masks used for easing the production of the samples. Common
machines that can be used for this scope are laser cutters or cutting plotters. The
laser cutters are programmable machines able to cut different materials following
a programmable path, while cutting plotters perform the same function but are
usually limited to sheets of soft materials such paper and textile. Using these files
as an input the machine can cut or, if needed, engrave the samples and the sam-
ples holder as designed by the researcher. The researcher can hence apply coatings
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and treatments. Once the physical reproduction of the samples collection is com-
pleted, the sample holder with the samples can be placed on the scanning system
that, using the information contained in the same SVG file, can automatically scan
each sample or selected samples and areas. A further advantage is that the data set
produced is already annotated. For instance, if the researcher scans each sample
entirely, using the SVG file it can automatically retrieve the area with a certain
coatings or treatments he previously indicated when creating the SVG files using
the aforementioned tool.
2.2 The tool for creating the samples collection
PySVGsamplescollection allows the creation of
reference samples collections in a program-
matic way. The source code cand be found
at: https://github.com/giacomomarchioro/
pySVGsamplescollection
The general idea presented in section 2.1 is practically implemented developing
a Python module that I called SVGsamplescollection. The listing 2.1 shows a basic
example of the usage of the module for creating a samples collection of fifteen
samples. This example serves only for illustrating the process and is simplified for
brevity and clarity. All the design of the experiment must be carried out by the
researcher before designing the collection. Here we suppose that the researcher
found that 15 samples are enough for his research, and he wants to see the residues
of varnishing on these samples after the exposure to UV light and the cleaning
with a solution of acetone. The collection can be created and described using the
following code:
1 from svgsamplescollection import SamplesCollection
2 mycollection = SamplesCollection ()
3 mycollection.name = ’Test samples collection ’
4 mycollection.add_creator(’Joe Foe’)





10 mycollection.add_step("Cut the samples from a wood laminate")
11 mycollection.populate_with_samples(’wood’)
12 mycollection.add_step("Cover with vermilion in egg tempera all
the samples except one.")
13 for sample in mycollection.samples [1:]:
14 sample.add_layer("vermilion egg tempera", "brush",
width_percent =0.9)
15 mycollection.add_step("Add the varnish from the first to the
fifth sample")
16 for sample in mycollection.samples [1:5]:
17 sample.add_layer("varnish", "brush", width_percent =0.7)
18 mycollection.add_step("Irradiate samples using UV light.")
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19 for sample in mycollection.samples [::2]:
20 sample.add_treatment(process="uv curing",
21 parameters = {"duration": "5 h",
22 "wavelength_nm":"290"},
23 height_percent =0.5)
24 mycollection.add_step("Clean the samples using acetone.")









Listing 2.1: Example of creating a samples collection programatically using
SVGsamplescollection Python module.
A minimum knowledge of programming is required for fully understanding this
example.
In lines 1-8 we import the module, we create an instance of the class and we set
the name of the collection (Test samples collection), of the author and institution,
the dimension of the sample holder (A4), and the number and the dimensions of
the samples (fifteen samples with the size of a standard microscope slide).
In line 9 we create the sample holder. The module will output an error if the
samples cannot fit on the sample holder otherwise it will automatically space the
samples as an array.
We must divide the creations in steps using the function add_step that accepts
the description of the step that will follow (viz. line 10).
In line 11 we create the samples assigning the material to "wood" in this case.
Now that we have the samples we can add further information regarding other
materials and process that characterize them. When designing this format I defined
two main attributes: the layer and treatment attribute.
In lines 13-14 we add to each sample (IDs from 1 to 14) except the samples
with ID 0 a layer of vermilion in egg tempera. Within the layer attribute we can
assign two arguments: material and process. The material field is meant to be used
for describing the materials present in the layers while the process is meant to be
used for describing the process used for applying the materials. The parameter
width_percent is used for defining the horizontal extent of the layer, for instance a
width_percent of 0.5 means that half of the sample is covered with the material or
treated.
In line 10 we add as materials vermilion and egg tempera using as process a
brush.
In lines 16-17 we apply a varnish layer, using the same procedure but only to the
first 4 samples [1:5] (the right limit is exclusive) and limited to half of the samples.
For steps that do not involve the direct application of new layers but their
modification we use the function add_treatment. That can accept the type of
process and the parameters used during the process as shown in lines 16-18 (UV




ID: 0 ID: 1 ID: 2
ID: 3 ID: 4 ID: 5
ID: 6 ID: 7 ID: 8
ID: 9 ID: 10 ID: 11
ID: 12 ID: 13 ID: 14
0 10 20 30 40
mm
Figure 2.2: The output file containing all the information regarding the samples
and the sample holder.
means that we will apply the treatment to the sample every other sample (the first,
the third etc. etc.) in this case specifying the height_percent we cover the whole
width but only a portion of the height of the sample.
Lines 27-29 are used for placing a scale bar, an housing for a reference target,
and reference markers these are particularly useful for assessing the alignment of
the scanning system and for aligning the imaging analyses not referenced to the
scanning system.
Eventually, in lines 30-31 we save the main SVG files and separately the masks.
The masks can be used during the manufacturing process of the sample collection.
They can be produced in the same way of the sample holder using laser cutters or
cutting plotter. Each mask cover the whole samples holder except for the extent of
specific group of layers or treatments. For instance, the mask related to the treat-
ment of cleaning the samples with acetone (lines 25-26) covers the whole sample
holder except for the first half of each sample. In this way when the researcher is
preparing the sample collection he can apply the mask on the top of the samples
for limiting the risk of committing mistakes and increasing the speed and accuracy
of applying the treatment. The masks can be reused in the creation of other sam-
ples collections, even though often also information regarding the process or the
material to be applied are engraved above the sampled area.
This process might apparently be complicated for people not used to scripting,
but in fact often the user does not have to write the whole script from scratch but
just adapt the example scripts that get closer to the target application.
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2.3 Conventions and suggestions
As a convention I started the numbering of the samples from zero. I use the sample
with ID 0 as a reference hence I usually leave it untreated or only partially treated.
Often a small portion (a strip of about ten percent of the width of each sample)
is left completely untreated as reference. Leaving this space allows to study also
the interaction at the borders of the treatments or the layer and is often useful for
measuring the layer thickness.
Another important function of a reference band on one specific side of the
samples is to have asymmetric samples. This is very important if the samples can
be removed from the samples holder, symmetrical samples could be inadvertently
rotated causing errors when registering the samples in spatio-temporal studies.
Regarding the color coding of the lines in the SVG files, I kept the conventional
color coding of the laser cutter. Red lines (RGBA: 255, 0, 0, 255) are defined as cut
line hence they will be cut if the SVG is used in combination with a laser cutter.
Blue lines and areas (RGBA: 0, 0, 255, 255) will be engraved with a depth depending
on the laser parameters used, so every thing appearing as a blue area or line will be
eventually appear as black depending on the material used for creating the sample
holder.
2.4 Description of the modified SVG file format
As previously mentioned the SVG is a file format based on Extensible Markup
Language (XML). In this section we will have a insight on the particular imple-
mentation of the SVG file format that I defined for this specific task.
1 <svg baseProfile="full" height="210mm" version="1.1" viewBox="0
0 297 210" width="297mm" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2000/ svg">
2 <metadata >
3 <rdf:RDF xmlns:dc="http: //purl.org/dc/elements /1.1/"
xmlns:rdf="http: //www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf -syntax -ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http: //www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf -schema#">
4 <rdf:Description dc:date="2020 -07 -18 18 :48:18 .093112"
dc:format="image/svg+xml" dc:language="en" dc:publisher="
University of Verona" dc:title="Test samples collection">
5 <dc:creator >
6 <rdf:Bag >






Listing 2.2: Example of creating a samples collection programatically using
SVGsamplescollection Python module.
I used the viewBox attribute to define the coordinate system ( in this case 297 units
wide and 210 units high). And then width and height attributes to define the mea-
surement units in this case millimeter. Even though for some SVG element the
units can be specified in the attributes (e.g. width="70mm") to be consistent with
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complex SVG elements that do not allow the definition of the units of measure-
ment, I decided to indicate the unit of measurement only on the header of the SVG
file.
The first element contains the basic metadata (creator, date, title, institution
(using the dc:publisher term) encoded on the widely accepted standard Dublin-
Core[42] and using the Resource Description Framework (RDF)[148].
After the header other two elements (<text>, <rect>) are used for printing
the title of the samples collection and the external borders.
1 <image id="backgroundimage" />
2 <text fill="blue" font -family="Verdana" font -size="9.0" x="20" y
="12.0">Test silver </text>
3 <rect fill -opacity="0" height="210" id="collection_border"
stroke="red" stroke -width="1" width="297" x="0" y="0">
4 <title >{
5 "1": {






11 "description": "Silver samples with ids ranging from 1 to 8
















Listing 2.3: The definition of the collection borders and the description of the
steps.
It is important to notice that all the other title tag <title> ...</title> are not
used for describing the actual title of the sample collection but for describing the
content of the elements. Inside the title tags are reported the information relative
to the element (layers,treatments,steps) using the JSON schema[100]. When open-
ing the file using a browser the user can see the information as a tool-tip through
mouse over interactions. The title tag of the rectangle element defining the border
of the sample collection contains the list of step that we defined previously and the
status and the date if the step has been already carried out.
The other information can be still retrieved in a standard manner de-serializing
the text of the title tag.
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The information regarding the sample collection are organized in groups. In
SVG group of similar objects are enclosed between the group tag <g> ...</g>.
All the samples positions are inside a group with id="samples_position". Each
samples is described by a rectangle, describing the dimensions and a text that con-

















17 ID: 0 </text>
18 [...]
Listing 2.4: The group containing the samples positions.
A second group contains the information regarding the samples and their treat-
ments. Rectangles are used also here for indicating the position and the extent of
each sample, layer and treatment. Inside each samples a <title> tag is used for
storing the fields containing the description of the layers and the treatments. In
this way, when the SVG is opened in a browser the user can retrieve the informa-
tion regarding the last layer passing on the top of each layer. The browser will














































Listing 2.5: The group section containing the information regarding the samples.
These are the mandatory parts of the file format. At the end of the file are
present the groups containing the definition and position of the scale bar, the align-
ment markers and the housing for an optional reference target standard. As we will
see in the next section this defined but yet flexible structure allows to query the
samples collection for reading the information needed.
2.5 Reading and querying the SVG
Knowing the structure of the files allows to manipulate them very effectively using
tools able to phrase XML data structures. In the implementation of the tool I
provided the possibility of selecting layer with keywords in their description and
also of performing spatial queries, as explained later.
1 from SVGsamplescollection import ReadCollection
2 mycollection = ReadCollection(’Test samples collection.SVG’)
3 mycollection.get_treatments_position(WITH=’acetone ’,WITHOUT=’
varnish ’)
Listing 2.6: Example of querying a samples collection programatically using
SVGsamplescollection Python module.
For instance the researcher might want to select a region of interest (ROI)
where are present some materials and are not present some treatments. For in-
stance, related to the previous example, the researcher might want to select the ar-
eas that are varnished but not treated with acetone. In this case we took advantage
of Shapley a Python library for manipulation and analysis of geometric objects
[56]. The results of this query are the IDs of the sample and the coordinates of the
areas that meet the criteria imposed by the researcher.
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Figure 2.3: The creation of the samples collection using an industrial laser cutter
and the masks for easing the application of the layers. From left to right, on the
first row: cutting of the panel, resulting panel with the border and positioning of
the first mask. From left to right on the second row: positioning of the second
mask, painting of the areas and final result.
The coordinates can be eventually used in combination with a positioning sys-
tem for automating the analysis of the samples or specific part of samples collec-
tion.
2.6 An example of the manufacturing process of the
samples collection
The creation of the samples and the samples holder is not strictly bound to a spe-
cific manufacturing process. However, this rigorous design method allows to take
advantage of different tools for improving or automating the creation of the sam-
ples collection.
Figure 2.3 shows the steps for producing a basic samples collection. The sample
holder is cut using a LVTC 1390/100 laser cutter from a XylTECH® composite
fiber. For cutting, the speed of the cut is set to 20 mms−1 and the power of the
laser to 50-60% while for the engraving the name of the samples the speed of the
cut is set to 120 mms−1 and the power of the laser to 10-20%. Besides, the sample
holder also a frame is cut from the same piece of composite fiber. The frame can be
used for positioning the sample holder and the masks. The masks for this project
are cut from NOVAFLEXIBLE® polypropylene sheets (speed of the cut is set to
35 mms−1 and the power of the laser to 50-60%) and they can be used for guiding
the operator in the addition of the layers, as shown in figure 2.3.
If the researcher wants to control the layer thickness there are several possibil-
ities to achieve a better control of the thickness depending on the application. For
layers with thickness from several microns to millimeters masks with a known
thickness can be used combined with spatulas for a coarse control on the layer
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Figure 2.4: The creation of a samples collection with samples cut from a poplar
panel.
thickness; a more precise control can be achieved using micrometer film appli-
cators. The actual thickness of the layer might vary after the filmation process
requiring a direct measuring of the film thickness using an appropriate measuring
device.
For allowing a wider compatibility with different laser cutter the .svg file of
the sample holders and the masks can be converted into a .dxf file using a routine
provided inside the module. Using masks for the creation of the layers not always
guarantee the best results for the creation of the layers, but are often very effective
when the construction step involves the irradiation of specific part of the samples.
For instance, if we want to artificially age using UV light only a part of the samples.
Once, the sample collection has been completed it can be placed in a position-
ing system and the coordinates of the samples retrieved as explained before can be
used for automating the analysis.
In figure 2.3 the samples are unmovable, however, in case the sample must be
analyzed using instrument with a sample stage with limited space the sample area
can be cut to produce an housing for movable samples as shown in figure 2.4. In
figure 2.4 the samples are made of the same material of the samples holder (a poplar
panel) but they can be cut using a separated file from any other material.
2.7 Summary
Reference samples collection are widely used in the current Cultural Heritage re-
search practices and in other fields. The way to describe and create flat samples
collections can be improved.
In this chapter I have proposed a methodology for increasing the efficiency
of the creation, description and analysis of reference flat sample collection. The
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methodology take advantage of a particular implementation of a well established
and accessible format such SVG for describing and visualizing the collection and
the sample holder that can be used as reference system.
Using an open-source tool that I called pySVGsamplescollection it is possible
to facilitate the encoding of the information and the querying of the SVG file for
retrieving the position of the samples and areas with different combinations of
layers and treatments.
The information contained in the file can be used for automating the creation
of the samples collection as well as the masks for easing the application of the
treatments by means of laser cutter or cutting plotter.
The creation of the reference sample collection is the first step of many re-
search projects, the analysis of the samples is the next step. In the next chapter, we
will discuss the strategies for scanning the object of the analysis that might be the





Scanning strategies and their
application to areal surface metrology
with conoscopic holography probes.
This chapter analyzes the possible scanning strategies and their implication
on the scanning system. It defines formally the scanning patterns and modal-
ities and their influences on the acquisition that can be used for implementing
most of the scanning systems. Finally the knowledge gained is used for im-
plementing a scanning conoscopic holography system for acquiring the areal
topography measurements.
3.1 Introduction
As shown in table 3.1 several scanning systems have been developed specifically for
the diagnostic of Cultural Heritage. Some of these researches led to the develop-
ment of commercial products[118, 139]. Their success in this field is mainly due to
the fact that the heterogeneity of the materials may render ineffective single-spot
sampling of the surface[60]. Hence, the ability to image or scan an area or the
whole surface is becoming crucial in the application on Cultural Heritage objects.
In this field some drawbacks of scanning techniques such as the time requirements
that are limiting their adoption in industry and in medical application are less rel-
evant, and long acquisition times are usually worth the benefit of the wide-field
analysis. An understanding of the different scanning systems and of the basics
concepts of mechatronics is needed for completely evaluate the influences of dif-
ferent scanning approaches on the analysis and the data that they produce.
In the first part of this chapter, I will discuss the general aspects and the defini-
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Table 3.1: References to some scanning systems developed for the diagnostic of
Cultural Heritage
to most of the scanning instruments and used for accurately describe the system
developed.
The last two sections apply the concepts to the development of a scanning
conoscopic holography systems studied in this dissertation.
3.1.1 Choosing the right positioning system
One of the first problem when designing a scanning system is to choose and de-
sign the correct positioning system. In this project I focused on the creation of
systems based on motorized linear translation stages. Although, 6-axis articulated
robots seems an appealing solution, in practice the cost, the portability and the
safety are probably limiting their adoption on this field, to the best of my knowl-
edge only some applications for easing the stereo-photometric reconstruction of
the object are reported in literature[155, 58]. Most of the scanning systems devel-
oped for metrology application (viz. [168, Chapter 5]) and for Cultural Heritage
applications (cf. table 3.1) feature linear translation stage.
The main components of a linear stage are the motor, an optional encoder,
an actuator, a carriage, and a controller. The encoder is used for retrieving the
position of the carriage. For this purpose it usually records the rotations of the
motors (rotatory encoder) or less frequently some spatial signal parallel to the ac-
tuator (linear encoder). The controller drives the motor and can receive feedback
from the encoder when operating in closed-loop mode and drive the motor accord-
ingly. The motor is connected to the carriage by means of an actuator, which is
generally a component that transforms the rotatory motion of the motor into the
desired motion, in this case, a translation. There are mainly two type of actuators
used for this task: screw actuators and belt actuators. Screw actuators are usu-
ally more accurate in the positioning but are more sensitive to dust and dirt from
the environment. When developing set-ups for in-situ measurements in restora-
tion or archaeological sites special care must be taken for avoiding dirt entering
inside the screw mechanism that is usually not sealed. Small quantities of dirt may
irreversibly damage the thread and require expensive maintenance.
On the other hands, belt drive actuators are less accurate but at the same time
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less sensitive to dirt infiltration. Furthermore, positioning systems based on belt
drive actuators usually travel larger distances compared to lead screws actuators
(that are usually limited to two meters). This aspect might be crucial for designing
systems able to acquire larger work of arts. Hybrid designs that features belt ac-
tuators for coarse positioning and lead screw actuators for fine positioning are an
option to overcome the limits of both technologies. As a matter of fact, Scan4Reco
consortium choose this solution for developing the multi-modal system.
The panorama of positioning systems is very vast is worth mentioning air bear-
ings and linear motors. In particular linear motors could have better performance
compared to ball-screw systems however, these are usually confined to laboratory
operation and hence less adaptable to in-situ operation. While piezoelectric posi-
tioning systems have a limited travel range and hence their application is limited
to the analysis of very small areas.
Two or more linear stages can be assembled together to perform the scanning.
The XY configuration is mostly used for moving the object rather than the probes
while XZ configuration is the most common configuration for in-situ analyses.
A third axis can be mounted for allowing a further degree of freedom, often used
for building systems with sensors that require to be at a precise distance from the
surface. There are mainly two variants to the XYZ configuration, depending on
the position of the Z axis.
3.2 Scanning analysis
Two main scanning modalities are defined in [168]: static acquisition and dynamic
acquisition. In static acquisition the probe or the sample is moved step-by-step
along the desired trajectory and the acquisition is performed with both in a still
position1. The movement can be followed by an idle time, that is a waiting time
to dampen the vibrations induced by the motion before starting the acquisition
of the measurement. In dynamic acquisition2 the acquisition is carried out while
the probe or the sample are moved. The disadvantage of the static mode acquisi-
tion is mainly the required time to perform the scan, because of the continuous
moving, stopping and waiting the acquisition can become extremely long. Dy-
namic acquisitions offer a drastic increase on the speed of the acquisition, because
the acquisition is performed in motion and the idle time is limited to the scanning
offset. A scanning offset is a portion of the motion trajectory where the probe
does not acquire any measurement. The offset can be add at the beginning and at
the end of the single profile to dampen the vibrations due to the acceleration. The
first scanning offset is called run-up while the offset at the end of the acquisition
is called over travel.
Moving the probe can be beneficial when the probe irradiates the artwork with
a laser, in this case the thermal stress is reduced. Moreover, if the sensor is sensitive
to speckle noise, acquiring the data while the probe is moving can reduce consid-
erably the speckle noise produced by the surface[191]. In case of techniques such
1 [191] defines this as discrete digitizing.
2 [191] defines this as continuous digitizing.
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as conoscopic holography — that we will encounter later — it can be an important
factor for increasing the repeatability and the quality of the measurement. For
this reason, to the best of my knowledge dynamic acquisition mode is often the
best modality to implement for scanning systems and the only option for acquir-
ing millions of data points in a acceptable amount of time with a scanning system.
The main drawback is that the spatial resolution in dynamic acquisition mode is
usually worse. This is due to the fact that the sampled area increases due to the
motion of the probe while acquiring the sample as we will see in the following
section.
3.2.1 Factors influencing the sampled area in dynamic acquisi-
tions
The fact that the measurement is performed during a movement has important
implications on the spatial resolution of the measurement and the area exposed to
the probe interaction. A sensor that is acquiring a signal with an integration time
ti nt during a stationary motion —with constant acceleration— will keep collecting
data while moved for a length equal to:
~le = ti nt · ~vs (3.1)
Where ~vs is the velocity of the linear stage. Zapico et al.[191] call le exposure
length. That can be interpreted as the length during which the sensor is exposed,
or better collects the signal. If we know the area that we are sampling with the
specific probe during the static acquisition it is easy to calculate an approximated
sampled area during the dynamic acquisition. For instance, the equation 3.2 can





























This equation defines a superelipse, with width w and height h and rounded
corner of radius r . It can be noticed that when w, h and r are equal to one, the
equation describes a circle with radius one. When r << w the shape approximates
to a rectangle. In this example, I assume that the probe in a static acquisition mode
is sampling an area that can be delimited by the contours of the equation 3.2 with
width w of 3 microns, height h of 7 microns and r of 2 microns. With these pa-
rameters equation 3.2 defines an ellipsoidal shape center at the origin of the axis
as shown in figure 3.1. Similar shapes are often encountered when working with
probes based on non-circularized edge-emitting laser diodes that usually have dif-
ferent divergence angles3.
If the probe moves along the x direction, with a velocity of 3.5 mms−1 and
integration time of 1 ms, the exposure length le will be from equation 3.1 of 3.5 µm.
We split le in its two components along the two directions of motion x, y. In this
3beam profiling the emission of the probe can be useful for determine the shape of the spot.
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Figure 3.1: The sampled area represented by a super ellipse at the initial position
and after the movement along the x direction of the exposure length le . The gray
line shows a superelipse with width equal to the width of the original sampling
area plus the exposure length.
case, because the scanning motion is parallel to the x axis, le y is zero and le x is






























The second superelipsed centered at (3.5,0) in figure 3.1, illustrates the results
of 3.3 with the aforementioned parameters. It can be noticed that the overall area
sampled during this travel is equal to the sum of sampled area during the static
acquisition plus the area of the rectangle obtained multiplying the height of the
spot size and the exposure length le . For measures along one of the two axis this
can be generalized in the following equation:
At ot =As + le x · h + le y ·w (3.4)
Where As is the area sampled during a static acquisition and the others parame-
ters are the same as in the previous equations. When analyzing the optical transfer
function we have to take into account that the area between the vertical axes of the
two superelipses is sampled twice compared to the remaining area.
As an addendum, for transitions along one of the two axes, an approximate area
can be draw using equation 3.3. For instance, for the case where the translation
is along the x axis the superelipse defining the overall total sampled area will have
width equal to w + le x and centroid at (le x , 0). The result is plotted with a grey
line in figure 3.1. It can be noticed, that it only approximates the real area, and




3.2.2 Triggering synchronization and data transfer from the
sensor
The acquisition of the data from the sensor may be triggered by different external
events. Triggering the acquisition using a fixed interval of time (time domain puls-
ing) causes unevenly-spaced sampling due to the slight variation of speed during
the motion. A better approach for scanning techniques is to trigger the acquisition
of the sensor with the absolute position recorded by the axis (spatial domain puls-
ing)4. For instance, in the system in figure 3.8 a page 50 we trigger the acquisition
using the encoder of the horizontal axis so that after the carriage travelled a specific
distance from the starting point (that I call scan step) the controller sends a signal
to the probe. The probe once received the signal, acquires the single measure-
ment. Spatial domain pulsing ensures that the measurements are equally spaced.
However, regardless of the modality chosen, the reasoning explained in section
3.2.1 still applies. Accelerations cause changing in the sampled area and hence in
the spatial resolution. Another important aspect is that the trigger pulse and the
probe integration time must be synchronized, thus the probe often can be used
with frequency equal to the trigger pulse frequency or their multiples.
The data transfer is the next step in the acquisition pipeline. The probe can
send the data collected directly to the main control unit i.e. computer. This mode
is usually called stream mode because it allows streaming virtually infinite data to
the main control unit. The main problem using this mode is that the data transfer
rate between the probe and the computer depends on the communication between
the two systems and usually can not be triggered. The other option is to store the
data values in a memory buffer inside the probe and then transfer the data con-
tained into the buffer at regular periods. I refer to this mode as buffer mode but it
is also called block mode or scope mode[169]. When high sampling rates are used,
storing the measurement into memory buffers internal to the probe is usually pre-
ferred because it allows triggering, a faster data logging and prevents communica-
tion error. The main limitation of the buffer mode is that the memory buffer has
usually a small memory capacity, hence the data must be transferred to the main
memory at regular intervals (for instance after the collection of a single profile). In
fact, is not advisable to perform long runs in a single profile during spatial domain
pulsing in buffer mode, this because although we are triggering the acquisition of
the data, the frequency of the clock of the probe must stay synchronized with the
frequency of the trigger which is usually from the axis encoder. During long runs
because of jitters and variations from the nominal clock frequency some missing
values might occur.
The last passage is storing the data in non-volatile memory. After, the data is
transferred from the buffer to the computer, all the single lines can be stored in the
RAM and pre-processed otherwise each line can be written on the hard-disk. This
last approach frees the memory each time the data is transferred from the buffer
to the RAM thus allowing to perform scans that can potentially take advantage of
the whole computer storage.
4different vendors may call it Position Synchronized Output (PSO) or Position Synchronized
Triggering (PST).
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 3.2: Some of the different scanning patterns that can be used for scanning an
area with indexes indicating the sequential number of measurement. Notice that
only the pattern c (which is usually called raster scan) follows row-major order.
Performing a dynamic acquisition triggered by a spatial pulsing in buffer mode
is in most of the cases the best choice for implementing the scanning system. It al-
lows a evenly spaced sampling and a reliable data transfer. Transferring the data to
the hard-drive at the end of each scanned line allows to exploit the whole memory
of the computer. In the next section, I will explore different scanning patterns that
can be used for maximising the performance of the system and how the concepts
explained in these sections can be applied for the correct implementation of the
scan.
3.3 Scanning patterns for single-spot acquisition
There are different scanning patterns that can be performed using XY configu-
ration of linear stages. The simplest scanning patterns are based on sampling
along linear trajectories with only one axis moving while acquiring the data. More
complex scanning patterns may implement spiral, zig-zag and Lissajous trajecto-
ries[172].
These latter trajectories although would allow to acquire data continuously
without idle times, are usually not practical for two main reasons:
• difficulties in reconstructing a 2D-array of distances or height variations
once acquired the data.
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• when working in buffer mode must be solved the problem of emptying the
buffer without creating artifacts.
the first reason is linked to the fact the the resulting measurements are not evenly
spaced and hence it is required to interpolate the value for retrieving an array of
distances of height variations (that I adopted for the processing).
The second reason is due to the fact that usually buffer’s capacity is limited.
If the measurements required for the acquisition are greater compared to the mea-
surements that can be stored in the buffer size, the system at a certain point must
stop for emptying the buffer. Otherwise, if the data transfer from the buffer is
performed while moving along the trajectory, the data will have gaps during the
buffer emptying process. In both cases, this event could be a source of artifacts
hence seems more advisable to adopt simpler patterns.
The patterns that I am studying in this section can be described by repeating
combinations of simple rectilinear trajectories. The acquisition will be performed
only during the motion along one axis (we call this axis the fast axis), while the
motion on the other axis is used for re-positioning the probe in the next column or
row. As described previously, at the beginning and the end of the motion of the fast
axis there is normally a scanning offset, (see figure 3.2). This part of the trajectory
is used for damping the vibration produced by the acceleration and hence no data
values are acquired in this part of the motion. If the stage is subject to a constant






i nt + ~vs i · ti nt (3.5)
Where ~as is the acceleration of the stage and ~vs i is the initial velocity. Higher
acceleration will normally produce stronger vibrations so it is important to ac-
celerate the probe slowly. However we must be sure that when the scanning off-
set is finished we are at the target stationary velocity, otherwise, le will vary with
time and we will have different sampled areas and hence different spatial resolution
along the scan. In general, the minimum acceleration am that we have to apply for
reaching the target velocity v f after a scanning offset ls o can be calculated using
the following motion equation:
~am =
~v2f
2 · ~ls o
(3.6)
The same value can be used for decelerating the probe during the scanning
offset at the end of the trajectory.
It is important to notice, for the following reconstruction of the matrix, that
the profile contains also the scanning offsets. Hence, if we start a scan with a
scanning step sx from xi to x f with an offset ls o the number of points n we will
record in a single profile is equal to:
n =
|(x f − xi )| − 2 · ls o
sx
+ 1 (3.7)
The same, of course, applies for the other directions.
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3.3.1 The definition of the scanning patterns
It is very important to agree a common definition of the patterns, this is essential to
properly reconstruct the data matrix from its binary representation once the data
has been collected but might be also useful for asses artifacts due linked to the time
variation of the sample. The classical raster scanning (figure 3.2.c) is usually not
convenient when the time for acquiring a single line is long, because the axis has to
move back to the beginning of the line every time. Figure 3.2 shows some possible
scanning patterns: pattern a,b,d are usually called snake scans[105, 184]. They
offer a considerable time saving, and are hence more efficient for performing the
scan. If the data has been collected and stored in contiguous memory addresses, all
the information about the scanning pattern must be provided as meta-data. Hence
for reconstructing the data matrix besides the matrix dimensions an univocal defi-
nition of the scanning pattern must be provided, this information might be useful
also for assessing other bias as we will discuss in the next chapter.
In this dissertation, I propose the following convention for indicating the scan-
ning pattern in a meta-data field. I categorize the axis movement in: right, left, up
and down in relation to the probe. I use the initials of the movements direction
(r,l,u,d) for indicating the scanning pattern that will be repeated during the whole
acquisition. If during the movement the data is acquired the letter is capitalized,
if the movement is only used for positioning the probe the letter is left in lower
case. For instance, the scanning pattern a in figure 3.2 can be indicated as LdRd,
the scan moves first to left, acquiring the data, then down,without acquiring data,
right, while acquiring the data, and finally down to the next row. Scan patterns b
and d can be indicated respectively as RdLd and UrDr. Any raster scan pattern can
be still indicated using this convention, for instance the scan pattern c in figure in
figure 3.2 can be described as R(ld) where (ld) indicates that the two movements
are performed together and hence is equal to the diagonal movement. We can see
that there are in total eight possible raster scan patterns (R(ld), L(rd), R(lu),
L(ru), U(dr),D(ur), U(dl), D(ul)) and eight possible snake patterns ( RdLd,
LdRd, RuLu, LuRu, UrDr, UlDl, DrUr, DlUl). Each pattern acquires the data
values in a different order and hence must be considered different. For the user
familiar with computer science R(ld) produces a C-contiguous array hence with a
row-major order of the elements while D(ur) produces F(ortran)-contiguous array
hence with a column-major order or the elements.
3.3.2 Misalignments due to dynamic scans.
When we are performing scans in dynamic acquisition mode we have to consider
the factors highlighted in section 3.2.1. In the case of scans using snake scan pat-
terns if the starting points of the acquisition are aligned we will have a misalign-
ment of the fast axis depending on the direction of motion. As an example we will
examine the RdLd scan in figure 3.3 a. The scan uses x as fast axis starting at the
coordinate 0 and ending at coordinate 0.4 with a scan step of 100 µm. Assuming
an ideal system, the probe will receive the pulse for acquiring the measurement
always at the same x coordinates C = (0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4) regarding the direction
of motion. However, the direction of exposure length ~le will vary depending on
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Figure 3.3: Snake pattern scans during dynamic acquisition scans. a) without sam-
pled area centroid align b) after correcting the starting position for aligning the
centroids of the sampled areas. The dashed thin line indicates the final position of
the optical spot size. The thick gray dashed line indicates the overall sampled area.
The x indicates the coordinates where the measurement start.
the direction of motion. For a scan from the initial x coordinate xi to the final
x coordinate x f with the optical spot size of width w the even lines will acquire
data from xi − w/2 to x f + ~le + w/2 while the odd lines will acquire data from
xi − ~le −w/2 to x f +w/2.
This misalignment can be corrected before acquiring the matrix as in figure
3.3 b simply by shifting the acquisitions coordinates of the odds lines of ~le in the
direction opposite of motion.
In post-processing the error can be corrected interpolating the points and recal-
culating the profiles using a new set of coordinates. We have to bear in mind that
for instance the actual center of the sampled area is shifted of ~le/2. In this example,
if we want to correct the odds lines the x coordinates of the data points are equal to
[xi , x f ]− le/2 finally the coordinates at which to evaluate the interpolated values
will be [xi , x f )+ le/2. The same approach can be used for correcting the even lines
instead of the odds one. An alternative approach is to recalculate the value at the
original starting point. Thus, the coordinates at which to evaluate the interpolated
values will be in the interval (xi , x f ). In this case the first and the last element of the
lines are excluded from the evaluation. We call this process centroids alignment
because at the end of this process each final sampled area of the single spots will
have the centroid aligned with the next row and column. Correcting the sampled
area centroids in post-processing can have some benefits in avoiding aliasing while
sampling the signals on the surface, however the computational requirements re-
quired for re-computing the corrected aligned scan are often too demanding. The
correction of the scanning pattern before the acquisition might be the best solution
in most of the cases.
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Besides the approach chosen for correcting this misalignment, the strategy used
must be reported when disseminating the data.
3.3.3 Point, profile and areal measurement
The user must be aware of the differences in the various acquisition types. Summa-
rizing, we have seen that we can perform the analysis in a single spot in stationary
position, we can repeat this procedure along a linear path and have a static acqui-
sition of a profile. Eventually, we can acquire the data while moving the probe
performing a dynamic acquisition. We have seen that the results of these acqui-
sition are different.The result of these type of scan is eventually a collection of
aligned profiles. In metrology there is a strong separation between profile and
areal measurement: different procedures and algorithms are used depending on
whether the input data is a profile or an areal measurement. The questions arises:
can output of the scans shown in the previous sections be considered as an areal
measurement or shall we consider this data as a stack of multiple profiles? Are these
scan comparable with areal measurements performed with instruments able to ac-
quire simultaneously the distances over an area (e.g. white light interferometry)?
This question cannot be answered if we do not have a complete characterization
of the system. If the scan is performed accurately: the sampled area is symmetrical
and the centroids of each sampled area are evenly spaced. The scan measurement
may not only be considered an areal measurement but also to be free from opti-
cal distortions that affect the range imaging techniques. Unfortunately, it is not
only difficult to obtain the aforementioned conditions but often these conditions
are also difficult to assess. An easy test for getting an insight on these aspects can
be performed acquiring the same sample rotated by 90 degrees and subtracting the
two scan, once they have been properly aligned. A well designed scan should show
no differences between the two scans.
Using reference standards as we will see in the next chapter is another option
but it requires a careful selection of the standard. Indeed, scans that do not pro-
duce a measurement with homogeneous sampling can still be used for extracting
meaningful information but the approach for extracting this information is differ-
ent, hence it is crucial that we have a complete description of the scans and scan
pattern used.
3.4 Conoscopic holography principles and applica-
tions
The concepts explained in the previous sections can be applied to most of the scan-
ning systems currently available and can be used for the implementation of multi-
modal scanning systems based on linear stages. In this section I will apply them to
the design and description of different systems based on Conoscopic Holography




















Figure 3.4: Different set-ups related to conoscopy. a) a conoscopic interferometer
for studying the properties of a birefringent crystal [182] b) a portion of arrange-
ment of lens for studying the angular distribution of rays (no interference involved)
[36] c) shearing interferometer rangefinder as shown in Häussler et al. [66].
3.4.1 Conoscopic holography rangefinders
Conoscopic holography rangefinders are amongst the possible devices that can be
used for micro-metric measurement of distances. These devices coupled with po-
sitioning stages, can acquire the topography and accurately position other probes
in the proximity of the samples. The physical principles that cause the conoscopic
interference pattern is well-known [12, 135], and it is used in different application
for studying the properties of crystals[182, 133].
The conoscopic holography rangefinders have been developed since 1980 and
they are basically a particular implementation of shearing interferometry based
on birefringent crystals. This particular usage of conoscopic interference patterns
for retrieving distance measurements has not been extensively investigated and has
not yet been included in the classification surface texture measurement methods
(ISO 25178-6 2010). For this reason, in this section we will cover in more detail
the different set-ups available.
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3.4.2 Disambiguation of the terms
As the name suggest conoscopy (from Ancient Greek κῶνος cone σκοπέω exam-
ine) allows to analyze a cone of light. Hence, often with the term conoscope are
catalogued instruments for measuring the angular distribution of light, based on
special arrangements of lens called conoscopic lens as in figure 3.4 b. Conoscopic
holography uses instead the interference pattern produced by a birefringent crystal
to retrieve information about the cone of light. In this case the basic set-up is al-
most identical to a polariscope (also called conoscope) used in mineralogy, where
the two polarizers are rotated for investigating the different crystals properties.
For investigating the properties of crystals a similar set-up is called conoscopic in-
terferometer[182] (see 3.4 a). In general because the birefringent crystal produces
a copy of the wavefront with a small displacement that causes the interference, the
conoscopic holography can be categorized as shearing interferometery. Hence,
many set-ups similar to the conoscopic holography are grouped under the class of
shearing interferometer rangefinders.
3.4.3 Physical principle of conoscopic interference pattern
Figure 3.5, shows a typical set-up for generating conoscopic interference patterns.
The rays coming from a point P pass through a first polarizer and then impinge
with uniaxial birefringent crystal. At this point due to the birefringent crystal,
two rays are formed . The ordinary ray (ro) travels with a constant index of re-
fraction while the extraordinary ray (re ) propagates with an index of refraction
depending on the direction of propagation, which is determined by the angle the
incident ray interacts with the crystal. When these two rays interact on the sensor
plane they form an interference pattern. The interference patter depends on sev-
eral parameters: indexes of refraction, axis and length of the crystal, filtering and
eventually the position of the light source that determine the angle of incidence of
the rays.
3.4.4 Rangefinders based on shearing interferometery with Savart
plates and Wollaston prisms
The idea behind shearing interferometery (conoscopic holography) range finders
is to keep all the parameters listed in the previous section fixed and irradiate the
point P using a monochromatic source. Analyzing the interferogram produced, it
is hence possible to associate a frequency/phase to a range of positions of the point
P. After a calibration it will be possible to retrieve the distance from the point P
and a reference point (e.g. the lens of the acquiring system). The set-up shown in
figure 3.5 is however unpractical for such purpose due to some biases. The first
rangefinder based on shearing interferometry was built by Häussler et al. [66]
(figure 3.4.c). This set-up uses a Savart-plate for creating the two wave fronts. Wol-
laston prisms have been used in different set-ups for measuring displacement[69]














Figure 3.5: A schematic of a simple conoscopic holography set-up. The light back-
scattered at the point P pass through a series of polarizers and a birefringent crystal.
When a ray ri hits the crystal it is splitted in a ordinary ray ro and an extraordinary
ray re .
3.4.5 Conoscopic holography rangefinder with quarter-wave plate
One of the first conoscopic holography set-up[30] used a quarter-wave plate switched
by a light-valve, that produced two interference patterns on a CCD camera. The
two-dimensional array was later reduced to a one dimensional signal, analyzed for
extracting the phase. A similar set-up has been used for studying the possibility to
create a conoscopic range-imaging device[127]. Both these set-ups have not been
commercially available and they remained mainly proof of concepts.
3.4.6 Linear conoscopic rangefinders: ConoProbes
The conoscopic holography sensors commercially available today (viz. 3.6) feature
different patent technologies. They are commercially called Cono-probes[165]
and are produced by an Israeli company called Optimet. The main improvement
of the ConoProbes regarding the aforementioned systems is due to the arrange-
ment of two birefringent crystals with their axis shifted by 45 degrees[164], re-
assembling the set-up proposed by Häussler et al. [66]. Speckles are one of the
main problems in this kind of range finders[65]. Conoprobes use light modula-
tors and wedges to mitigate their negative effects on the interferogram[162]. In
figure 3.6 we can see a typical arrangement. A laser diode emits a beam ( wave-
length 655 nm) that passes through a staircase illuminator[162]. The light is di-
rected through the lens using a lateral displacement beam splitter. The lens fo-
calizes the beam onto the object. The backscattered radiation is collected by the
same lens and directed through the two birefringent crystals and a polarizer beam
splitter that is used to irradiate two linear CCD sensors. On each CCD sensor is
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Figure 3.6: A reconstruction of a possible schematic of a linear conoscopic holog-








Figure 3.7: Drawing of a side view of a ConoProbe. The laser is focused to a point
which correspond to the working distance or standoff. The measurement range
defines the maximum extent of the measurement. While the angular coverage is
linked to the steep of the surface.
collected an interferogram, these two interferograms are combined and used for
calculating the distance. In the Cono-Probes all the analysis of the interferograms
is carried out inside the probe by a field programmable gate-array (FPGA) and the
output of the computation is stored in the buffer or streamed to the communica-
tion box.
The ConoProbes are denoted by a number indicating the kHz and a suffix. Be-
sides the standard conoprobe are available other two Conoprobes the ConoProbe-
10HD and the ConoProbe-3R. ConoProbe-10HD provides higher accuracy while
ConoProbe-3R is optimized for measurements on specular and transparent mate-
rials. Each probe can be coupled with a set of interchangeable lenses. In table 3.2
are reported the nominal specification for each configuration as provided by the
manufacturer.
Depending on the lens the measurand must be positioned at a different work-
ing distance (or standoff). At this distance, the laser is focused on the surface and














16 ConoPoint-3 2 0.6 20 150
50 ConoPoint-3 6 8 37 170
75 ConoPoint-3 10 18 47 170
100 ConoPoint-3 15 35 63 170
200 ConoPoint-3 70 125 105 170
25GH ConoPoint-3HD 1 0.6 12 150
50H ConoPoint-3HD 2.5 2 19 150
25N ConoPoint-3R 1 1 5 5
50N ConoPoint-3R 2.5 5 16 3
75N ConoPoint-3R 4.5 9 25 1.5
Table 3.2: Specification of the ConoProbe systems (lens and probe) used during
the project.
ject should stay at the working distance and must be acquired within the working
range: a range of distances where the quality of the measurement is optimal. Out-
side the working range the measurements suffer a strong decreasing of the SNR
that may cause invalid measurements and in some cases inverted measurements.
Lenses with high performance have usually a shorter focal length that allows fo-
cusing the laser beam in some tenth or microns or less but oblige to operate at
short working distances with a restricted working range. The user must find a
trade-off between the high-resolution and the maximum height step that can be
acquired with a single scan. Furthermore, we have to consider that working very
close might pose some risk for the safety of the artwork.
Another important figure of merit is the angular coverage: given an hypothet-
ical hemisphere with the base perpendicular to the optical axis of the system, the
angular coverage represents the portion of the hemisphere that can be acquired.
The angular coverage is expressed using an angle with the vertex coinciding to the
at the hemisphere centre. As shown in figure 3.7. An angular coverage of 180 de-
grees means, that the probe is able to acquire measurements at each point of the
hemisphere. While for instance, an angular coverage of 60 degrees means that the
probe can acquire measurement only on the points of the sphere that are between
±30◦ from the axis passing from the pole of the hemisphere as shown in figure 3.7.
3.5 Design and implementation of scanning cono-
scopic holography systems
During the project we implemented different modular systems based on Cono-
scopic Holography sensors and micrometric linear stages. In this section I describe
the initial requirements for implementing the scanning and the implemented so-
lutions.
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M-414.3DG 0.1 4 0.023 3 300
M-531.DDB
(Active drive) 0.1 - 0.1 50 305
L-509.40AD10 0.8 0.3 0.06 50 100
Table 3.3: Specification of the linear stages by PhysikInstrumente selected for cre-
ating the system.
3.5.1 Requirements for implementing an optimal scanning cono-
scopic holography set-up
A shown in table 3.2 conoscopic holography systems focus the laser in an area with
maximum width ranging from 5 to 105 µm we need a minimum incremental mo-
tion of the stage of at least less than quarter of the laser spot width. For mitigating
the problems caused by speckle noise[65]we must be able to perform dynamic ac-
quisitions. In dynamic acquisition the speckle noise is reduced by the fact that the
signal is average during the exposure length [191]. Thus the linear stages should
have an encoder and the possibility to use the encoder signal to trigger the acqui-
sition of the ConoProbe range finder. For acquiring a considerable area of the
sample we need stages with a travel ranges of at least of ten centimeters. Work-
ing with large area the stage must be able to reach a velocity of at least 10 mms−1,
using such velocity it is possible to acquire approximately one squared centime-
ter in four minutes with a scanning step of 50 µm. Higher velocities can be used
only in particular cases, the probes have a maximum sampling frequency of the
CCD of 3 kHz. This means that are able to acquire at best a measurement every
0.3 ms. Working in dynamic mode, from equation 3.1, it means that the exposure
length at 10 mms−1 will be 3 µm. Follows that at 20 mms−1 we will have exposure
length grater of the laser spot size of the ConoPoint-3R with the 50N lens caus-
ing a sampling area with an aspect ratio different from one and hence a distorted
acquisition. Taking into account that the sampling frequency of the ConoPoint
that must be set for acquiring many materials is usually one or two times lower
the possibility to increase the velocity over 50 mms−1 maintaining a sampling area
with aspect ratio close to one is limited to few configurations (e.g. Cono-Point-3
with 75,100,200 mm lens).
The linear stages selected for the creation of the different system are listed in
table 3.3. All the stages use DC motors and ball bearings for minimizing the fric-
tion, thus allowing very high accuracy in the positioning. The trigger is generated
by a rotatory encoder and is transmitted by a controller.
For allowing the acquisition of triggered data at high velocity without jitter or
general communication problems it is preferable to implement the acquisition in
buffer mode implementing the scan using snake patterns. The easiest solution is
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Figure 3.8: The scanning systems developed during the project. a) the vertical XY
version for on site measurements of vertical surfaces b) XZ version developed to
be attached to a robotic arm c) a portable vertical XY version d) the XZ version
for laboratory measurements of small and medium-size samples.
to implement a RdLd with acceleration and deceleration during a scanning offset
at the beginning at at the end of the line.
3.5.2 The solutions proposed.
The four systems developed during the project are shown in figure 3.8.
The first configuration (figure 3.8 a) is designed to be used on site. The scanning
systems is composed of two linear motorized stages, a M-531.DDB by Physik In-
strumente with maximal speed of 50 mms−1 for the horizontal axis and of 3 mms−1
for the vertical axis (P.I. M-414.3DG). The horizontal axis is the fast axis that trig-
gers the acquisition with a TTL pulse sent by the encoder. The maximum encoder
resolution is 0.1 µm while the maximum error in the whole range is 1 µm. All the
motors and the positioning of the following systems are controlled by two C-863
Mercury Servo Controllers connected to a PC.
During the laboratory analyses the system is placed on a SMART UT2 optical
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table (by Newport) for damping the environmental vibrations.
The second configuration (figure 3.8 b) was the first prototype to be mounted
at the end of the robotic arm build in Scan4Reco project. In this configuration the
scan is on the X and Z axis. To have a lighter configuration the linear stages (two
L-509.40AD10 by Physik Instrumente ) have a travel limited to ten centimetre.
The support connecting the ConoPoint to the stage is custom and produced by
BBZ S.r.l..
Anther configuration was built to be mounted as end-effector of the robotic
arm (figure 3.8 c) was designed using the same axes. In this case the part connect-
ing the probe to the axes can be 3D printed and contains a hole for connecting
a bifurcated fiber optics such as QR400-7-UV-BX by Ocean Optics thus allowing
the collection of spectroscopic data in the range from 350 nm to 1050 nm.
The design of the adapter for connecting the Cono-
Point to the L-509.40AD10 linear stage is available
online at the following link: https://grabcad.
com/library/conopoint-xx-l509-1 and can be
3D printed.
Finally, a horizontal version of the system can be built using two micromet-
ric stages in a XZ configuration as shown in figure 3.8 d. This system is particu-
larly suitable for measuring flat samples collection or small artworks that can be
placed on the measuring plate. Also this configuration uses a M-531.DDB and
M-414.3DG linear stages by Physik Instrumente using the faster M-531.DDB for
performing the acquisition and the slower M-414.3DG for repositioning the probe
to the next row. A custom adapter is needed for connecting the M-414.3DG to the
M-531.DDB stage.
The designs of the adapter for connecting the M-
414.3DG to the M-531.DDB linear stage, and the de-
sign of the plate for positioning the samples are avail-
able online at the following link: https://grabcad.
com/library/m4143dgm531ddbsystem-1
3.6 Summary
Many scanning systems have been developed for Cultural Heritage diagnostics and
probably more will be developed in the future. These systems are collecting impor-
tant data that must be described and reusable. Unfortunately, often the technical
knowledge of the manufacturers is not transfered to the researchers and hence the
systems might be poorly described undermining the interpretation and the usabil-
ity of the data collected.
I have presented an agile but rigorous introduction to the design and descrip-
tion of scanning system fusing a scattered literature and researching on the influ-
ences of the modalities on the acquisition.
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Starting with the definition of the positioning systems used for performing
the scanning I gave an overview of the main two scanning modalities (dynamic
and static acquisition) highlighting how they affect the sampled area.
I used super-elipses for describing the sample area and the influence of the scan-
ning motion on it.
After introducing the triggering and the synchronization of the data and the
most common ways in which the data is transferred, I proposed a convention for
describing the most common scanning patterns.
In section 3.4 I wrote a literature review of the conoscopic holography and the
evolution of the design of range-finders based on this principle that led to probes
now commercially available as ConoProbe.
Based on the specification of the probes and the concepts explained in the pre-
vious sections I explained the choices made for developing the systems used in this
dissertation.
Eventually, I reported the systems developed during the project using commer-




The data analysis and characterization
of the surface
This chapter discusses the data analysis with a particular focus on the surface
topography data. It describes the processing carried out using the software
for processing the data developed during the project and includes the descrip-
tion of some new algorithms tested for the analysis of heterogeneous surfaces.
4.1 Storing the data
Every data analysis process starts from importing the data and understanding its
structure. In this section, I describe the main possibilities and choices made for
storing the data retrieved by the metrological system.
4.1.1 Level of processing
Different levels of processing might be applied to the data for making it more ac-
cessible. The processing can be carried out by the hardware during the acquisition
or by the user when reorganizing the data set: the processing might include fil-
tering, reconstruction of the matrix and detection of the outliers. It is difficult to
obtain completely unprocessed data because often some processing is carried out
in real-time by the hardware. In general, sharing less-processed data allow a more
transparent workflow and a better chance to identify artifacts and apply correc-
tions. On the other hand unprocessed data require a number of steps to be finally
analyzed that could lead to errors during the data analysis by users not familiar
with the system. One common solution is to store an unprocessed version of the
data and a processed user-friendly version. In this project I decided to provide both
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unprocessed1 and processed data so that both user needs could be met.
4.1.2 Unprocessed data
The data at the lowest level of processing that we can get from the ConoPoint
probes are the computed distances. All the processing done on the conoscopic pat-
terns is not accessible by the end-user. The distances are saved as binary (float32)
to a file with extension .dist for each distance we can save also the signal to noise
ratio, an index of the total amount of signal collected by the detector, and an in-
cremental measurement identifier which is used for determining missing values.
All these data are saved in different files with the respective extensions: .snr,
.total, .tag. Eventually, in an ASCII header file with extension .hdr are stored
the scanning parameters such as the axis velocity the dimension of the scan and the
starting and ending points.
4.1.3 Processed data
During the last decades, several formats have been developed to store informa-
tion coming from surface topography techniques in a more standardized and ac-
cessible way. ISO commission attempted to standardize the structure the meta-
data of the file format for some of them (AFM and SPM with ISO 28600:2011)
and give a general overview of the software measurement standards in ISO 5436-
2:2012[89]. Nevertheless, there are still a lot of ambiguities regarding the usage
the terms for describing the file. This is also partially due to the increased num-
ber of techniques used in the field of surface reconstruction that require particular
data structures to store all the relevant information regarding the acquisition of
the surface. Amongst the possibilities, I have selected three file formats that from
my own experience can be used effectively for sharing processed data.
X3P
In 2008 OpenGPS© consortium tried to address the aforementioned issues, and
overcome the current limitations of ISO 5436-2 with an open format called .x3p[37].
This format is now part 72 of the ISO 25178 but at the moment is unmaintained by
the OpenGPS consortium and now is partially maintained by OpenFMC (Open
Forensic Metrology Consortium). During the project, I developed the only Python
parser available for reading and writing files using this format and I released the
code open-source.
pyx3p is a module that allows to read and write .x3p
files using Python. It can be freely installed from the
following online repository: https://github.com/
giacomomarchioro/pyx3p
1In this dissertation I call unprocessed data the data with the lowest level of processing that the
data-provider can share.
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gwy
Gwyddion[130] is a popular open-source program for analyzing data produced by
AFM, MFM, STM, SNOM/NSOM and in general any data that can be described
as a 2D data matrix. The .gwy format can be used for sharing the data allowing
the user to access it and analyze it directly with an open-source software with a
graphical user interface. I used this format for sharing data with restorers and
conservation scientists.
HDF5
HDF® groups[174] implemented this scientific format for describing heteroge-
neous data set. The meta-data of .x3p files can be mapped to this format, while
any array can be stored in a hierarchical manner. I have adopted this format for
sharing most of the data collected during the projects amongst computer scientists.








Figure 4.1: Scan of a fragment of archaeological amphora using ConoProbe-3
(lens 75 mm), superimposed on an exemplification of a 3D model of an amphora.
The original scan has been decomposed in its components: shape, waviness (with
roughness) and roughness.
Many concepts developed in industrial surface metrology apply on artworks. Cul-
tural heritage objects are, in fact, examples of ancient manufacturing techniques.
Conventionally[186, Chapter 2], metrologists separate the surface into three main
components the form, the waviness and the roughness. The form refers to the
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shape, or a portion of the shape, of the object, investigated. The waviness is in-
stead a periodic signal, this signal is often associated with the traces left by the tool
used for shaping the object. In the industry is often due to the machining of the
pieces under construction. Eventually, the roughness is linked with the finishing
of the object surface and material and, in general, is considered as a chaotic signal.
The surface may not be isotropic, the predominant direction of the features of
the surface is called lay. In figure 4.1 we can see a scan performed with the cono-
scopic holography profilometer on a fragment of an amphora. The original scan
can be decomposed by fitting a second order polynomial to its shape and its wavi-
ness. In this case, the waviness is due to the shaping of the amphora on the pottery
wheel that produced a clear lay on the surface. The roughness can be extracted
using Gaussian filters, and showing scratches and high frequency signals produced
during the manufacturing and its conservation history. The classification of the
surface features in these three categories serves for a first understanding of the ob-
ject 3D geometry. Many different signals, due to different processes applied on
the surface, can be observed and studied (these may be due to the surface finishing,
cleaning and restoration [183], natural curvature of the panels, the structure of the
warp-yarn of the paintings[51], canvas imprint, engravings and inscriptions[52]).
There are no precise boundaries between these components but they serve as a
starting point for the understanding of the cultural heritage object. One of the
aims of the data analysis in surface metrology is to separate and characterize these
signals. However, the role of the historian, restorer and archaeologist is crucial on
the following interpretation of the outcomes of the analysis. The potential bene-
fits of analyzing this information are manifold. Firstly, we can have insight into
the production process of the object, what tools and technique have been used.
Secondly, we can have insights on the conservation history of the object, assessing
variation of roughness and or surface features linked with degradation processes
or evaluating the invasiveness of cleaning methods and their impact on the visual
appearance. Eventually, because most of the non-invasive techniques interact with
the surface, we can potentially fuse the data for increasing the accuracy of the mea-
surements and correcting the influences of the surface.
4.3 The processing workflow
For extracting meaningful information from the surface data, a considerable amount
of processing must be carried out. The steps that I adopted for executing this pro-
cess are summarized in figure 4.2. The data-matrix is reconstructed from the flat-
ten binary file containing the distances and the dimension of the array stored as
meta-data. An algorithm identifies the positions of the missing values and inserts
NaN for realigning the matrix. At this point, the quality of each single distance
measurement is assessed using specific indicators of the goodness of the interfero-
gram such as the SNR and the total signal recorded for each distance provided by
the probe. From the quality control, we can map bad values (i.e. measurements
that did not meet our quality criteria) into masks. Masks are arrays of Booleans
with the same size of the data matrix array and with values equal to True where
we want to exclude the respective distance values from the following calculations.
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Figure 4.2: Metrology surface data-analysis workflow re-adapted from [129].
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Depending on the shape of the object we can perform a fitting of the data for re-
moving its shape using only the distances that met our quality control criteria (the
unmasked values). We can then apply different filtering techniques for extracting
the signals from the surface. The result of the filtering process is usually subdi-
vided in sampling lengths (or more rarely in sampling areas). Finally, when we
have our set of profiles, the parametrization consists of analyzing the distribution
of the heights using different statistical parameters that describe particular aspects
of the distribution. Of course, to each of these steps, is associated an uncertainty,
the estimation of the overall uncertainty is hence an important step for the final
results.
In the next technical sections, we will explore in more detail each step of the
workflow and the software that I developed for analyzing the data.
I decided to structure the next sections following the workflow in figure 4.2
for giving a clear idea of the necessary steps and connections. The reader will
encounter during some sections the metrological parameters (e.g. Pq, Pa, Sq, Skw
etc. etc.) that will be defined in detail in section 4.10. The reader can read that
section first for understanding what these parameters describe, even though for
this introduction is sufficient to know that they are statistical descriptors of the
distribution of heights.
4.4 The tool developed for analyzing the data: “mi-
cropro”
Currently, there is no dedicated software commercially available created for an-
alyzing the data produced by the conoscopic holography scanning system. Al-
though it is possible to map the distances recorded by the microprofilometer to
other common metrology format used by most of the metrology software, this
software is not able to handle the auxiliary data regarding the acquisition collected
by the probe that is helpful for assessing the quality of the measurement further-
more is harder to integrate custom processing in prexisitng software. Hence I
implemented a Python module that allows to perform different operations on
a single surface or automatizing the computation on multiple surfaces, and de-
sign reproducible procedures for analyzing the data. The tool is build on the top
of different existing libraries for array manipulation (Numpy[132]) scientific data
analysis (Scipy[179]), image processing (OpenCV[19]) and scientific visualization
(Matplotlib[71] and Mayavi[144]). It allows to analyze the data and perform dif-
ferent algorithm interactively using the console or writing Python scripts.
Micropro is a module that allows the analysis of the
data produced during the project. It can be freely in-
stalled from the following online repository: https:
//github.com/giacomomarchioro/micropro
The module is integrated with the database containing further information re-
garding the sample, and is intended as a tool for manipulating directly the RAW
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Figure 4.3: On the left, a gypsum sample with different surface textures, each of
the four areas has decreasing roughness from left to right. On the right, the scan
acquired with the microprofilometer. The distances matrix reconstructed shows
the distances from the probe to the sample encoded using a colormap.
output of the systems and/or exporting it in more accessible formats. It can ex-
ports annotated data sets in the major formats used for storing surfaces (.x3p,.sdf,.ply)
and data set (.hdf5,.gyw,.mat). In the following sections, we will see more in detail
the processing workflow associated with each step and we will explain how the
methods have been implemented.
4.5 Matrix reconstruction, quality control, and mask-
ing
For reconstructing the data matrix the module reads the binary file into memory
and reshape the matrix with the distances using the matrix dimension retrieved by
the metadata. During the acquisition process, to each distance value is assigned a
tag, a consecutive number from 0 to 255, if for some reason the probe could not
read some value during the profile scan we will encounter an interruption of the
series when reading consecutive tags. For identifying these interruptions we can
insert NaN values in place of the missing values (in this way we ensure that the
rows are aligned). We save the position of the missing values on a separate matrix.
At this point, we have a 2D-array of distances from the probe to the object. We
reconstruct in the same way two other arrays one containing the SNR for each
distance measured, the other containing the total signal collected (abbr. Total). For
an optimal measurement for each value of the distance array the software checks
if the following conditions are met for each distance measurement:
• the distance recorded is within the working range of the lens.
• the SNR is greater than 512 (equal to 50%)[35].
• the total signal collected is between 1600 and 18000 counts[35].




Total 900-1200, 1600-1800 1200-16000
SNR >30% (307 levels) >50 % (512)
Working rage Within Within
Tilting <2° <1°
Laser power > 10 > 10
Table 4.1: Quality parameters suggested by the manufacturer, for achieving ac-
ceptable and optimal measurement. The tilting refers to metrology measurement
of flat surfaces.
If the measurement does not meet one or more of the previous conditions, the
module excludes the value from the following computations. For doing so, I cre-
ate a mask, that as mentioned early, is a Boolean data type array with the same
dimensions of the data array that represents invalid values as True. The usage of
masked arrays allows to maintain the original value of the data matrix and exclude
it from the computation when needed. I used the implementation of a masked
array provided by Numpy[175]. From the point of view of the performance, this
implementation is less efficient but it allows better handling of operations on mul-
tiple surfaces. The uncertainty introduced by calculations over areas with NaN
and masked values must be considered case by case.
For a first control of the quality of the data, I introduced a mandatory assess-
ment of the quality parameters listed in table 4.1. When the file containing the
scan is opened for the first time the user is asked to evaluate the reconstruction of
the matrix based on plots showing: the distances of the object respect to the opti-
mal working distance, the SNR, the Total, the tilting and eventually a plot where
all the values that did not meet the optimal quality parameters are masked. For the
acquisition of whole squared sample (such as flat reference coupons as described in
Chapter 2) I also provide a function for automatic detection of the corners of the
sample for assuring that all the sample has been acquired.
For each resulting plot, the user must decide if the data passed or failed the test.
In the case, the scan passed all the tests, a quality control file indicating that the
measure passed the tests is saved in the data structure of the original file. In the
case the scan failed any of the tests, an analogous file is saved stating that the scan
failed the tests. In both cases, the quality control file contains: the results of each
test, the name of the operator and the date of the tests. If the user opens a file that
did not pass the quality control test, a warning is printed to the console.
The implementation of the quality control step forces to critically assess the
quality of the scan, despite the subjectivity of the evaluation it drastically reduces
the probability of introducing scans with poor quality into data sets. The quality
check is particularly important in the case of surface metrology, where, as we will
see in the in chapter 5, the uncertainties and the sources of errors are greater, but
it can be extended to any other technique. Recording the outcome of the analysis,
labelling the good and the bad scans, furthermore allow to train models for auto-
matic assessing of the quality of the data. For this reason, it is important to record
the name or an ID of the operator that performed the quality control of the data
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.4: Acquisition of a portion of a Russian icon (a). Acquiring the green vest
requires high-laser power because green usually absorbs at the wavelength of the
laser, the aura is overexposed and hence masked (white values) (b). For acquiring
the highly reflective aura the laser must be kept at low power (c) the scans were
merged using the methods in section 4.6(d).
and preserve also bad measurements.
Figure 4.3 shows a scan of a test sample made of gypsum with for areas with
different roughness. I will use this test sample for illustrating the results of some
of the algorithms that I developed.
4.6 Improving the quality fusing multiple scans
When scanning material with high reflectance differences at the laser wavelength
(655 nm), is not always possible to acquire all the area with the right exposure in
a single scan. For mitigating this issue it is possible to scan the sample more times
with different laser powers and fuse the data matrices so that only the optimal
result is kept in the final matrix. I implemented two different approaches for per-
forming these tasks. The first approach compares the SNR matrices pixel-wise and
records the indexes and the matrix where the SNR is greater. This approach can
give good results in most of the cases however has some drawbacks that must be
considered. The first one is that because we are acquiring the surface with different
laser power the spatial resolution might change between the two measurements.
Higher laser power produces a lower-spatial resolution because the backscattered
radiation comes from a larger area. Even for slight improvements of the SNR,
the values are interchanged between the two matrices. The resulting matrix is
hence composed of interspersed values from the two original matrices. Besides
the difference in spatial resolution, other misalignments can arise if the two scans
are not properly registered. The second approach is based on the use of masks.
These masks are retrieved as explained in the previous section and hence are a
combination of different quality parameters. From the data array acquired with
the lower laser power (hence higher spatial resolution), we extract the good values
(unmasked), we replace the corresponding values of the array acquired with high
laser power with the extracted values. Using this method we ensure that we are
preserving the values with the best spatial resolution and we limit the interspersion
of the values of the two arrays. Another advantage of this method is that we can
easily calculate the mask of the resulting array simply performing a matrix mul-
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tiplication between the two original masks. The main disadvantage is that some
values with higher SNR of the high-power laser data matrix might be substituted
with values with lower SNR of the other matrix. Figure 4.4 shows the application
of these approaches for solving this issue during the acquisition of a Russian icon.
An analogous procedure can be performed when the object has height differ-
ences higher than the working range of the probe. When a measurement is per-
formed outside of the working range it has usually a greater error or extremely
high numbers. In this case, we can acquire multiple scan re-positioning the part
of objects within the working range of the lens. However, we must take care that
the alignment between the scans is maintained.
4.7 Fitting
Fitting is an important instrument in the toolbox of the meteorologist. It allows
to find simple idealized shapes (refer as nominal forms) that best represent irreg-
ular surfaces. In wide area metrology even artworks with simple shape such as
icons or panels often deviate considerably from simple shapes or portions of them.
Hence, many authors use different strategies for characterizing the curvature or
the deformation of the surface from the nominal form. Besides fitting the whole
surface[136], one possible approach is to subdivide the artwork surface into its
elements and to fit the single elements[134].
In the context of robotic positioning systems with many degrees of freedom,
the fitted shape can be used to calculate trajectories that allow maintaining the
probe perpendicular to the surface. Allowing to filter the shape component dur-
ing the acquisition and do not incur in the distortions due to the shape removal
algorithms, that we will discuss later.
In this section, I focus on the usage of fitting for separating the approximate
shape of the object from the other aforementioned components such as waviness
and roughness. In this way, we can look at the distances data matrix no more
as absolute distances from the probe to the object but as a positive or negative
deviation from the fitted shape, what I call 2D-array of height variations, and pose
the basis for the following data analysis.
4.7.1 Short introduction to the least-square fitting for surface
metrology
A detailed revision of the fitting process applied to surface metrology can be found
in literature [129, Chapter 14]. Given a set of values and their coordinates, the aim
of the least-square fitting method is to find the parameters of an equation so that
the sum of the squares of the differences between the value computed using the
equation and the original value to be fit is at its minimum. In our implementa-
tion, I solve this problem using linear matrix equations. I used Numpy[132] for
computing a vector m that minimizes the squared Euclidean 2-norm ||D −mA||22
computed for different equations describing the shape to be fitted in the general
form Am = D , where D , in our case, represents the distances measured by the
microprofilometer and A is the coefficient matrix. For fitting a profile, we can use
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the equation of the line d = mx + q rewritten as Ac = D , where c are the coeffi-
cients m and q of the best fit to be found. When the values are stored as nD-array
of distances, that is the case for the implemented microprofilometer and many
metrological instruments, the coordinates x1,1 . . . xi , j (and y1,1 . . . yi , j in the case of
a surface) must be calculated based on the dimension of the data matrix. The nD-
array of distances is vectorized, i.e. converted into a column vector, as the matrices





























Once computed the coefficients, each point of the fitted line can be calculated
from the equation d = cm x + cq .
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The point corresponding to the fitted plane can be hence computed using the
retrieved coefficients. d = cm1 x + cm2 y + cq multiplied by the coordinates where
the surface was sampled.
Up to this point, we dealt with first-order degree polynomial. Increasing the
order the system of equations allows fitting curved surfaces. As an example of the
second-order curve fitting, the following equation used for performing the form
removal of the amphora shape shown in figure 4.1. The polynomial used is in the
form d = m1y
2+m2x
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These are the most common polynomials that can be used for fitting the data
and they have been implemented in the module that I developed, however, the user
might want to implement specific polynomials to deal with other shapes found
during the investigations.
Outliers and bad measurements can drastically reduce the effectiveness of the
fitting. Furthermore, the user may consider to exclude from the least squares fit-
ting abnormal surface peaks or valleys and including them later on the following
computations of the metrological parameters. For these purposes, the Boolean
masks introduced in the previous section can be very effective.
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The vectorized boolean masks vec(M ) can be used for extracting from the ar-
rays only the coordinates and the corresponding distances of the measurements
that meet our criteria (the unmask value, False in the array M ). The resulting
matrices A and D can be used instead of the original matrices for computing the
best fit.
4.7.2 Analysis, leveling, form removal and rotation
The coefficients calculated from the fitting can be used for characterizing the sur-
face, just to name a few, some of these coefficients can represent the curvature, the
tilting of the surface or a radius of a hypothetical cylinder fitted to the object. In
this workflow, instead, we use the fitting for removing the shape component from
the scan. This step is normally called leveling if the shape can be approximately
represented by a line or a plane, or form removal if the shape has some curva-
ture[90]. Leveling, in particular, is commonly used when the optical axis of the
probe is not completely orthogonal to the surface to be measured which is very
common when we position the system manually.
As explained early, once we have determined the coefficient of the equation
used for the fitting, for each coordinates x (or x, y in the case of surfaces) we can
compute the distances of fitted shape, we denote the matrix containing all the com-
puted distance as F . The surface with form removed is hence the subtraction D−F ,
where D is the matrix containing the distances. Because, in case of optical range
finders, the matrix D often contains the distances from the probe to the object, we
perform F −D so that the peaks of the surface are represented by positive values
and the valleys by negative values.
This method for removing the form determine some error in the reconstruc-
tion of the surface. For understanding better the influences and the errors I per-
formed some experiments on a synthetic profile. In figure 4.5 (left plot) we can
observe the subtraction of the values calculated on a fitted line from an arbitrary
synthetic sinusoidal profile, with an amplitude of 2 units and wavelength of 6 units.
After the subtraction, the profile result distorted, with the peaks of the profile
shifted to the left. For avoiding the distortion, the profile must be rotated. In the
right plot of figure 4.5 I show the same profile after applying a counterclockwise







The resulting profile is almost undistorted, however, as we can see from the
trajectories of the points of the right plot in figure 4.5 the distances between the
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the procedure for removing the tilting of a profile.
On the left, the value computed on the fitting line (dotted grey) is subtracted to
the original profile (grey marker). The resulting profile (black markers) is shown
below. On the right, the original profile (grey markers) is rotated using a rotation
matrix and the angle computed from the tilting. The original profile should have
amplitude of 2 units and wavelength of 6 units.
measurement varies. Hence, for obtaining evenly spaced measurement a second
step involving the interpolation of the values is needed. The interpolation is not
always free of risks, thus it is preferable to evaluate if the disadvantages of perform-
ing this operation are justified.
For this purpose, we can evaluate the results of the transformations of known
synthetic data. For instance, we can generate a set of synthetic profiles starting
from an untilted profile with the same features of the previous (Amplitude=2,
λ= 6) and rotating each profile known angle using a rotation matrix. In this case,
I performed a linear interpolation to retrieve the distance value for the same set
of x coordinates. Eventually, we can compute some metrological parameters for
each synthetic profile after the subtraction or the rotation for each angle. I com-
puted some of the most common metrological parameters: Psm (average peak dis-
tance), Pq (standard deviation of the heights), Pa (average heights), Pt (max height
distance), Psk (skewness of the distribution of heights) and Pku (Kurtosis of the
distribution of eights). In figure 4.6 we can see that the parameters are affected dif-
ferently. After the subtraction, in this case, the average spacing between the peaks
(Psm) decreases while the other parameters related to the amplitude of the profile
(Pt, Pq, Pa) tend to increase. On the other hand, the rotation matrix maintains
the computed parameters close with the values computed on the surface untilted.
Computing the relative error is particularly useful to understand the sensitivity of
the parameters to tilting of the sample. From figure 4.7 we can see that in this case,
the Psk parameter is particularly sensitive to the tilting of the surface. For this
synthetic profile, we can observe that most of the benefits of the rotation matrix
over the simple subtraction appear to be evident when the profile is tilted more
than 5 degrees.
The results here reported, are specific of the synthetic profile under investiga-
tion and can not be easily generalized. Furthermore, we must consider that the
rotation matrix is computed using the known angle, in the real scenario the ro-
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Figure 4.6: The effects of subtraction (left plot) and rotation (right plot) on the
computation of some metrological parameters (Psm, Pq, Pa, Pt, Psk, Pku) com-
puted on a synthetic sinusoidal profile (A=2, λ= 6).
















































Figure 4.7: The relative error (log scale) computed at different angles against the
values with the profile parallel to the direction of scanning. On the left plot, the
relative error of subtraction and the right plot relative error of the rotation on the
computation of some metrological parameters(Psm, Pq, Pa, Pt, Psk, Pku) com-
puted on a synthetic sinusoidal profile (A=2, λ= 6).
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tation angle θ is unknown and must be determined, for instance computing the
arctan cm, where cm is the angular coefficient of the fitted line. Determining the an-
gle increases the error in the transformation, and eventually, this can undermine
the advantages of the rotation matrix for moderate tilting. If we are measuring
flat areas is often preferable to try to minimize the tilting before starting the scan
rather than rely on the form removal algorithms. As a rule of thumb for optimal
acquisition, we set our maximum angle of tilting to one degree. After the quality
control, if the sample result with a tilting greater of one degree in any direction (x
or y) the position of the system is corrected and the scan is repeated. Measuring
various samples data set with the system I induced that with tilting lower than one
degree the subtraction method usually is the most convenient. On the other hand,
if the surface or the portion of the surface is very inclined (>10°) and the system
cannot be positioned perpendicular to the surface the rotation matrix can be used
for reducing the distortions. High frequency signals are more sensitive to tilting
off of the surfaces, hence these guidelines serve only as an indication and must be
verified case by case depending also on the signals that we want to isolate with the
techniques explained in the next section.
The output of these operation is called primary profile or SF surface for areal
measurement.
4.8 Digital filtering
Digital filtering plays a key role in the analysis of surface metrology. ISO 16610:2015
is the reference standard regarding filtration techniques applied in metrology[75].
Digital filtering aims to select signal within a precise bandwidth that is usually
delimited by cut-off wavelengths that suppress most of the wavelengths that go
beyond the desired range.
Digital filtering is usually performed after the form removal process, but can
be also applied before this step for removing the micro-roughness that usually
contains high-frequency noise produced during the acquisition (usually caused by
vibrations, dark current, and in the case of conoscopic holography by speckles).
The signal from the ideal surface undergoes two other filtering processes before
the digital filtering. The optical transfer function of the system act as a low-pass
filter, suppressing wavelengths below the spatial and axial resolution of the sys-
tem. The calculated optical transfer function, however, is not determined only by
the specification of the system but also by environmental factors (e.g. vibrations,
deformations) that induce movements of the system object-probe.
We must be very careful in this regard because we might apply a low-pass filter
starting from a frequency range that was already heavily filtered by the measuring
system. Thus, the following results of the parametrization are relative to a differ-
ent bandwidth compared to that one indicated by the cut-off wavelengths. One
of the most common filters is the Gaussian that can be implemented for filtering
profile [76] and areal measurement[83]. A detailed explanation of the implemen-
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Figure 4.8: Subdivision of the profile parts re-adapted as shown in [14]. Run-up















ln2/π= 0.4697 while λc is the cut-off wavelength that allows us
to set the bandwidth of the filter. Traditional Gaussian filters may not be effective
when in the surface are present features, such cracks, holes and well-defined struc-
tures. This is, unfortunately, the case of most artworks surfaces, where many dif-
ferent processes left chaotic signals. For overcoming these issues robust Gaussian
regression filters[159] have been included in ISO 16610 for profile[79, 80] and
areal [84]measurement. The ISO technical committee added several new filtering
techniques for profile and areal measurement these include spline [77], wavelets
[78] and morphological filters[81, 82, 85]. These techniques, even though their
implementation is not always straightforward, add new possibilities to filter ef-
fectively complex heterogeneous surfaces as those commonly found in artworks.
Blateyron[16] summarizes in his work the techniques and the workflow shown
in ISO standards, while for more details on the implementation other references
are available[143]. The ISO nomenclature for the output is the following: after
applying a low-pass filter we obtain the waviness profile (SF surface for areal
measurements) while after applying the high-pass filter we obtain the roughness
profile (or SL surface for areal measurements).
4.9 Surface subdivision
One important step before the processing is the subdivision of the measured sur-
face in parts[92]. In the case of a profile, the whole length comprising the offset
is called transverse length. A portion of the profile is selected for the analysis
(evaluation length). The evaluation length is subdivided into parts (usually five)
with equal sampling length as shown in figure 4.8. The sampling length is usually
equal to the cut-off chosen during the digital filtering step discussed in the previous
section. The choice of the cut-off and sampling length has many important im-
plications on the following processing. Historically, the sampling length and the
cut-off were empirically determined analyzing hundreds of samples and choosing
“the length of assessment over which the surface roughness can be considered rep-
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resentative”[186, p.10]. Rank Taylor Hobson found the optimal sampling length
to be 0.8 mm analyzing machined metal pieces. The results found by Taylor Hob-
son were later included and extended with further research in ISO 4288:1996[92].
However, they can be hardly generalized to every surface and in fact, this stan-
dard should be replaced by ISO 21920 in the future [95, 96, 97]. The choice of the
correct cut-off and sampling length is determined by many parameters comprising
also if the surface presents some periodic signals or not. In particular, in the case
of artworks, the cut-off and strategies defined in ISO 4288:1996 must be taken cum
grano salis, and the choice should always be motivated.
4.9.1 Varying sampling length or area approach
To overcome the limitations of the current guidelines, a possible approach is to
study the effects of a vast range of different cut-off and sampling lengths and eval-
uate the metrological parameters for each cut-off and sampling length. The results
can be used not only for identifying the best values to use but also for understand-
ing the homogeneity and the behaviour of the surface. This approach is used, for
instance, by Bigerelle et al. for studying the abrasion on stainless steal[15].
As discussed in [168, Section 7.2], the concepts of sampling length and evalu-
ation length can be extended to areal measurements as sampling area and evalu-
ation area. I implemented different algorithms for subdividing areal surface into
sampling areas of increasing size. The first algorithm starts with a small sampling
area in the centre of the sample. The sampling area is increased in successive steps
until the border of the sample is reached. For each step are computed the metro-
logical parameters under investigation. The area can be squared or having the same
aspect ratio of the sample. I found this algorithm is particularly useful when mea-
suring reference samples or region of artworks where cleanings trials have been
performed. The borders of many samples have often metrological properties very
different from the centre of the sample. In case of application of coatings or clean-
ing processes part of the untreated sample might be included or the borders can
accumulate materials due to different phenomena. Hence, it is crucial to select
only the area that is representative. This method, however, does not show which
portion of the area is contributing more to the overall estimation of the metrolog-
ical parameters. For instance, if the initial region of interest is not centred some
sides of the sampling area may encounter soon the discontinuities of the borders,
while other homogeneous areas are left outside the computation. For overcoming
this issue, I implemented a second algorithm that can map the inhomogeneities
of the roughness. The 2D-array of heights is subdivided in squared sampling area
with the same side starting from the upper left corner (figure 4.9). For each step,
the side of the squared sampling area is increased. If the side of the evaluation area
is not a multiple of the side of the sampling area – as in figure 4.9 c– the values at the
borders are discarded. In this way, we ensure that the number of measurements in
each square of the same subdivision step is the same. Once, we have subdivided
the area or the profile in sampling units several parameters can be calculated for
describing the surface. In figure 4.10 we subdivide the test sample shown figure
4.3, in squared areas with side of fifty measurements. After leveling and filtering
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a. Original 2d-array of distances b. 2× 2 cell subdivision
c. 3× 3 cell subdivisiond. 4× 4 cell subdivision
Figure 4.9: Exemplification of the result of the varying sampling area algorithm.
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Figure 4.10: Roughness parameter Sq computed after subdividing the filtered sam-
ple surface (figure 4.3) into sampling areas with a side of 1.25 mm. Some artifacts
are visible on the borders between the two patches. These are due to the fact that
the cells happen to be between the steps dividing the patches.
the low-frequency signals, we computed the root mean square parameter Sq ( that
will be defined in 4.10.3) for each cell. In this case, every pixel of the figure 4.10
indicates the roughness computed over 2500 measurements and it is equivalent ap-
proximately to an area of 1.5 mm2. We can notice how it is possible to identify
that the four square regions have decreasing roughness from left to right. When
the sample has high steps as can be seen in figure 4.3, the filtration algorithm might
produce some artefacts that cause atypical peaks or valleys that produce high val-
ues of roughness (dark red columns separating the four cells).
It is also possible to perform the algorithm with overlapping areas subdivisions.
In some cases, this might be beneficial because when the samples are inhomoge-
neous it allows making a larger sampling and more accurate statistics. The main
drawback is that when we reconstruct the distribution image ( viz. figure 4.9) it
is harder to associate the values that produced the result with the location on the
image, losing part of its effectiveness in estimating the homogeneity of the surface.
4.9.2 Irregular sampling area
In some cases, these algorithms might also be applied before filtering or form re-
moval. Furthermore, for very heterogeneous surfaces squared areas are not always
an effective subdivision for mapping the roughness variations across the sample.
In particular in the case of regions of the surfaces with irregular borders if the
cell encompasses height variations between a region with different roughness the
computed roughness is not representative of the surface. This is very likely in het-
erogeneous surfaces such as artworks. I tested different algorithms to segment the
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Figure 4.11: The result of the subdivision of the sample surface (figure 4.3) using
the SLIC algorithm and computing, for the sampling areas enclosed in each super
pixel, the roughness parameter Sq (that will be introduced later with the equation
4.11).
surface inhomogeneous areas. The algorithms that I tested are normally applied
to image processing and allow segmenting the homogeneous areas of the image (in
case of images with similar colours). The segmented areas are called super pix-
els. I tested the compact watershed algorithm proposed by Neubert and Protzel
[131]. Some watershed algorithms, in fact, as we will see in section 4.11 are already
used for computation of areal features parameters and are part of ISO 25178:2012-
2 [87] but here we use them for selecting the sampling area. Another algorithm
that I tested is the Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) algorithm [3]. This
algorithm performs the clustering in a 5D space. The first two dimensions are
the space coordinates and the other three the colour space. Usually, the CIE Lab
colour space is used. In the case of surfaces, we can input the same normalized
heights matrix for all the channels. Another approach is to work in the RGB space
and input a three-dimensional array where in addition to the heights matrix we can
use other data that are relevant to the classification. One possible choice is to use
the SNR matrix and the matrix recording the total light collected (abbr. Total) as
the other two channels. In this way, we can subdivide the surface into areas that
have as well as approximate the same heights also similar SNR and Total value.
Because the SNR and the Total matrix are linked with the material present in the
surface, this approach might prove effective in separating the contribution of the
properties of the material in the surface topography. Of course, for this kind of
algorithm the user cannot choose the side of the sampling area but rather the total
number of super-pixel to be identified.
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4.10 Calculation of metrological field parameters
In this section I describe the common metrological parameters and the choices
made for the implementation in the developed software.
4.10.1 Introduction to the ISO conventions
The characterization of the surface is performed computing for each sampling area
specific metrological parameters. Usually, for profile measurements, the result is
the average of the computation performed in at least five sampling lengths. These
parameters are subdivided into three main categories: amplitude, spacing and hy-
brid parameters. The amplitude parameters refer to the statistical characteriza-
tion of the heights. Spacing parameters are instead linked to the spatial distribu-
tion of the peak and the valleys. Eventually, hybrid parameters estimate feature
of the surfaces that can be included in both classes. Metrological parameters are
usually indicated with a capital letter (P,R,W or S and V) indicating if the profile
has been computed on the Primary profile, the Roughness profile, the Waviness
profile or on the areal Surface or Volume. This letter is followed by a lower case
letter identifying the algorithm (e.g. q, sk, ku)2.
The mathematical computation of the parameter may differ between various
standard, here, as an example, I show the implementation of ISO 4287:1997 [91]
for profile, and for areal measurement ISO 25178-(1-3) [86, 87, 88]. The software
implementation of the algorithm may also differ depending on the algorithms
used. In the following paragraph, I will explain the rationale of the choices I made
for implementing some of these parameters in the software that I developed and
the recommended implementation.
4.10.2 Profile parameters
As a first example we take the calculation of the roughness profile parameter Rq,
the root mean square height. Rq is defined in ISO 4287 – 1996 section 4.2.2, other
roughness profile parameters can be found on the NPL website[171]. The cal-












Where l is the sampling length starting at li and ending at l f , and Z are the
distances form the reference line.
Because nowadays the instruments acquire a series of discrete values, an effi-
cient way to compute an approximated value is to redefine the parameter compu-











2these letters are not written as subscript.
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Where n is the number of points comprised in the sampling length and zi is
the distance value at index i . This approach is very efficient from the computa-
tional point of view and has been adopted in the implementation of our software.
However, is not the suggested approach by ISO 4287 – 1996. Which instead is
based on the interpolation of the discrete values using a natural cubic spline. This
cubic spline is used for computing the integral form of the metrological parame-
ters within each sampling length (as shown for the parameters Rq in equation 4.9).
Specifically, li and l f become the starting and the ending point of each sampling
length.
Besides the computational requirements, the cubic spline may also lead to un-
predictable results when are present invalid values, hence I decided to implement
the metrological parameters using the discrete approximation.
In both case for final estimation of the parameters is computed averaging the
result obtained applying the defined formulas on each sampling length as defined








Where C N is the Calculation Number the number of sampling lengths evalu-
ated (usually five). The estimation of the parameters from the discrete approxi-
mation, continuous interpolation and mathematical function is still debated and
some frameworks are currently underdevelopment for assessing the differences be-
tween the results of the computations[176].
4.10.3 Areal field parameters
Part of the reasoning of the previous section can be extended to areal parameters.
These parameters are indicated with the letter S or V (for volume parameters) re-
garding the fact that they are computed over the SF or SL surface. The root mean
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z2i , j (4.11)
Where ni and n j are the numbers of measurement of the sampling area. For
areal parameters, the evaluation area is usually not subdivided into sampling areas.
Thus the evaluation area becomes the sampling area [17]. However, in the case of
heterogeneous surfaces, such artworks it is often useful to evaluate the parameters
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on different sampling areas with the algorithms shown in the previous sections.
The standard deviation and the distribution of the values assumed by these pa-
rameters in different sampling areas gives an insight into the homogeneity of the
surface. This can be done visualizing a recomposed image of the metrological value
computed on each sampling area as shown in the previous section in figures 4.10
and 4.11.
4.11 Areal features parameters
The computation of areal field parameters largely depends on the cut-off, sam-
pling length and type of filter used. As mentioned previously the cut-offs used in
metrology are derived by empirical observation in industrial fields and should be
redetermined case by case for unknown surfaces. The meteorologist working on
artworks is often operating blindly. Computing from complex surfaces this series
of parameters can be misleading if we do not have an understanding of the surface.
Another set of parameters are useful for this task are referred to areal features pa-
rameters. An introduction to these metrological parameters can be found in lit-
erature[18]. Many of these features are borrowed by terrain topography analyses.
Their roots can be found in early works of Cayley [29] and Maxwell [33] for iden-
tifying the elements of the terrains such as dales, hills and saddle points. Nowadays
for identifying these features watershed algorithms are often used. Once identified
they can be hence organized in graph or tree describing the relation between each
feature identified. A detailed dissertation can be found in literature[146].
The same structure can be identified on the surface at a smaller scale. Different
industries have standardized their own definition and algorithms for identifying
peaks and valleys in surface topography data such as PSA Renault in CNOMO
14015:1993 [1]. For computing metrological parameters, after the identification of
the features is, however, important to eliminate the features produced by the mea-
surement noise. The routine proposed by Gert W.Wolf[187], called Wolf prun-
ing can be effectively used for this task and is now part of ISO 25178:2012-2 [87].
Lately, these algorithms have been constantly improved allowing the segmentation
of structured surfaces[160].
4.11.1 Hierarchical Peak-Valley Analysis (HPVA)
For performing exploratory analysis of unknown heterogeneous surfaces, I pro-
posed and implemented a method that allows to create a hierarchy of peaks and
valleys and visualize each level of the hierarchy maintaining the original position
of the features for eventually analyzing their relationships and distribution. This
method is intended to explore the data “ as it is ” without complex transformation
that can hide the direct link with the surface feature. However, it usually gives
better insights if applied after the leveling or form removal. Hence, here I explain
the algorithm performed on a profile P defined as a 1D-array of heights variations:







Figure 4.12: The creation of a synthetic profile used in figure 4.13 summing three
different signals.
The measurement zi is a peak if (zi > zi−1 ∧ zi > zi+1), instead zi is a valley
if (zi < di−1 ∧ zi < zi+1). If we are using array of distances the definition of the
peak and the valley is the opposite. When we identify the peaks or the valleys of
a profile we call this list of identified features level.
For instance, the first level of peaks heights Lh can be described with the set-
builder notation as follow:
Lh = [ zi | zi ∈ )P (, zi > zi−1 ∧ zi > zi+1] (4.13)
We keep record of the positions (indexes of the matrix) where the peak have
been detected on another list Lp :
L p = [i | zi ∈ )P (, zi > zi−1 ∧ zi > zi+1] (4.14)
It is not possible to determine if the first and the last values of the profile P
are peaks (or valleys), the algorithm is hence computed excluding the extremes.
Followed that L p + 1 correspond to the original indexes distance of the peaks in
the profile P .
We can perform the same process for identifying the features recursively on
the heights levels computed before until the level has only one feature left.
However, from the first level onward we must consider that we already assigned
the first value of the profile to a specific feature, hence we do not have to exclude
the extremes from the analysis. For instance, if we compute the first level of peaks
L1h. We already know that the first value L1h1 is peak hence if it is greater of L1h2
it should consider a peak in the iteration for the next level.
In figure 4.12 we create a synthetic profile summing three different signals. The
first signal is used for simulating a high-frequency periodic noise such as vibrations,
while the second and the third signal can be seen as roughness and waviness signals.
In figure 4.13 we can observe the results of the simulation iterating the algorithm
for the detection of the peaks. We can observe that the peaks are progressively
selected. The first level contains the peaks relative to signals that we assigned to
the noise, roughness and waviness. Increasing the level we highlight the higher
peaks.
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Figure 4.13: Application of the HPVA for the analysis of the peaks of the profile
created in 4.12. Each level corresponds to an iteration of the algorithm on the
profile below. The profiles are stacked for the purpose of visualization.
The same procedure can be applied for identifying the different valleys. The
L p and Lh list that we obtain for each level of iteration can be used for analyzing
the distribution of the features. Knowing the scanning step ls of the measurement
we can, for instance, compute for each level the spacing between adjacent peaks:
Ls = [ (L pi − L pi+1)× ls | L pi ∈ L p] (4.15)
Or the height difference between each adjacent peaks:
Ld = [ Lhi − Lhi+1 | Lhi ∈ Lh] (4.16)
Eventually, we can combine each peaks level with the corresponding valley
level. The surface between the first level valleys and the first level peaks is called
surface envelop. We can compute the same spacing and height difference arrays
(Ld and Ls ) that we computed for the separate levels also for the joint peak-valley
levels, but with one caveat. Is not granted that between two peaks there is a valley
and vice versa. In fact, it is possible that with our definition of peak and valley no
valleys or peaks are detected and the surface is modelled by precise steps. However,
this possibility is not very likely in practice.
The next step of the implementation of the algorithm is to extend the algo-
rithm to the 2D array of heights. The input array is analysed as it was composed
by a series of horizontal and vertical profiles. Hence we will have horizontal levels
when the algorithm is computed on the row of the array and vertical levels when
the algorithm is computed on the columns.
An example for analyzing a panel lay
In figure 4.14 is shown a scan of a portion of wooden panel prepared using the
traditional technique using linen canvas and gypsum. The preparation is made by
the consecutive crossed coat of paint. After the leveling, removing the best plane
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Figure 4.14: A scan of a portion of wooden panel prepared using gypsum acquired
with the ConoProbe-3 lens 75 mm after leveling.
we can perceive the combined signals due to the brush and canvas. After that we
performed the HPVA analysis we can reconstruct the original data matrix high-
lighting where the peaks or the valleys for each level are located. In figure 4.15 for
facilitating the visualisation we select only the valleys levels. The first level (both
horizontal and vertical) shows a high density of valleys. If we examine a detailed of
the array (at the bottom of figure 4.15) we can see that the vertical level shows series
of aligned valleys while in the horizontal level the valleys are interspersed. This
pattern is probably linked with the scanning pattern, and hence most of the val-
leys detected in the first vertical level are probably noise. In the second and third
level, we can instead observe vertical and horizontal patterns due to the canvas
weave underneath and the brush strokes of the preparatory layer. This predomi-
nant direction in surface metrology is called lay [186, p. 951]. The same analysis
can be performed for the peaks and the combined view peaks and valleys. The
analysis of the spacing between the adjacent valleys can be performed showing the
overall histogram of the differences between adjacent valleys of every single profile
for the vertical and horizontal direction. Figure 4.16 illustrates the results of this
computation. We can observe that the first peak of the histogram representing the
vertical level l is very high (approximately 20000 values), the first peak indicates
the minimum spacing (two times the scanning step) and in this case is probably
indicating some systematic noise. The presence of some lower wavelength signals
can be observed in the second and third level. The distribution of the histograms
can suggest different cut-off to use during the filtering step explained in section
4.8 or used for identifying the spacing between some feature. For the last case,
however, we have to bear in mind that the spacing shown by the histogram can be
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interpreted as the distance between the brush stroke or the canvas weave only if
these signals are perpendicular to the axes of the data matrix. In general, the pro-
posed analysis should be used more for as an exploratory analysis for getting a first
insight on the surface rather for extracting the signal. A more advanced algorithm
can be found in the literature for identifying these patterns [189]. In our case, the
identification of the spacing between traces left by the brush and the weave of the
canvas could be improved fitting for each cluster of peaks or valleys a line. This
could be implemented using RANSAC algorithms.
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Horizontal level 1 Vertical level 1
Horizontal level 2 Vertical level 2
Horizontal level 3 Vertical level 3




Detail horizontal level 1
0 10 20 30 40 50
Detail vertical level 1
Figure 4.15: The first three horizontal and vertical levels of the valleys levels re-
trieved using HPVA computed on the scan shown in figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.16: The distribution of the spacing between the valleys of the first three





In this chapter, I discussed how to handle and analyze the data collected using the
conoscopic holography scanning system developed.
In the first section, I have explained the different levels of data processing and
I suggested three main data formats for sharing the results amongst users with dif-
ferent computer literacy.
For allowing the usage of .x3p file format in this framework, I developed a
parser for reading and writing it using Python.
In section 4.3 I have integrated the canonical workflow for surface metrology
analysis with a quality control procedure developed for the conoscopic holography
system.
I have reported two algorithms for improving the quality of the measurement
the first uses the values with the highest SNR the second (which to the best of my
knowledge it is original) uses the masks introduced in section 4.5.
I showed how the masks can be used also during the leveling and form removal
step of the workflow. Using a synthetic profile I have investigated how the leveling
by subtraction affects the metrological parameters and the advantage and disadvan-
tage of using rotation matrices.
Due to the intrinsic inhomogeneity of artworks special procedure must be im-
plemented for assessing the in-homogeneity of the area under investigation and
improving the sampling of the surface.
I have introduced different algorithms that can be used during the surface sub-
division step of the workflow and to visualize effectively the roughness in-homogeneity
on the surface, to the best of my knowledge the application of these algorithms to
the surface subdivision in surface metrology is novel.
The first algorithm uses concentric regions of interest with area that varies
progressively for each step of the computation.
The second algorithm is the extension of the algorithm proposed by Bigerelle[15]
to areas, allowing a more effective mapping of the roughness.
The third algorithm uses SLIC[3] for subdividing the surface into irregular but
relatively homogeneous surface areas.
I gave an introduction of the metrological field parameters that can be used
on the aforementioned surface subdivisions. In particular, I have motivated the
choices of using in the module developed the discrete formulas instead of comput-
ing the parameters integrating a spline fitted to the discrete data.
Another approach to surface metrology analysis is to compute areal features
parameters, these parameters describe features (e.g. valleys and peaks) and their
relationships.
In section 4.11.1 I have proposed and implemented an algorithm that I called
Hierarchical Peak-Valley Analysis (HPVA) that identifies peaks and valleys along
the horizontal and vertical directions of the scan and regroup them in different
levels depending on their relative height.
I showed how this algorithm and the resulting visualizations can be used for
identifying the lay of the surface and information regarding the scan.
In the next chapter we will investigate the uncertainties and the artifacts linked
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But the deity of the science of painting considers
works, human as well as divine, which are delimited
by their surfaces, that is, the lines of the boundaries
of bodies. . .




This chapter introduces the reader to the uncertainties in measuring the inter-
face. I used the coastline mapping problem as an analogy for introducing the
reader to the general problems encountered in metrology. I will show differ-
ent approaches for assessing the uncertainties due to the probe used and the
dimensional instability of the object under investigation taking advantage of
some of the results presented in two of my publications[122, 123].
5.1 Introduction
For the correct interpretation of the metrological data collected it is crucial to
understand what representation of the surface we are analyzing. For this purpose
it is often required to compare or combine the information from more than one
technique on the same samples or on similar materials[138, 107, 113]. Often, for
assessing the uncertainties, techniques with better performance or using a different
physical principle are used. Hence it is relevant to have the widest understanding
of the surface representation, not only at the same scale of the technique under
study, but also at lower or higher scales.
In the following sections I will firstly review the aspects and the definitions
linked to the concept of surface from various field of knowledge (engineering,
physics and chemistry) I will then introduce the problems linked to the determi-
nation of the surface interfaces using a parallel with the cartography that I will use
through the whole chapter for easing the explanations.
At the end of the chapter it should be clear that the subjects of study of metrol-
ogy are representations of surfaces related to the probe, the way it is used and also
often on to environmental conditions where the acquisitions where collected.
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5.1.1 The problem of the surface definition
The concept of surface can be quite broad. IUPAC[98] suggests to use this term to
refer to the “outer portion” of the sample of undefined depth. Different compound
words are used to disambiguate the meaning and will be adopted in this disserta-
tion. The physical surface is defined as atomic layer of a sample which, if the sample
were placed in a vacuum, is the layer “in contact with” the vacuum; the outermost
atomic layer of a sample.
In the field of nanotechnology the term interface is often used and can partially
replace the term physical surface because in most of the applications, particularly
in the field of Cultural Heritage, the sample is not placed in high vacuum but
measured in normal atmospheric condition, and we can distinguish two or more
phases: entities of a material system which are uniform in chemical composition
and physical state. Eventually, it is the definition of phase that determines the sam-
ple interface and hence our model of the boundary of the material surface. The
surface unfortunately is rarely uniform and homogeneous, a more or less hydrox-
ilized layer is present above most of the metal and organic surfaces, above this layer
contaminants are usually deposited if the sample is not handle and store properly.
In the field of Cultural Heritage we do not deal with what IUPAC define as clean
surface but with surface where dust and dirty accumulated during the century
creating several interfaces. Hence, every analysis might need to take into account
these influences.
The model of the surface we are analyzing depends on the type of interaction
used for probing the surface. Leach at al. [110] subdivide the interaction and
the surface recorded in mainly three categories: mechanical surface, electromag-
netic surface and electrical surface. The mechanical surface is defined in ISO
14406:2010[74] as boundary of the erosion, by a sphere of radius r, of the locus of
the centre of an ideal tactile sphere, also with radius r , rolled over the real surface of
a work piece. An important concept of this definition is that there are many dif-
ferent mechanical surfaces depending on the radius and, in fact, also the pressure
exerted by the tactile sphere on the object. The same is true for the abstraction
of the electromagnetic surface (ISO 14406:2010, 3.1.2)[74]where many different
surfaces exists depending on the properties of the light used (wavelength, polariza-
tion state etc.). In the case of probing the surface with particles (photons, electrons
etc.) IUPAC[98] defines the experimental surface as that portion of the sample
with which there is significant interaction with the particles or radiation used for ex-
citation. It is the volume of sample required for analysis or the volume corresponding
to the escape for the emitted radiation or particle, whichever is larger. Unfortunately,
this definition is quite ambiguous, because the first sentence seems to refer simply
to the interaction of the radiation with the sample, the last sentence instead ap-
pears to refer only to the interaction with the sample that contributes to the signal
recorded by the instrument, this latter sentence is hence apparently linked with
the concept of escape depth. Where for escape depth IUPAC refers to the distance
into the sample measured from the physical surface from which all but a fraction 1/e
of the particles or radiation detected have originated. It must be stressed that the sig-
nal detected by the probe might be processed and filtered after that it reaches the
sensor. Hence, the determination of the escape depth does not imply the determi-
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nation of the depth or the volume that contributes the most to our measurement
of the surface.
A less common surface representation can be extracted measuring the variation
of current density between a conductive tip and the surface to be measured varying
the height of the tip. This type of surface is called electrical surface[110] and is
used in techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).
Eventually, similarly to electromagnetic surface, we could define an acoustic
surface that can be retrieved measuring, for instance, the time-of-flight produced
by the interaction with the object of ultra-sounds waves, mostly with frequencies
in the range of Mega and Giga Hertz. This type of surface is not explicitly defined
in literature but as will be shown in this chapter can be used for comparing the
results obtained using conoscopic holography.
In the next sections I will present the problems related to the determination of
the interfaces with a practical analogy.
5.1.2 The coastline mapping problems
The reader may found useful dealing with analogous problems at macro scale be-
fore diving into the micro and nanoscale. Historically cartographers where among
the first scientists dealing with the problem of determining the boundary of inter-
faces[59]. Mapping an interface delimited by waves offer an interesting analogy (of
course with its limitations) with the atomic level. In fact, some mathematical tools
used in nanometrology have their roots in cartography. Hence, this analogy, used
during the whole chapter, not only serves to introduce the reader to the concept
but also it seems reasonable to try to apply to the current praxis in Cultural Her-
itage the concepts and the terminology developed in this field without duplicating
the concepts.
If we imagine to map the coastline of a region, we could face different problems:
• How to define the water-land interface?
• What if the interface oscillates with time due to external factors?
• What instrument to use to take the measurement and at what resolution?
Besides these problems, the natural aging (in the case of the coastline, cost ero-
sion) occurs but we consider this as the phenomenon to be measured, a measur-
and, rather than a factor affecting the measurement. Hence we start dealing with
each problem individually.
5.2 Uncertainties in determining the interface
The first problem we may face is to decide where to define the water-land inter-
face: shall we consider as border the wet or muddy land or only where clear water
is present? Using instrumental techniques it is not always possible to arbitrary
choose what to consider the interface, hence the surface we are digitizing because,
as we saw in the previous section, the interfaces that we are measuring depend on
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the physical principle that we are using[110]. For instance, when using an optical
technique the interface detected depends on the interaction of the radiation with
the material and the processing carried out by the software for reconstructing the
surface. Materials transparent to the optical radiation can cause artifacts, offset or
can not be detected. Furthermore, the method used for determining the interface
may give less accurate results — or artifact — depending on: the materials analyzed,
the way in which we operate the instrument, and the features of the surface ( e.g.
steep edges). To overcome these uncertainties the following actions can be carried
out:
• Identify materials that could be critical to acquire.
• Assess the performance of the instrument and its components under differ-
ent conditions and over the materials identified in the previous step.
• Compare measurements of the same area with different techniques.
• Use reference standards with certified topography (and or stratigraphy).
Eventually, as we saw in section 5.1.1, the surface of a material is heterogeneous and
composed of various layers with different thickness, which contribute in different
way to the signal collected using the instrument. In general an a priori knowledge
of the material and its conservation status can help to predict the uncertainties in
the final output. In the next subsections we will study different types of uncer-
tainties introduced during the measurement. These uncertainties might be caused
by the environment or by properties inherent to the sample under investigation.
The study is carried out using different conoscopic holography scanning systems
shown in chapter 3, however the tests shown here can be used for testing most of
the technologies used for acquiring the surface of the artwork.
5.2.1 Materials properties critical for the acquisition
In general, most of the optical instruments for surface reconstruction and metrol-
ogy work better when the surface is diffusive. The degree of transparency of the
surface at the wavelength used for inspection is often a critical factor. Transparent
materials can cause offset and artefacts on the acquisition, but also translucent ma-
terials may disturb the measurement because the back-scattered radiation in this
case is produced by sub-superficial scattering coming from an escape depth of sev-
eral millimeters. Specular objects are also challenging because the radiation is re-
flected at specific angles, avoiding the signal to be collected or producing highlights
that saturate the detector.
5.2.2 Assessing the influences of transparent windows in front
of the sensor
The transparency of some materials to the radiation used during the scan in some
case can be used to our advantage. When working in museum it is preferable to
avoid unnecessary movements of the objects from micro-climate inside the case to
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the laboratory. Hence, the transparency of the case windows to the laser (655 nm)
can be potentially exploited for measuring the artwork directly inside the case
without the need to move the object. Another important aspect of measuring
directly through optical windows, is the possibility to build a chamber for study-
ing test materials in controlled environmental conditions and measure the objects
inside the chambers without exposing the probe to the environmental conditions
as shown in our study[123].
For assessing the influence of transparent windows in front of the sensor, I mea-
sured several profiles on a MB1030/M Aluminum Breadboard by Thorlabs (nomi-
nal flatness on an area of 300× 300 mm of±150 µm) using the scanning conoscopic
holography system. The breadboard is tilted of approximately 15 degrees for cov-
ering the whole working range of the probe without incurring to problems related
the angular coverage of the lens, which in this case is 170 degrees. The profiles are
collected with and without the optical window using a ConoPoint-3 equipped with























Figure 5.1: Measured profile of an inclined flat aluminum breadboard (dashed line)
and of the same object thorough a 2 mm Polystyrene window (solid line). The grey
band shows the nominal working range suggested by the company. The standard
deviation is shown as thickness of the line. (Redrawn from data of our publication
[123]).
Observing the two profiles we can see that the linearity of the distance measure-
ment is preserved also when the transparent window is placed between the probe
and the reference. If the window is stable and parallel to the motion direction it
produces a fixed distance offset. Adding the distance offset to the measurement we
can re-calibrate the measurement. However, we can notice that the window intro-
duces also artefacts at the end of the working range. This results in a narrowing of
the usable working range.
This study can be extended to any variation of the index of refraction of the













Figure 5.2: Drawings of the test object created using microscope slides. The
hatched part of the sample is coated using a diffusive white tape. The distance
refer to the distance between the lens and the test object.
refraction of the air can cause uncertainties on the measurement. The fixed off-
set may occur if the measurements are performed in air with different index of
refraction, while fluctuation of the index of refraction during the measurement
may cause random errors. The variation of the index of refraction of the air can
be calculated using, for instance, the equation proposed by Ciddor [31], however,
in normal conditions the variation of refractive index of air is usually negligible.
5.2.3 Assessing the performance using half-transparent step met-
ric test objects
For assessing the effects of scanning transparent objects or layers with the instru-
ment I developed some test objects using materials easy to find. I built a first trans-
parent test object using three Microscope slides by Menzel Gläser 76× 26 mm with
thickness of 1 mm. I arranged the slides to form three steps. In ISO 5436-1 similar
reference specimens are defined as Type A standard which are step-height stan-
dards with steps of known height. In our case, due to the high tolerances of the
microscope slides thickness, I used this object for assessing the response of the in-
strument to transparent materials rather than for calibrating the instrument. For
this scope I coated half of the samples using a white tape (PANfilm) as shown in
figure 5.2. The tape used for coating half of the sample has a thickness of some mi-
crons hence can be used for creating a reference surface to be compared with the
transparent surface adjacent to it. Because of the air gaps between the microscopic
slides there are a total of eight interfaces on the transparent part of the test object
when positioned on the measurement plate. The test object has been measured
with the different probes. Figure 5.3 shows the result using the ConoProbe-HD
equipped with a 50 mm lens. I positioned the probe so that the middle step was
at the standoff distance. We can observe that the measured step in the transpar-
ent part of the sample is considerably lower compared to the reference step on the
coated part (dashed line). It is important to understand that the signal measured
in the transparent part of the sample does not refer to the last interface (glass-air)
but to the first one (between the measurement table and the air gap).
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bottom of the sample
Figure 5.3: The test object measured using a ConoProbe-3HD equipped with a
50 mm lens. The dashed line refer to the measure on the opaque part of the sample,
the solid line to the measurement on the transparent part of the sample.
5.2.4 A possible interpretation of the artifacts
A precise identification of the artifact can be hardly provided without knowing the
processing carried out inside the probe for elaborating the interferograms. How-
ever, as explained in[163, 164] for a simple conoscopic module1 (as shown in figure








where r is the lateral displacement from the geometrical axis passing through the
lens and the birefringent crystal and ko is a unit-less conoscopic parameter as de-
fined in [163]. The phase difference ∆φ of the two polarized wave-fronts passing
through the crystal determines zc , and this is generated from the interaction of the







The refraction of the ray from the air (where n1 ' 1) in the birefringent crystal
with index of refraction (n2) which is different for the ordinary (no) and extraor-
dinary (ne ) ray can be described as follow :
sinθ1 = no sinθ2 with n1 ' 1 (5.3)
sinθ1 = ne(θ1) sinθe with n1 ' 1 (5.4)
1The same reasoning can be applied to linear conoscopic modules used in this dissertation. Here
























Figure 5.4: Different interactions of the light passing through transparent materi-
als.
Where ne(θ1) tell us that the index of refraction depends on the angle at which
the ray impinges the crystal that eventually influences the phase difference.
Figure 5.4 a shows different interactions of the light with transparent layers.
The back-scattered radiation from the point P is deviated of an angle δ compared
to the imaginary trajectory i that the ray would have followed if the two indexes
of refraction where equal. The point source P generates the same wavefront of the
point source P1 in air (as shown in figure 5.4 b), thus the phase difference ∆φ is
associated with the corrected distance zc of the point P1 creating the offset in the
measurement.
Figure 5.4 c illustrates the case of optical windows placed between the lens
and the object, as described in section 5.2.2. It can be demonstrated that the ray
exits with the same angle (θ3 = θ5) but with a displacement d . The cone of light
eventually, will appear as it was closer to the probe, generating an offset in the
measurement of the distance.
It is harder to interpret the spikes and the large distances shown in figure 5.1
and 5.3 without knowing the processing carried out by the FPGA inside the probe.
However, we must take into account that every interfaces is reflecting part of the
radiation. Thus the final signal is composed by different interferograms overlap-
ping. The algorithm used for determining the phase the interferograms might fail
to extract the phase of a single interface when these interferograms have similar
intensity. Figure 5.3 at page 91 endorses this hypothesis: as we can see that the
spikes artifacts appears in the edge of the steps where the probe probably is col-
lecting simultaneously the cone of light passing from the two adjacent steps. Dif-
ferent artefacts appear also in the last step were the two interfaces are closer and
this probably causes a mixing of the signals.
The same reasoning can be applied for interpreting the artifacts in figure 5.1 at
page 89. When the two interfaces are closer the signals cannot be resolved while
when the surface is too distant the back-scattered signal is to weak, probably atten-
uated by the interface and disturbed by the part of the laser light reflected by the
transparent windows.
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Figure 5.5: The solid gray line shows the profile acquired on the reference specimen
526X by Rubert & Co Ltd. using a ConoProbe-3HD equipped: a) with a 50 mm
lens b) with a 25 mm lens. The gray area represent two standard deviations. The
dashed black line is a synthetic sinusoidal profile generated with wavelength of
100 µm and amplitude of 10 µm.
5.2.5 Assessing the performance on certified reference standard
Even though it is possible to assess artifacts testing various materials, for a quan-
tifiable measurement of error in reproducing a surface topography a certified mea-
surement specimens must be used. ISO 5436-1[93] defines the reference specimens
for testing surface measuring instruments based on stylus. In this document the
standards are categorized regarding the morphology. These standards were ini-
tially designed to asses the performance of profile measurement using stylus pro-
filometers but were then adopted also for optical instruments[93]. However, it
must be taken into account that the performance of the instrument on the stan-
dard are often linked with the material used, this is often the case for optical in-
struments that are more sensitive to properties of the materials (see section 5.2.1).
Lately, ISO 25178[86] introduced various optical instruments for 3D surface areal
measurements however the reference specimens of ISO 5436-1[93] are still main-
tained.
Reference specimens created specifically for areal optical instruments are very
rare[61]. Furthermore, most of them are made only of metals and hence are an
accurate estimation of the performance of the instruments on this material, while
the performance might vary on other materials found in Cultural Heritage objects.
However, even though I could not test the instrument on traceable certified spec-
imen created ad hoc for Cultural Heritage the information retrieved using metal
specimens give us an insight on the performance of the system.
For characterizing the instrument I used ISO 5436-1 type C standard that are
reference specimens with a certified regular pattern. The 526X is a reference spec-
imen made from electroformed nickel by Rubert & Co Ltd. This specimen has a
regular sinusoidal pattern (hence more specifically it is classified as type C1) with
a mean spacing between the peaks (RS m) of 100 µm and the difference between the
highest peak and the lowest valley (Pt ) of 10 µm . In figure 5.5 the reference stan-
dard is acquired using a ConoProbe-3HD equipped with a 50 mm lens (figure a)
and using a 25 mm lens (figure b). The gray line represents the average of three
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profiles acquired by the instrument and the gray area is equal to two standards de-
viations. The dashed black line is a synthetic sinusoidal profile with wavelength
of 100 µm and amplitude of 5 µm generated for comparison. Bearing in mind that
Rs m and Pt are statistical quantities and the certified surface profile will have some
deviations from the ideal sinusoidal profile, we can get an insight on the order of
magnitude of the error comparing these two profiles. The synthetic profile can be











For an estimation we can use RS m and Pt given by the manufacturer of the stan-
dard, while the two unknown variables are the distance from the reference plane
(ds ) and the phase or transnational offset (φ). After a manual pre-alignment of the
profile adjusting ds andφ for finding the initial guess for the unknown parameters,
the reference synthetic sinusoidal profile can be fit using non-linear least squares.
Thus we can calculate an estimation of the average error from the subtraction of






|Mi − Si | (5.6)
Using the ConoProbe-3HD with the 50 mm lens I calculated an average error
of 14.13 µm with a standard uncertainty of 7.8 µm while with the 25 mm lens I
obtained a mean error of 4.59 µm with a standard uncertainty of 3.5 µm. Because
the standard was highly reflective I tested also the ConoProbe-3R with a 25 mm
lens, which is the conoscopic probe optimized for the the acquisition of specular
material . The results are however, similar to the ConoProbe-3HD with the 25 mm
lens. I recorded a mean error of 4.50 µm with a standard uncertainty of 2.5 µm.
This probably because although the sample is highly reflective is not specular hence
we have only some minor improvements. A more canonical way of using the
standard is to compute the metrological parameters and comparing them with the
certified values. The table 5.1 shows the results of the computed parameters and
the difference respect to the certified value. We compute P t and Ra (arithmetical
mean deviation of the assessed profile) as defined in ISO 4287:1997 [91]. I also
recomputed P t and Ra using the data obtained from the synthetic profile that I
have generated.
The results indicate substantial differences between the certified value and the
measured value. The specimen is particular challenging for the probe because it
presents a reflective surface and close steep edges.
Also the metrological parameters computed over the synthetic profile are slightly
different from the certified value. The difference can be attributed to slight vari-
ation during the electroforming process, the algorithm, and the instrument used
when characterizing the specimens. Furthermore, we have to bare in mind that
these parameters are an average estimation thus it is normal that the synthetic pro-
file might not be a completely accurate representation of the real object.
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Ra (micron) Diff. Pt (micron) Diff.
ConoProbe-3HD (50 mm lens) 15.67 12.52 46.05 36.05
ConoProbe-3HD (25 mm lens) 5.37 2.22 24.91 14.91
ConoProbe-3R (25 mm lens) 6.26 3.11 22.64 12.64
Synthetic profile 3.18 0.03 10 0
Certified value (stylus profilometer) 3.15 n.a. 10 n.a.
Table 5.1: Comparison of the computed metrological parameters and the param-
eters measured using the different conoscopic probes. The Diff. column indicates
the difference with the certified value of the standard.
5.2.6 Comparison of Conoscopic Holography measurement with
Acoustic Microscopy
The usage of synthetic profile can not be always accurate for the identification of
the biases because the least-square error tends per se to align the profile for mini-
mizing the errors. Furthermore, as shown in the previous section the results of
the assessment of the performance on certified reference standards, might not be
extended to every kind of material. Because of the lack of certified standards with
materials properties comparable with artwork materials it is important to assess
the performance of the instruments on a wide range of materials in the form of
mock-up and later on real artwork. However, the intrinsic variety and hetero-
geneity of the artworks often necessitates other strategies for identifying possible
artifacts. The different critical aspects studied in the previous sections are usually
combined together. During the analysis of artworks it is common to work with
metallic materials with multiple layers of transparent varnishes or coatings. Com-
paring analogous data acquired with other techniques is one of the possible routes
to identify errors in the acquisition and improve the accuracy of the measurement.
Comparing techniques that take advantage of completely different phenomena for
retrieving the topography of the surface can be more effective for identifying the
artifacts. In our study[122] I compared the data acquired with the conoscopic
holography profilometer with the data acquired using acoustic microscopy.
Acoustic microscopy —as it will explained later on— take advantage of a dif-
ferent physical phenomena not linked to the electromagnetic radiation and hence
is less likely to find the same artifacts using the two techniques. Furthermore,
the usage of this technique for surface metrology, in my opinion, has not received
enough attention in the field [109, 112].
Acoustic microscopy uses ultrasonic waves produced by a piezoelectric trans-
ducer coupled with the object by means of a coupling gel to retrieve the topog-
raphy of the object. The high-frequency and focused acoustic waves are back-
scattered by the different interfaces encountered and recorded by the transducers.
Processing the resulting time-of-flight signal allows to compute the distance of the
various interfaces.
In this study, I focused on the comparison of the digitization of the physical sur-
face, hence I used only the interface between the gel and the samples from the SAM




Figure 5.6: Photograph of patinated bronze mock-up with engraved the number
“2” (see Fig. 5.7 for precise dimensions). Two different patination processes have
been used while a stripe between them has been left as reference (left). Detail of
the engraver grooves and the material scratches (right).
egg-tempera patches a complete description of the samples and the motivation of
the choice can be found in the public deliverable A guide for multi-material palette
preparation 2, here I present only the information relevant to the study. I scanned
these samples with the conoscopic holography setup based on a ConoProbe-3HD
equipped with a 50 mm lens and compared the results with the scans on the same
objects provided by Ormylia Foundation using Scanning Acoustic Microscopy
(using Olympus™ 110MHz and 175MHz transducers mounted on Aereotech™ lin-
ear stages). Modern Scanning Acoustic Microscope with a conventional 300 MHz
transducer can achieve lateral resolution 10 µm to 15 µm this resolution can be im-
proved up to 1 µm with GHertz-SAM[181] and are hence comparable or better
than the Conoscopic Holography sensors used in our study. Axial resolution is
usually worse: with a 175 MHz transducers it is around 9 µm with detection limit
3 µm[173]while with 2GHz transducers axial resolution can reach 0.60 µm [173].
The bronze samples were prepared by Opificio delle Pietre Dure (Florence)
using the original varnish recipes, some parts of the sample are covered with the
coatings (patinated) comprising the engravings, others are left without any coating
for reference. Figure 5.6 shows a portion of the sample with two patinas applied
and an engraving with the ID of the sample. Same areas of the sample has been ac-
quired with acoustic microscopy and with the conoscopic holography set-up with
a scanning step of 40 µm. We can observe that the acoustic microscopy scan is able
to measure the grooves more accurately, the elliptical shape of the traces left by the
engraver are visible and well defined. While the metal irregularities of the surface
disturb the acquisition of the topography using conoscopic holography sensors.
On the other hand, in the conoscopic holography scan we can notice the small
granules inside the patinated area that are not visible in the acoustic microscopy
scan.
I also tested the two techniques on egg tempera data set produced by Ormylia
Foundation. The egg tempera data set simulates a multi-layer egg-tempera paint-
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the two techniques used for scanning a patinated
bronze. On the left plot, the conoscopic holography scan, on the right plot, the
acoustic microscopy scan.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: a) The egg tempera patch number 15 of the data set. Warm ochre
mixed with lead white. b) The ROI investigated with the two techniques in figure
5.9. The part above dotted red line line is varnished.
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Figure 5.9: On the left conoscopic holography scan of the ROI shown in figure
5.8 b. On the right acoustic microscopy scan of the same area. Some artifacts can
be noticed at the coordinates ( x ≈ 14− 30mm, y ≈ 0− 4mm) these are probably
bubbles formed when the coupling gel was applied.
The panel is subdivided in 60 patches half of each patch has been varnished. In fig-
ure 5.8 we can see one these patches and the region of interest (ROI). The ROI in
figure 5.9 contains four different layers with decreasing reflectance. Above the red
dashed line in 5.8 b the sample is varnished. In figure 5.9 we can see the comparison
between the conoscopic holography scan and the acoustic microscopy scan. Some
artifacts are visible on the acoustic microscopy scan (figure 5.9 right plot) that are
not present on the conoscopic holography scan. These artefacts appear in the fig-
ure 5.9 as blue spots (that would be interpreted as negative values) on the bottom
of the unvarnished part of the third paint stripe. Their origin can be probably
linked to the formation of bubbles during the application of the coupling gel.
Another factor affecting the conoscopic holography measurement is the re-
flectance of the surface. When there are high reflectance difference between the
materials of the surface it could be impossible to optimize the acquisition param-
eters for acquiring the different areas in a single scan as we shown in our previ-
ous work[53]. Because acoustic reflectance and spectral reflectance are not always
correlated, the combination of these two techniques can be used effectively for
assessing and correcting the negative influences of the reflectance gradients.
Here I highlighted only a coupled of example of the artifacts that can be as-
sessed, the next step is the improvement of the accuracy of the measurement and
the correction of the artefacts based on the fusion of the data coming from the
two sensor. This procedure that is normally called multisensor data fusion[64]
however necessitates of seamless integration of the two instruments.
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Figure 5.10: Subdivision of the conoscopic holography scan (left) and the acous-
tic microscopy scan (right) in 800 µm square side patches and computation of Sq
roughness parameter. A threshold has been used to exclude the patches with rough-
ness greater than 15 µm (in white in the picture). The roughness on the groove can
not be computed effectively. Redrawn from my previous publication [122].
5.2.7 Towards quantitative interpretation of the difference be-
tween the scans.
The quantitative evaluation of the differences between the results obtained from
the two techniques poses some issues that should be addressed carefully for avoid-
ing misinterpretations. For instance, the comparison of the results using subtrac-
tions or other methods for highlighting the differences and quantifying them into
numbers have some drawbacks and requirements. First of all the two acquisitions
should be carefully registered, software registration techniques are not always risk-
free for this task. On particular problem is the correction of the tilting of the sur-
faces for avoiding error shown in the previous chapter (cfr. Section 4.7.2). Little
mis-registrations can drastically affects the metrics, hence comparing for instance
two profiles might be dangerous without the certainty of the exact registration of
the profiles. Furthermore, we should compare scans that have not only the same
scan step but also that are acquiring approximately the same sampling area, and
this add another layer of uncertainties that lower the significance of these calcula-
tions when are not done using a proper multi-modal system. I hence decided to
leave these computations as external data, instead I have highlighted the differences
in the roughness computation computed on the single acquisitions.
The registration of some of the scans and the quanti-










In this case I used a square patch with size 800 µm after removing the tilt-
ing. Both measurements are carried out using a scan step of 40 µm however the
conoscopic holography set-up was operating in dynamic mode while the scanning
acoustic microscope was operating in static mode. The conoscopic holography
scan measures a roughness much higher compared to the acoustic microscope and
it is able to differentiate between the varnished parts and the reference line. The
scanning acoustic microscope scan shows lower roughness values due to the lower
resolution of the probe. It is always wise to come back to the original surface
map for interpreting the results, this because as we saw in section 5.2.3 multilay-
ered materials might be affected by artifacts which contribute to the estimation of
the roughness parameters. Comparing the results with figure 5.7 we can observe
that the roughness is due to small surface feature (granules and engravings) and the
mapping correlated with the patinated areas. The materials used in the first pati-
nated areas formed some granules that did not dissolved causing an increasing of
the roughness, while on the right patinated areas a more homogeneous patina low-
ered the roughness caused by the irregularities of the reference surface, forming a
even film.
I limited these quantitative analyses to the metal samples due to the fact that the
Conoscopic Holography and the Scanning Acoustic Microscopy data sets where
not acquired simultaneously neither in the same environmental conditions and
this could have negative influence in particular on hygroscopic materials that might
vary depending on the environmental conditions. The next section will be devoted
entirely to this topic.
One of the benefit of a multimodal scanning system is the possibility to in-
crease the accuracy of quantitative comparison of the surface representations. A
multi-modal system comprising these two sensors, as designed during the Scan4Reco
project, will in fact allow to record the two measurements sequentially with a short
temporal distance and furthermore can be used for a more accurate hardware reg-
istration of the two scans.
For producing a comparable scan the concepts explained in chapter 3 must not
be forgotten. The sampled area and hence the lateral resolution is in fact related
to the acquisition modality and only with an accurate design of the scanning the
difference between the two lateral resolutions can be minimized.
5.3 Variation of the interface due to external forces
Even if we convene in the definition of the interface and we optimize our measure-
ment procedure to identify and minimize errors and artifacts, we may experience
that the interface position varies during the period of observation. The change of
the position of the interface, moreover, may occur during the process of measure-
ment compromising our survey. Coming back to the coastline mapping problem,
we may experience these issues in particular during high tide or low tide of the
tidal cycle. Thus, when measuring the coastline we have also to measure the level
of the tide, if the cartographers measure the tide level while performing the mea-
suring they call these measurements tide-coordinated otherwise if they predict
the tide level using a model (mostly based on historical records) they call these
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measurements tide-predicted [190, p. 122].
The “nano-cartographer” may face the same issues when measuring the surface
of an object at micro or nano level. For instance, the temperature or the relative hu-
midity may affect the positions of the interfaces, because of thermal expansions or
swellings due to the absorption of moisture and hence a rising in the moisture con-
tent (MC). However, reaching temperature-coordinated or MC-coordinated mea-
surements may be harder than it seems. Measuring the temperature or the RH of
the object, or worse only that of the environment, would be tantamount to the
cartographer involved in the coastline mapping to know the mass of the moon: if
there is not an understanding of the model governing the dynamic of the system
and historical records of the object it is not possible to “coordinate” a set of parame-
ters to the topography of the surface measured. This is due to the fact that different
equilibria are involved, and could take a lot of time to reach their stationary state
—assuming that it exists— at particular environmental parameters. However, if
we leave the object in controlled conditions for an appropriate amount of time we
can create a model for estimating factor-predicted measurements (i.e. without the
need to measure directly the factor affecting the interface e.g. moisture content).
Eventually, the entire object and hence the absolute position of the interface
may move while the measurement is carried out. The same, of course, applies for
the observer (instrument). This is mainly due to environmental vibration, insta-
bility of the set-up and in some cases air flows. If the movement of the instrument
and the surface to be measured is not controlled and taken into account the inter-
face acquired may appear distorted.
In the next sections, I will study the methodologies for assessing these kind
of uncertainties and quantify the spatio-temporal shape variations due to relative
humidity fluctuations on different hygroscopic materials. The information col-
lected are crucial for any longitudinal study involving the measurement of surface
topology, or for long topography scans where environmental fluctuations might
change the surface properties and morphology during the analysis. The first step
of the assessment of drift of the instruments as well as the samples properties is the
identification of a ground-truth built using a stable reference material that will be
the topic of the next section.
5.3.1 Reference materials
Working under controlled laboratory environmental conditions can considerably
reduce the instrumental drifts related to thermal expansions and micro-movements
of the set-up. In the set-up shown in my previous publication[123], the envi-
ronmental variations are confined to the micro-climatic chamber. However, even
in this case, some biases can happen due to the thermal expansion of the micro-
climate chamber walls and this may cause a variable offset on the measurement and
hence distortion (cfr. section 5.2.2). To ensure an accurate measurement, some
fix and invariant material must be placed in proximity of the samples to be mea-
sured. These objects should have a thermal expansion close to zero, be insensitive
to humidity variations, chemically stable and opaque at the wavelength used by
the optical profilometer. For an optimal acquisition, the surface of the standard
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must have a reflectance value similar to the object analyzed and sufficiently high
to allow measurement with a good signal-to-noise ratio. Highly specular materials
require a special set-up to be acquired hence the standard must be also diffusive.
In this work I used a round cylinder with diameter of 8× 100 mm of Invar 36 pro-
duced by Polymet Reine Metalle ( Lüneburg, Germany). This material has a very
low expansion coefficient[152] and can be found for a reasonable price (less than
20 euros). I cut the cylinder in three pieces with length of 5 mm, 45 mm and 50 mm
to be used depending on the height of the sample to be measured.
Furthermore, for assessing any vibration induced by the air inflow I built a can-
tilever using a piece feeler gauge tape with a thickness of 50 µm thermally treated
at approximately 450 ◦C for matting the surface.
5.3.2 Monitoring the effects of relative humidity change on the
dimensional stability of hygroscopic artworks.
The most challenging artwork materials to model are the hygroscopic ones. These
include wood panels and statue, ivory, canvas but also some plastics used in con-
temporary art. Besides, the effects on the repeatability of the measurement, the
study of the dimensional stability of the artworks and its effect on the conser-
vation has important implications on determining the best environmental condi-
tions for the artwork[125, 10]. For assessing the dimensional stability different
techniques can be used including Fiber Bragg grating sensors[46], 3D laser scan-
ning[68], structured light scanner [134, 136], speckle imaging[177]. A review can
be found in literature[45]. In our previous study[123] I develop different set-up
for evaluating the effects of variation of relative humidity on hygroscopic mate-
rials. In general, two approaches are used for testing the dimensional stability: a
passive approach, monitoring the effects of environmental changes occurring nat-
urally[134, 136] or an active approach[7], inducing changes of relative humidity
(RH) and temperature using different methods and studying the response of the ob-
ject. For studying artworks under specific RH levels previous studies[7, 177] have
taken advantage of the variation of vapour pressure of different salt solutions for
reaching specific level of RH. The variation of environmental temperature might,
however, influence the equilibrium of the dissolved salt and the environment. An-
other approach is to use climate chambers[117], which however might pose some
limitations on the integration with other sensors and on the budget.
In our project I developed a humid chamber based on ultrasonic humidifier
and a micro-controller.
The instructions and the firmware for build-
ing and testing the humidity chamber control
system can be found at https://github.com/
giacomomarchioro/humiditychambercontrol.
As mentioned in the previous section, it is important to understand that con-
trolling or recording the environmental parameters is only the first step for an ac-
curate determination of the equilibrium inside the artwork. The moisture content
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Figure 5.11: Displacement analysis of a piece of parchment at 25 ◦C inducing sud-
den variation of RH (circle marks).
can be determined experimentally[161] (an this is up to now one of the only meth-
ods for making real MC-coordinated measurement) or developing a model[44].
When the object reach the equilibrium moisture content (EMC) it should also
reach the dimensional stability even though this might be affected also by other
parameters[156]. A possible strategy is hence to keep the environmental param-
eters stable for a long time and, at the same time, keep assessing that the object
shape is not changing by monitoring it with the technique chosen.
The responsivity of the artwork to the variation of RH can change depending
on the material.
Due to my involvement on the digitization of the manuscripts of the Capitu-
lar library of Verona I decided to study the dimensional stability of some sample
of paper and parchment prepared using the traditional techniques. The dimen-
sional stability of the manuscripts under digitization is very important when the
exposure time is long (for instance for the acquisition of multi spectral images or
induced fluorescence). Often the environmental condition of the place where the
object are stored are different from the environmental condition where the digiti-
zation take place and it is hence very important to understand what displacement
can be caused by the differences in relative humidity for acquiring sharp images.
Furthermore, the sheets of parchment and paper because of their limited vol-
ume theoretically reach the EMC more rapidly and hence are a good material for
starting a study on the dimensional stability.
In figure 5.11 we can observe the swelling of a piece of lambskin parchment
of 3× 2 cm acquired using a ConoProbe-3HD (with a 25 mm lens) measuring the
sample from the top in a small environmental chamber. We can notice that the
piece of parchment responds very fast to the oscillations of relative humidity be-
tween 40 to 34 % that were induced artificially for testing the response. The la-
tency of the humidity sensor used (a DHT-11 capacitive sensor, working at 1 Hz)
is probably greater compared to the response of the parchment. Of course, the en-
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Figure 5.12: The analysis of sample of lambskin parchment deforming due to RH
variation a) from 32% to 15%, b) from 48% to 15% c) 50 % to 48%. The same
experiment is performed simultaneously to paper samples d), e), f). The samples
are constrained using tape on the side indicated with the letter Y.
tity of the displacement depends largely on the position where the measurement
is performed. Measuring a single point as in figure 5.11 has several limitations on
determining how the swelling of the material occurs. In figure 5.12 I performed
a scan of paper and parchment samples enclosed in a small environmental cham-
ber containing four 75× 26 mm pieces of lambskin parchment prepared using the
traditional technique and 40 g paper. Using some tape I blocked the short sides
of the sample to the bottom of the humid chamber leaving the other sides uncon-
strained and free to move. In this way I have tried to maximize the possibility of
the parchment to move freely. For assuring that I was measuring the parchment
at equilibrium I left the sample inside the humid chamber at the desired RH con-
dition for approximately five hours.
In figure 5.12 we can observe the deformation of the parchment and paper sam-
ples. For each sample I analyzed a ROI of 18× 65 mm. Because the measurements
are performed using the same reference system it is possible to achieve a accuracy
below the micron in the registration of the different acquisitions at different RH
values. Each sample shows the surface at two different RH values. The transparent
surface is linked with the surface below by means of arrows showing the displace-
ment computed for each coordinate. We notice that the parchment, as expected, is
more sensitive to RH variations showing out of plane bending of several millime-
tres on the unconstrained side. Lowering the RH to 15% the parchment tends to
deforms, similar behaviours are reported in recent studies[104]. The deformation
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Figure 5.13: Three profiles measured along the curvature of the icons. We can see
the deformation during a ramp to 50 % RH after 21 and 53 hours. On the top
right corner the profile of the Invar reference cylinder.
is not homogeneous affecting mostly the top right corner. The paper is less sen-
sitive to the variation of RH and I recorded limited deformation on the order of
50-500 µm. Regarding the paper, the deformation is more uniform causing curva-
ture parallel to the short side of the sample. A similar curvature was reported for
composite paper samples[41].
This experiment can be extended to other hygroscopic materials and artworks
adapting the humid chamber to contain larger objects. However, increasing the
dimension of the humid chamber implies a harder control over the environmental
condition that might not be homogeneous in all the volume.
I repeated the study on a 19th century wooden icon for assessing the usability
of this technique for real artwork. The icon was stored at RH of 15% for several
days. In this experiment, after exposing the artwork to a humid environment the
curvature of the icon slowly decreases absorbing humidity. We can notice in figure
5.13 that after 53 hours the icon moved of approximately 1 mm that corresponds to
an average rate of displacement of 18 µmh−1. Tornari at al.[180] found on wooden
samples with a thickness 1 cm under RH variations from 45 to 80% a rate of dis-
placement ranging from approximately 25 to 250 µmh−1. However, must bear in
mind that historical woods and complex artefacts such icon might behave differ-
ently compared to modern woods without any treatment and pictorial layer.
In groups of three scans, I measured the icon curvature at uneven time intervals
with a time interval between each scan of ten minutes. The pattern of deformation
on the portion of the profile is shown in figure 5.13. An average standard error
uncertainty of 2.5 µm was determined on three consecutive scans before starting
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Figure 5.14: The series of profiles collected following the curvature of the icon
transitioning from 15 % to 50 % RH.
the humidification process: for each position was calculated the standard deviation
of the three measurements and the standards deviations where averaged. The three
initial scans are shown, overlapped, on the bottom of figure 5.14. We can notice
that, before starting the humidification process, the object was in a steady state,
at or closed to the dimensional stability. From this analysis we can estimate the
velocity of the deformation of the object. In this case, because I worked with a
real artwork I humidified the chamber gradually. From these series it is possible to
calculate an average velocity of displacement for each point of the profile. In this
specific case, I estimated a an average displacement velocity of 10 nms−1 on the top
of the curvature.
The rate of displacement could be an important parameter for assessing any
deformation that might happen when scanning an object which has not reach the
dimensional stability. Knowing the time needed for a single profile scan we can
understand the entity of the displacement from the beginning to the end of the
profile acquisition. In figure 5.14 I calculated a displacement of 170 nm at the end
of the measurement of a profile scanned at 15 mms−1.
In this study, because I was working with a real artwork I limited the stress
to the artwork, and the displacement is well below the repeatability of the in-
strument. However, special care must be taken when measuring hygroscopic art-
works, in uncontrolled conditions or when the object was previously store in an
environment with different environmental conditions because the bias on the scan
might become noticeable, in particular during a long scan. The practice of per-
forming scans during the night must be considered as well. This practice is widely
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adopted in the environments with visitors for avoiding the inconvenience of mea-
suring during the opening ours but the excursions in RH might be considerable.
These uncertainties highlight the importance of storing also information about
the scanning pattern used as I mention in section 3.3.1. Knowing what was the
starting and the end point of the scan and the pattern followed allows to better
identify, and possibly to correct, the resulting distortion on the surface mode due
to the deformation of the object or the movements of the set-up.
5.4 The coastline paradox
“An embarrassing doubt arose as to whether actual frontiers were so
intricate as to invalidate that otherwise promising theory”
—L.F. Richardson [150]
Solving —or mitigating— the coastline mapping problems gives us the confidence
for assessing the survey of the interface under investigation. However, when we
use the final survey for calculating parameters for describing the interface (e.g.
length, area, roughness . . . ) we may find a strong dependence of these parameters
with:
• the constraints we pose at the beginning of the measuring campaign (such as
instrument, the resolution, and the scan step used).
• the processing procedure we use to calculate them.
• the part of the survey that we are analyzing.
The axial and lateral resolutions of the instrument and the scanning step deter-
mine, up to a certain point, the computed metrological parameters of the object.
In this section, I will use another concept introduced during the study of coast-
lines to highlight one important caveat when assessing the uncertainties and inter-
preting the results of complex and irregular surfaces. For this purpose I will recall
the historical background and perform the experiment that lead to the discovery.
In a study published posthumously in 1960[150], Lewis F. Richardson tried to
understand the relation between the length of common boundary between two
countries and their likeliness to start a war against each other. To measure the
coastline Richardson used a divider on printed maps of the countries. The algo-
rithm that follows (algorithm 1) describes in detail the manual procedure used by
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Figure 5.15: Example of the generalization of the procedure used by Richardson in
his classical paper on a generic profile. Notice that some circles intersect the profile
in many points, in this case the first intersection found following the profile along
the direction of motion is used.
Richardson.
Result: Length of the coastline or generic profile.
Choose the distance between the divider spikes (the radius);
Choose the direction of motion (clock-wise or counterclockwise);
Choose a starting point on the coastline;
Place one spike of the divider on the starting point;
while Intersection do not overstep the starting point. do
Find the intersections of the other spike with the border;
Position the spike on the first intersection found following the profile
along the direction of motion;
Record that you moved the divider;
end
Multiply the times you moved the divider for distance between the
divider spikes.
Algorithm 1: The procedure used by Richardson for determining the length
of the coastline of the countries.
The procedure can be generalized for any polygonal chain, finding the intersec-
tions of circles with radius equal to the distances between the spikes of the divider
instead of the intersections with the divider. The result of this procedure applied
to a profile is shown in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.16: Log-Log plot of the total length of the whole coastline of the Great
Britain (x) marker, the west coast of Great Britain and the original data computed
by Richardson in his paper over the west coast of the Great Britain[150] against
the probing distance.
I performed the experiment proposed by Richardson writing an algorithm in
Python and using a survey of the coastline of Great Britain from a public data set
available online[185].
The complete experiment can be reproduced at





Figure 5.16 reports in log-log scale the total length of the Great Britain coast-
line measured using different probing distances (in our case different circle’s radii).
The whole coastline of the mainland is measured with radii ranging from 80 meter
to 160 kilometers. The results are compared with the computation applied only to
the west coast (as the original paper) and the data retrieved by the corresponding
publication [150]. In all the cases the total length of the coast decreases increasing
the radius of the circle. This gave raise to what is called the coastline paradox:
the apparent indeterminably of the length of the coastline due to its strong de-
pendence to the method and resolution used to measure it. The reason of this
behaviour is intuitive once understood how the method used for measuring the
interface affects the final length of the coastline (see figure 5.15 and figure 5.17). In
general, it can be proved starting from the axiom that the length of a line between
two points is the minimum distance between them, resulting in every other path
—especially if it is irregular— having length greater than the line connecting the
two sampled point. However, the implications and the corrections deserve special
care and attention. The concept of the coastline paradox can be generalized to ar-
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a b c d
Figure 5.17: Application of the algorithm proposed by Richardson using a radius
(divider spacing) of: a) 80 m, b) 40 km, c) 100 km,d) 160 km. Superimposed to the
coastline of Britain.
eas and to many computations involving the topography of the surface. Most of
the metrological parameters shown in chapter 4 depend on the initial conditions:
these include the resolution of the instrument, the cut-off filtering but also the
sampling length and the sampling area. Hence, the standardization of the proce-
dures and the precise description of the processing it is a crucial step for allowing
the comparison between the results.
5.4.1 Richardson effect and fractal dimension
It is worth mentioning that another important aspect of the paper by Richardson
was the fact that the results had an exponential trends. Thus we can linearize the
data computing the logarithm and fitting a line to the points as shown in the plot in
figure 5.16 which is often called Richardson plot. Must be stressed that this result
is not implied in the coastline paradox. Every measurement sampling a polyline
different from a straight line will suffer from the coastline paradox but not every
results of the measurement of a polyline will have a linear trend in the Richardson
plot. Richardson proved this implicitly applying the procedure he used to a circle
and showing that in the log-log plot had a different trend.
The fact the coastline measurement follows a power law and can be linearized
allow to retrieving what is known as a fractal dimension. In fact, this can be
computed using the angular coefficient (m) of the linear fitting for determining a
parameter D , defined as 1+ m. Mandelbrot[121] used this parameter for intro-
ducing the concept of fractal geometry. There are often some confusion regarding
the concepts, and the term Richardson effect it is used sometimes as a synonym
of the coastline paradox[188] sometimes as a synonym of the fractal properties of
the coastline[128] or of generic materials[153].
A the term fractal is often ambiguous and sometimes it is referred to any irreg-
ular surface as well as more formally to “a set for which the Hausdorff–Besicovitch
dimension strictly exceeds the topological dimension’’[120]. In general, the term sta-
tistical self-similarity [121] is used to indicate that the statistical properties of the
object follow a power law when computed at different scales. The statistical self-
similarity of some objects and the use of fractals dimensions are apparently one
possible way to avoid the uncertainties linked to the measurement and give a scale-
independent characterization of the surface. However, we must consider that the
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fractal dimension can be computed in several way the method that I used which is
called “yardstick method”3 is only one of the possible methods that can be used for
computing the fractal dimension and each one might return results with varying
accuracy[116].
5.5 Summary
In this chapter I gave an overview of the definitions of the surfaces across differ-
ent fields aiming to offer a more precise interpretation of the meaning of the data
collected and easing the possibility to compare it with data coming from other
techniques at different scales.
Similarly to the problems related to the coastline mapping, also in our case we
have to consider: the uncertainties in determining the interface, the variations of
the interface due to external forces and eventually the intrinsic uncertainties linked
to the process we used for measuring the surface.
For the first problem reference materials can be used for evaluating the re-
sponse of the techniques and the artifacts.
I have studied how transparent materials influence the measurement retrieved
using the conoscopic probes, showing that the linearity of the measurement is
preserved even though an offset and a lowering of the signal quality is present in
the final results.
I used an ISO 5436-1 type C reference specimen to evaluate the performance of
the probe on reflective metallic objects. It proved useful for estimating the accu-
racy of the measurement with the certainty of a traceable standard. The properties
of these standards are however similar only to a sub-set of the materials found in
cultural heritage diagnostics, namely reflective metals.
Due to the lack of traceable reference specimens using materials with properties
similar to the one used in cultural heritage diagnostics other strategies must be
developed for assessing the performance for each measurement.
I compared the conoscopic holography scans performed on reference bronze
e egg tempera samples with the acoustic microscopy scans provided by Ormylia
Foundation.
I showed how the acoustic surface retrieved from the acoustic microscopy scan
can be compared with the conoscopic holography scan for spotting artifacts. The
acoustic surface, which is often neglected in surface metrology, can be effectively
used on reflective metals samples. For taking advantage of the information of the
two techniques a complete sensor-fusion process should be carried out. A multi-
modal systems is probably the best option for carrying out the data fusion of the
two scans and easing the quantitative comparison.
The variations of the interfaces due to external forces (e.g. fluctuations of rela-
tive humidity (RH), temperature and vibrations) can compromise the metrological
analysis. One of the possible solution is to coordinate the various parameters (tem-
perature, moisture content, vibrations . . . ) to the analysis or predict the parameters
3In fact Richardson used probably a nautical divider.
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knowing the environmental conditions (e.g. predict the moisture content from the
RH trends).
Particularly, challenging is to assess and understand the influences of RH on
hygroscopic materials. For this task, I built and presented an apparatus for car-
rying out dimensional metrology controlling the RH levels using a ultrasonic hu-
midifier. I tested the response and the dimensional stability of parchment, paper
samples and a wooden icon. The aim of this study was to test the usability of this
apparatus based on conoscopic holography and to have some indications regarding
the dimensional variations that we might expect when analyzing these materials.
We must bear in mind that the scanning process can last many hours and hence a
dimensional instability can lead to deformations and artifacts on the topological
map.
Finally, I used the concept of the coastline paradox for highlighting the de-
pendence of the results to the measuring condition. I performed, using a Python
algorithm, the experiment used by Richardson in his publication, clarifying the




In this section I present and report some applications where I used the mi-
croprofilometer for specific tasks proposed by end-users (conservators and
conservator scientists). Most of the data collected can be access and tested.
6.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to illustrate practically the usage of the instrument in real
scenarios. Hence, the case study will be centered on the usage of the instrument
rather than on an extensive discussion of the case study results. The first section
of each case study will contain a brief description of the case study and the mate-
rials under investigation. The second and the third section of each case study will
deal respectively with the practical aspects for carrying out the analysis and on the
data analysis. In fact, this important piece of information is often not reported in
publications and texts but is relevant for the implementation of future researches
using the instrument. The structure and the discussion of each case study try to
give all these practical information and motivations supporting the choices made
for each case study. A more detailed discussion on the topic of each case study can
be found in the cited publications.
6.2 Effectiveness of monitoring aging process in met-
als and pictorial layers.
6.2.1 Aim and description of the study
The understanding of the ageing of the materials is one fundamental step for the

































Table 6.1: Some of the processes that induce morphological variations of the sur-
face.
agreement ID: 665091) was to create an aging model for silver, bronze and egg
tempera materials.
The information retrieved using conoscopic holography systems aimed to un-
derstand the morphological variations on the surface of the artefacts.
In fact, depending on the material, the environmental conditions, and the con-
servation history several physicochemical phenomena modify the original surface
at different scales.
Besides the physicochemical phenomena, during the conservation history of
the material the morphological variations of the surface are also mechanical: re-
lated to the wear of the object caused by its fruition.
Table 6.1 summarizes the most common morphological variations of the sur-
face during the conservation history of metals and organic layers. Effective mon-
itoring of the conservation status of the surface must be carried on taking into
account the contribution of each phenomenon which eventually determines the
overall conservative status of the surface and it can be related or promoted by
others. For an effective characterization, the morphological variation must be
acquired at a scale which allows digitalization of an area representative of the al-
teration that took place. For instance, different information can be retrieved an-
alyzing a craquelure pattern on a canvas[22], in this case, large sampling areas are
required to fully describe the alteration while for analyzing the morphological
variation due to the formation of the patina is needed an instrument able to ac-
quire smaller areas with higher accuracy. It is hence important to know at which
scale alterations of the surface occur and so which instrument can be used for ac-
quiring the information regarding the morphological variation. To address this
question the following subsections describe the most common aging phenomena
affecting the morphology of the surface of the selected materials.
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Copper aging
Formation of cuprite round structures are reported with a diameter that goes from
65-70 nm (within 70 min. 80 % RH). SO2 catalyzes the reaction forming structures
with a diameter of 150 nm layers thickness goes from 35 to 40 nm depending on
the relative humidity[103].
Silver aging
Alteration of the surface of silvers is due mostly to the formation of corrosion
films, which are not uniform and can be composed of many different corrosion
products (e.g. Ag2O, Ag2CO3 , Ag2S, Ag2SO4, AgCl, AgNO3). There is still an
open debate regarding which of these corrosion products is most common. Capelo
et al.[26], after leaving silver coupons for one year in the chapel and in the museum
of Porto Cathedral, observed corrosion films with a thickness between 0.22 and
9.63 nm, mainly composed by silver oxides. Exposing silver coated quartz crystals
to humidity and 250 ppm of SO2 [103] results in the formation round structures
of Ag2O with a diameter of 50-70 nm and heights of 5 nm that contributes to the
increase of the overall roughness of the samples from 2 to 4 nanometers. For these
samples, the corrosion layer goes asymptotic to a limit value of 1.1 nm. Silvers
sulphide is another possible corrosion product found in museum artifacts. Layers
of silver sulphide with a thickness of 250 Angstrom, change the appearance of the
sample causing a yellowing of the sample [73], although it has been shown that
weathering in SO2 enriched atmosphere cause formation of silver oxides, must be
taken into account that COS, carbonyl sulphide, is actually the most abundant
sulfur compound in the atmosphere.
Bronze aging
Aging of bronze varies depending on the type of alloy used. After 13 days of
treatments in a salt cabinet (5% solution NaCl (pH 6.5) ASTM B117-03) Gallese
et al.[54] found a thickness loss ranging from 0.1 a 3.5 micron while leaving the
sample in a climate chamber for 30 days ( R.H. up to 85% 1ppm of SO2) found a
thickness loss ranging 0.3 to 0.8 micron. Corrosion products of the bronze include:
cuprite, leadcloride, couprous cloride and the four isomers of copper trihydroxi-
chloride[158].
Pictorial layers and varnishes aging
The alteration of organic films such as pictorial layers and varnishes is driven by
many mechanisms involved in the polymerization and formation of the film. A
comprehensive treatment of these mechanisms involved in artificial ageing can be
found in literature [47]. Most of the topological effects of the ageing of the picto-
rial layers and varnishes are related to stress caused by tensions due to the polymer-
ization or the deformation of the support where the film is applied. These stress
can cause the formation of cracks or cracquelure[22] that eventually lead to the




scan time. . .
. . . for one
sample
. . . for the samples
collection
. . . for the
study
Egg tempera 1h. 10 min. 87 h. 350 h.
Bronze 3 h. 10 min. 31 h. 30 min. 126 h.
Silver 2 h. 40 min 47 h. 188 h.
Table 6.2: Average scan times for each sample typology.
6.2.2 Materials and methods
Opificio delle Pietre Dure (OPD) prepared a sample collection containing 10 sil-
ver samples and 10 bronze samples with different varnishes. Ormylia foundation
prepared a set of egg tempera patches on a wood panel, containing 60 different pig-
ments mixtures. All the samples were aged in three steps, and they were acquired
before and after the aging process. A complete description of the preparation of
the samples and the artificial ageing applied to them can be accessed online1.
For acquiring the samples I used the conoscopic system mounted in its vertical
configuration placed on an optical table for isolating the system from environmen-
tal vibrations. A ConoPoint-3HD conoscopic probe was equipped with a 50H lens
with a measurement range of 2 millimetres and an accuracy of 2.5 microns. The
scan was performed while the horizontal axis was moving at a constant speed of
10 mm/sec. The scanning step was set to 50 microns for the egg tempera and for
bronze samples, while it was set to 25 microns for the silver samples.
6.2.3 Acquisition times
Table 6.2 reports the average time for scanning each sample typology. For acquir-
ing some samples with multiple materials, it might be necessary to perform more
than one scan optimizing the scanning parameters (i.e. laser power) for each ma-
terial. The time requirements for acquisition at this resolution are on the order of
hours for sample. Besides the actual scanning time must be considered that table
6.2 does not include the time required for positioning the sample and setting the
system, which usually requires approximately 15 minutes for each sample. Fur-
thermore, it must be taken into account that often the scan must be repeated to
find the best acquisition parameters or to correct any acquisition error.
6.2.4 Data analysis
A complete analysis of the results on bronze and silver samples can be found in
literature[32], the data collected on the bronze samples has been used in other
studies highlighting the possibilities to use neural networks for investigating the
surface topography[43]. Hence, here I focus on the topological features of the egg
tempera data set.
Figure 6.1 shows a 3D rendering of a a scan of the sample 6 composed of
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Figure 6.2: Height difference from the reference plane of the egg tempera sample

























































Figure 6.3: Height difference from the reference plane of the egg tempera sample
























































Figure 6.4: Height difference from the reference plane of the egg tempera sample
(30) after three aging steps.
the crequelure on the layers due to the desiccation of the egg tempera and three
horizontal cracks along the sample. These three cracks are due to the deformation
of the support caused by the natural aging. These are already present before the
artificial aging in the scan performed in October 2016 (t0), and appear to be stable
during the three aging steps and the successive scans performed in May 2017 ( t1),
October 2017 (t2) and May 2018 (t3) (figure 6.2). Most of the pictorial layer of the
stripe a and b of figure 6.2 is lost at the end of the third ageing step.
From the analysis of the ageing sequence it seems that before the layer detached
it raises some tens of microns. This phenomenon can be observed also on the
sample 11 (figure 6.3). In this sample some of the pictorial layer areas that are lost
rise of some tens of microns from the initial step. This can be observed for instance
on the top of the sample from t0 to t1 and also on the bottom from t1 to t2 and
from from t2 to t3. The capability of detecting the detachments of the pictorial
layers in the early stages seems a promising application of these analyses for the
preventive consolidation of the pictorial layers.
Some of the patches resist to the artificial ageing without any evident loss of
materials (figure 6.4). In the sample 30 we can also observed some granules on the
surface and how the pictorial layer reproduce the surface morphology of the wood
panel underneath the pictorial layer.
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Figure 6.5: 3D rendering of conoscopic holography scan of the wrinkling on the
Pala Pesaro.
The results on the other 57 samples can be accessed




6.2.5 Discussions and conclusion
The analysis of bronze and silver samples did not highlight identifiable topological
features after the aging steps. At statistical level some differences can be observed
using the standard ISO parameters for calculating the properties of the surface[32]
these could be linked with the alteration of the varnishes combined with the cor-
rosion process. In general, must be considered that as shown in chapter 5 when
semi-transparent layers are present some uncertainties may interfere with the re-
sults.
The modifications of the topology of egg-tempera pictorial layers influences
the surface also at a bigger scale. Granules, craquelure and other surface feature
can be monitored during the aging. A particularly interesting use of the micro-
profilometric analysis could be the early detection of the detachments.
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Figure 6.6: 3D reconstruction of the set-up and the environment during the acqui-
sitions a) with the microprofilometer on the same structure of the canvas b) with
the microprofilometer on a separate structure. 1. microprofilometer 2. heating
system 3. terminal 4. stools for maintaining the profilometer separated from the
metal structure.
6.3 Microprofilometric analyses of crack pattern on
Pesaro Madonna (Venice)
6.3.1 Aim and description of the study
The restorer working on Pesaro Madonna —a large canvas (telero) painted by Titian
between 1519 and 1526— wanted to assess how the cleaning was affecting some
wrinkling present on the canvas. The crack pattern, as shown in figure 6.5, have
positive peaks and can be compared to the crack pattern obtained by Mecklen-
burg[125] due to deformation of the canvas caused by environmental fluctuations.
High temperature and relative humidity fluctuations are very likely to happen dur-
ing the conservation history of the painting in the Fari church where it is still con-
served. Another possible hypothesis on the origin of the crack pattern is linked to
the ageing process of the varnish that could have created some strain on the areas.
6.3.2 Timeline and report of the measurements
The measurements started on Wednesday the first of February 2017, for acquiring
the uncleaned surface, the surface was cleaned and hence a second measurement
was performed on the third of February. The first set of measurements present
several artifacts and so the scan of the canvas was repeated during the following
week from the sixth to the eleventh.
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Figure 6.7: A ROI of the initial measurement performed on the painting.
The first set of measurements process
Initially the set-up was installed as depicted in figure 6.6 a, the microprofilometer
was built in its vertical configuration with a ConoPoint-3 equipped with a 50 mm
lens. It was placed on two wooden boards over the iron structure that supported
the painting. The first measurements had a scan step of 25 µm acquiring an area
of 45 mm× 80 mm in 3 hours and 15 minutes. This produced array with a size of
about 10.5 millions of points, due to the large size was difficult to handle with the
tools developed and the PC of the microprofilometer. Furthermore as shown in
figure 6.7 the acquisition had several artifacts.
The second set of measurements
To solve the problems of the first set of measurements several parameters have been
changed and tested. The first attempt was to reduce the axis speed from 25 mms−1
to 10 mms−1. This velocity has been chosen because it is a good trade off between
vibrations reduction and velocity. The axis speed has been set to10 mms−1 nev-
ertheless, the acquisition still had the artifacts. The test has been repeated using
15 mms−1 with similar results.
At this point was clear that some source of error was external to the micro-
profilometer itself. The first hypothesis was that the painting was moving micro-
metrically and this caused the acquisition artifacts. The microprofilometer could
be the source of vibrations that moved the painting. The microfprofilometer has
been removed from the wooden boards and placed on two stools ( as shown in
figure 6.6 b), in this way the vibrations transfer between the two systems (the
canvas and the microprofilometer) was limited. The first measurement with this
new set-up showed improvements. Other sources of interference have been evalu-
ated, the more probable source of interference was the heating system which using




For acquiring these measurements I used the same configuration of the previ-
ous set of measurement changing the scan step to 50 µm and acquiring an area of
40 mm× 41 mm hence reducing the acquisition time to 47 minutes maintaining
the velocity to 15 mms−1.
6.3.3 Data analysis
All the data analysis here presented can be found at




Evaluation of the artifacts
Before starting evaluating the differences between the scans before and after the
cleaning, I performed a quality control step and an exploratory analysis of the data
using the Hierarchical Peak-Valley analysis (HPVA) (that was developed in section
4.11.1). Figure 6.8 shows clearly that in the vertical levels are still dominated by
artifacts, that appears as horizontal lines. The left part of the acquisition is less
affected.
These artifacts are probably due to periodic fluctuations of the canvas but fur-
ther studies should be performed for assessing the precise cause.
Estimation of the difference before and after the cleaning
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Figure 6.9: The acquisition of the cleaned area before and after the cleaning pro-
cess.
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Horizontal level 1 Vertical level 1
Horizontal level 2 Vertical level 2
Horizontal level 3 Vertical level 3
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Figure 6.8: The peaks found using HPVA on a region of the Pesaro Madonna.
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The instrument was kept with the stages fixed on the same position before and
after the cleaning to ensure accurate registration of the acquisitions. When the
restorer was cleaning the area the probe was moved outside the working area of
the restorer but the linear stages were left in position.
Ideally, this will result in a perfect registration of the acquisition on the plane
of the painting surface as well as on the perpendicular to the plane of the painting.
The re-positioning of the probe on the plane of the painting did not cause any no-
ticeable errors. However, the canvas moved and produced an offset of around one
millimeter on the distance measurement from the probe to the canvas. Hence for
retrieving the difference between the two scans I fitted a plane and performed a
levelling subtracting the fitted planes to the original data. This process may intro-
duce some uncertainties on the calculation of the differences. Figure 6.9 shows the
resulting leveled scan before and after the cleaning process. We can observe that
the cleaning did not affect visibly the crack pattern. For calculating the heights
difference (D) between the scans, I subtracted the levelled scan acquired before the
cleaning (B) to the levelled scanned acquired after the cleaning (A).
D =A−B
In this way the negative values mean that material has been removed and the pos-
itive values mean that material has been added. This interpretation however, is
limited due to the fact that the difference is computed on the levelled surface so
any distortions introduced by the levelling process can be counted as positive or
negative variations. The result is shown in figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: The difference between the levelled scan after the cleaning and the
levelled scan before the cleaning.
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We can notice that a small lump has been removed on the left side of the area.









On the histogram of figure 6.10 we can observe the distribution of the height dif-
ference. These are usually always less then 100 µm. Some of the highest values are
registered on the lump and other on the peaks of the crack pattern.
Some uncertainties are however linked to these results. One factor that might
raise some uncertainty is linked to the aforementioned errors introduced by the
levelling process, another is due to the fact the cleaning was removing a semi-
transparent varnish that could have introduced some offset on the measured values.
6.3.4 Discussions and conclusion
For monitoring the effects of cleaning procedure on surface morphology directly
on-site the environmental inferences must be taken into account.
The interference due to air flows (e.g. conditioning systems, open windows
. . . ) can be critical for the measurements mostly when the object has a very large
surface (i.e. ten squared meters).
The possibility to re-position the system to acquire exactly the same area before
and after the cleaning is crucial for this type of analyses. In this study, we were able
to acquire the same area but with a distance offset.
The crack pattern was analyzed before and after the cleaning qualitatively and
quantitatively levelling the surface and showing height differences lower than 100 µm.
The accuracy of these results is always linked with the uncertainties introduced by
the scanning patterns, transparency of the materials and processing. However, it
is still an important tool for assessing the scales at which the cleaning effects is
affecting the surface.
6.4 Testing an innovative cleaning procedure for tar-
nished silver samples
6.4.1 Aim and description of the study
The Opificio delle Pietre Dure (OPD) is one of the main institutions working on
the conservation of Cultural Heritage in Italy. They asked our lab to assess the
effect of an innovative procedure for cleaning tarnished silver on a silver test sam-
ple (see figure 6.11). The test sample was prepared by OPD using a silver coupon
polished with sandpaper in a predominant direction. This gave a lay to the sam-
ple easily identifiable to the naked eye. The samples were tarnished artificially.
Seven different squared patches (areas labelled from A1 to G1) with a side of about
5 mm were treated with different cleaning methodologies. The restorer cleaned
the patch with a motion perpendicularly to the lay direction. Next to each patch,
an untreated patch was left as reference (areas labelled from A2 to G2).
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Figure 6.11: Part of the silver sample reconstructed using the data from the cono-
scopic holography scan and a texture obtained fusing multiple photos taken with
a Nikon D810.
Here I report the activity that I carried out, that consisted in acquiring the
samples with conoscopic holography scanning system and comparing the results
with the results I obtained scanning the samples using Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM). Furthermore, I have tested some of the algorithms that I have shown in
the previous sections. Further analysis and explanations can be found in the open-
access proceedings[39].
6.4.2 Methods
Due to the small scales at which these modifications happen, I used the conoscopic
holography set-up that allowed to reach the highest performance on the sample.
The ConoPoint-3R with a 25 mm lens has laser spot size of 5 µm and a repeatability
of 0.06 µm. To take advantage of the small laser spot size, the stage step was set to
5 µm and an axis velocity of 5 mms−1 this determined a scan duration for each
patch of about half an hour.
To identify and avoid the effects of the scanning artifacts along the direction of
motion, I scanned the samples in different orientations: parallel to the direction
of motion and with an inclination of 45 degrees.
We decided to compare the measurements obtained using our scanning system
with the scan obtained using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). In collaboration
with LAPS laboratory at the University of Verona. I scanned in semi-contact mode
five times each patch of the sample using a NT-MDT -SMENA A AFM. The scan
length of each scan was of 60 µm, each row containing 256 measurements.
6.4.3 Data analysis
After the assessment of the quality of the measurements, I examined visually the
conoscopic holography scans to find any trace of the cleaning process left by the
cleaning tools. Some traces perpendicular to the original lay seems visible in the
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Figure 6.12: Conoscopic Holography heights difference map of two areas of the
sampled cleaned using different methods.
area F1 as shown in figure 6.12. In general, the inside of the area seems lower com-
pared to the borders (see figure 6.12 area B1) and this could be due to the cleaning
process. I have tested the homogeneity of the roughness on the different patches
dividing the areas in sub-patches of different size. Figure 6.13 shows the results
dividing the sample B1, after leveling the surface, in squared patches with a side of
750 µm. For each patch, I computed the roughness parameter Sq. The roughness
has values around 2 µm for most of the patches except for some areas where the
computed roughness is grater than 5 µm.
The arrays with the computed Sq values can be used for characterizing the
surface. In figure 6.14, for each pair of cleaned and reference area, I have plotted the
distribution of the roughness retrieved applying the algorithm to each cleaned and
uncleaned area. However, the average roughness of the cleaned area (left boxplot
of the pair) does not appear significantly different from the average roughness of
the uncleaned area used as reference (right boxplot of the pair). Some difference
between the cleaning methods can be extracted as shown on our publication [39].
Analysis using the Atomic Force Microscope
Figure 6.15a shows the scan of a portion of the cleaned sample (C1). Even in this
case, the samples were tilted of 45 degrees for easing the identification of artifacts
due to the scanning process. On the figure the scale bar represents the width of the
laser spot of the conoscopic holography system. We can observe that the widths
of the pattern of the surface are on the order of 15 to 50 µm. The height difference
between the maximum and the minimum of this small portion is only of 452 nm.
Some scratches perpendicular to the main lay of the surface are visible in figure
6.15b. These scratches can be attributed to the rubber used for cleaning the area.
However, these traces have a width of few microns and depth below the micron,
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Figure 6.13: Subdivision of the sample B1, after levelling, in squared patches with
side 750 µm and computation of Sq parameter for each patch.





















Figure 6.14: Boxplot of the Sq values recorded on each sample after the leveling
and subdivision of the area in patch with a side 750 µm. For each pair of box, on
the left side the cleaned area on the right the reference uncleaned area.
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Figure 6.15: a) AFM scan of a portion of the cleaned sample C1 tilted of 45 degrees.
b) AFM scan of the cleaned sample D1 tilted of 45 degrees.
and hence can not be detected by the conoscopic holography system.
For each of the five measurements taken on the areas was computed the Sq
roughness parameters. Figure 6.16 reports the average of the Sq value for the
cleaned area and the reference uncleaned area. Despite the high uncertainties, the
cleaned area shows always a lower Sq roughness compared to the uncleaned area.
6.4.4 Discussions and conclusion
The method of giving a predominant lay to the surface and using the cleaning tool
perpendicular to the lay used by OPD is promising combined to the AFM. The
AFM is able to identify and record the topological feature and the traces left by
the cleaning instruments. The conoscopic holography set-up did not reach the
resolution needed for identifying precisely the effects at nanometer scale of the
cleaning but gave a wider understanding on the area where the tool was used for
longer or with more force, eventually consuming more the surface. Comparing
the same area before and after the cleaning would be probably an easier solution
for assessing the effects of the cleaning on micro and millimeter scale using the
conoscopic holography system. The chaotic behaviour of the surface due to the
combination of manufacturing and cleaning procedures produces regions of the
sample with very high roughness difference (see 6.13 at page 128). The sampling
with the AFM could be hence guided or combined with the information coming
from scans at lower resolution.
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Figure 6.16: Averaged Sq roughness computed on cleaned and uncleaned patches
on five scan for each patch.
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Figure 6.17: Mock-up of the smalt-blue mural painting samples with limewash
layer and cleaning tests. From the top left clockwise: dry ultrasonic, wet precision
engraver ,wet scalpel, dry scalpel.
6.5 Testing the effects of laser cleaning methodol-
ogy for removing limewash layers from a mural
painting
6.5.1 Aim and description of the study
A research group of Scuola universitaria professionale della Svizzera italiana (SUPSI)
contacted our laboratory for assessing the effectiveness of laser cleaning methods.
The research aimed to find the most effective method for revealing the blue picto-
rial layers of a 16th-century wall painting that was covered with a lime layer during
its conservation history.
The study was conducted on mock-up samples and eventually the knowledge
acquired was used for the cleaning of the mural painting.
6.5.2 Methods
The restorer (Francesco M. Wiesner), at the time student at SUPSI, prepared a
sample collection of 20 mural painting mock-ups. Each mock-up consisted of a
layer of concrete foam followed by lime and sand layers for mimicking the original
mural paintings. Above a preparatory layer with a brown pigment was added a
smalt-blue layer. The mock-ups were artificially carbonated and eventually part of
them covered with a final limewash layer to cover the original blue pigment.
Figure 6.17 shows the final result of this process. As emerged from the pre-
vious case study, the most effective way of investigating this kind of processes
was to compare the same surface before and after the modification. For this pur-
pose, some reference must be placed on the samples to retrieve the controls points
needed for registering the data. Leaving two opposite edges of the sample without
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the lime layer could be one possible solution, however these samples are usually
brittle so their morphology might modify during the ageing and cleaning affecting
the registration.
I proposed to use at least three screws in-built on the samples. Due to the
fragility of the samples, the screws could not be inserted for the whole length oblig-
ing us to use lenses with a longer focal length to be able to acquire at the same time
the screw and the surface. The screws were eventually painted using a red dye for
increasing their reflectance at the wavelength of the laser of the conoscopic probe
and increasing the signal to noise ratio.
The microprofilometer was used in its vertical configuration and with a ConoPoint-
3 equipped with a 75 mm lens. The measurements were performed setting a scan
step of 100 µm and an axis speed of 25 mms−1 allowing to acquire an area of 5 cm× 6 cm
in approximately half an hour. For most of the samples, I collected acquisition be-
fore applying the limewash layer, after the application and after the removing of
the limewash layer.
6.5.3 Data analysis
I scanned the same samples different times and I computed an average standard
deviation per pixel of 3 µm. The thickness of the limewash layer measured with
the microprofilometer ranged from tens of microns to more than one millimeter.
For a first characterization of the surface I measured a 1 cm2 in the middle of the
samples before and after applying the limewash. In the original surface I computed
an Sa roughness of 34.6 µm with a standard deviation (STD) of 4.6 µm and an Sq
roughness of 43.7 µm with a STD of 5.8 µm. After applying the limewash the
roughness lowered to a value of Sa of 28.1 µm (STD 3.9 µm) and a value of Sq of
36.1 µm(STD 4.1 µm). The limewash is hence filling the valleys on the surface of
the sample, flattening the overall surface topography.
The 3D renderings of the surface in figure 6.18 show a region of the original
surface, the same region after the application of the limewash and eventually the
same region after a square patch of the limewash has been removed. We can notice
the lay due to the painting of the smalt layer using the brush, and some granules
that are visible after applying the limewash layer.
The various cleaning procedure can be studied monitoring the effects on the
metrological parameters: Sp, Sv, Sz, Sq, Sa. For this study, I have used the fol-
lowing definition of these parameters, after leveling the surface, and producing an
array of heights difference S.
Sp is the maximum peak height:
S p = argmax(S) (6.1)
Sv is the max valley height:
Sv = |argmin(S)| (6.2)
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Figure 6.18: 3D rendering of a part of the conoscopic holography acquisition of
the mock-up samples. From the bottom to the top: after the application of blue-
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Figure 6.19: The analysis of Sp, Sv, Sz, Sq, Sa variation after applying the limewash
and the consecutive removal using a) a scalpel on wet substrate and b) a precision
engraver.
Eventually, Sz is defined as:
S z = S p − Sv (6.3)
Sa and Sq are defined as the average and the root mean square of the heights.
Figure 6.19 shows the comparison between the results obtained using a scalpel and
the results using a precision engraver for removing the wet limewash layer. As
explained before, the application of the limewash fill the valleys, this is evident
from the decreasing of the value Sv after the application. The increasing of the
max peak height (Sp) can be attributed to the granules present on the limewash.
The peaks due to the granules are sporadic, these can be inferred by the fact the
Sa and Sq parameters are still lower compared to the original values. Hence the
filling of the valleys is predominant.
After the removing of the limewash the parameters get closer to the original
values, in particular using the precision engraver where the differences between
the original values and the values obtained on the cleaned surface are limited to
few microns.
6.5.4 Discussions and conclusion
I briefly reported part of the study performed for assessing the removal of lime-
wash from mural paintings samples.
In this case, the thickness of the limewash layer and the effects of its application
can be monitored using the conoscopic holography set-up. The surface metrology
analysis can give important insight on the variation of metrological parameters at
micrometre level. Of course, the decision of the cleaning process can not be driven
only by the metrological parameters but helps the restorer and the conservation
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scientists to perform an informed choice and reason on the effects of the cleaning
on the morphology of the surface.
6.6 End-user feedback
For each case study, I collected the end-user feedback, after they accepted the
informed consent form, using the following anonymous questionnaire https:
//forms.gle/N3b3JWwnnpAb9zpL6. The results are presented in the deliverable
of the Scan4Reco project D7.4 - End-User based Evaluation Report available online
2.
The questionnaire was compiled by six experts working on cultural heritage
that used the results of the system but were not related to its development. Three of
them were conservators and the remaining conservation scientists. In a scale from
1 (Not important) to 5 (Very important) 80% of the respondents consider very
important to measure accurately the surface of the artwork. In particular, all the
respondents consider dents and physical damage and effects of cleaning treatments
an important aspect to monitor in cultural heritage. 80% of the respondents con-
sider important also to monitor craquelure, cracks propagation and deformation
of the supports. Two of the respondents were able to use the data from the micro-
profilometer to monitor the effects of cleaning treatments and dents and damage
to the objects.
Eventually, more than 80% consider important to presents the results after
monitoring the same area during a period of time or after sequential events (e.g.
cleaning treatments) not only using the standard metrological parameters but also
showing the differences on the surface reconstruction on the same area before and
after.
6.7 Summary
The inspection of the cleaning effects has received much attention by the conser-
vation scientist community [25, 170], the end-users questioned confirmed the im-
portance of acquiring an accurate reconstruction of the surface and all agree that
monitoring of cleaning is one of the main application. Here I presented the results
obtained using the conoscopic holography system developed in this dissertation.
The analysis of the artificially aged reference samples (sec. 6.2) did not highlight
particular topological features for bronze and silver samples which however show
a statistical difference in the distribution of the heights amongst the ageing steps.
For the egg tempera panel the conoscopic analysis was able to record different
morphological features (craquelure, cracks, granules . . . ) some promising results
were obtained on the prediction of the detachments of the pictorial layers.
In the microprofilometric analyses of the crack pattern on Pesaro Madonna





the cleaning. The results show the preservation of the original pattern and dif-
ferences lower than 100 microns after the removing of the varnish layer. Some
uncertainties must be taken into account due to the effects of environmental in-
fluences and the presence of transparent layers.
When testing innovative cleaning procedures (sec. 6.4) the possibility of ac-
quiring large areas allows getting an insight on the inhomogeneities of the clean-
ing procedure at a wider level compared to other techniques with a limited field of
view.
However, the micrometer resolution allows only to monitor a sub set of mor-
phological feature and effects and the combination with other techniques with
higher resolution is often necessary.
For the analysis of the removal of thick layers (sec. 6.5) the accuracy seems suf-
ficient to get an insight on the effects of the cleaning on the surface before and after
the removal of the layer, helping to choose the best methodology for preserving
the original surface.
In general, an accurate re-positioning and registration of the scan is an impor-




Surface and dimensional metrology should not be the preserve of industrial sectors
and mechanical engineers but are important tools for every researcher analyzing
objects as they are. In particular, for the scientist involved in the conservation of
the ancient manufacturing products, such as Cultural Heritage objects, the benefits
that these disciplines can add are manifolds. However, the challenges for extract-
ing meaningful data from surface topography are many. To have a complete un-
derstanding of all the problems and uncertainties link to this area of study in this
thesis I implemented a whole framework based on conoscopic holography sensor
starting from the hardware up to the software. The scanning system is based on
micrometric linear stages that are common choice for developing scanning appli-
cations for Cultural Heritage, however the implementation of the systems is often
lack of an appropriate description, due to a lack of standardization of the terms
used for describing the scanning modalities. The usage of conoscopic holography
sensor for surface metrology could deserve particular attention for their ability to
scan object at different scales. In the last decades, some promising results have been
obtained applying custom systems based on these probes on artworks. However,
the uncertainties are many: the probe surface interactions is not always clear. Thus
I proposed different strategies to understand the accuracy and the performance
of the instruments under different condition. Acoustic microscopy is potentially
a supplementary technique that can address some uncertainties and artefacts ac-
quired during the analysis. Reference standard materials are another important
tool for assessing the performance of the instrument, but there is currently a lack
of reference standards with surface properties similar to the one encountered on
artwork’s surface. The application of surface metrology to Cultural Heritage ob-
jects presents characteristic challenges because some artworks materials are uncon-
ventional for surface metrology, and are often hygroscopic and unstable. Thus, we
have to take into account that these materials are more susceptible to environmen-
tal variations, the dimensional stability of the object must be hence assessed. For
this task, I implemented different custom systems able to monitor dimensional
changes of the materials under controlled relative humidity conditions. The next
challenge is the analysis of the data collected. Due to the complexity of the data,
the replicability of the results is granted only if the workflow used for analyzing
the data is adequately standardized and described. In the last century, the pro-
cedures have been standardized in hundreds of proprietary standards that cannot
easily be transposed to academia. Even if the research group had the resources to
buy all these standards, many directives are based on empirical knowledge gained
analyzing millions of sample of specific industrial production (often metal parts).
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Hence, are not applicable to many Cultural Heritage objects. It is not possible
that a single research institution has the access and the resources to carry out an
extensive metrological analysis of artworks to gain the knowledge necessary to
perform correctly the analysis as the industrial sector did in the last century. One
possible solution is to study samples of artworks materials aged under controlled
condition. However, to get consistent results a large number of samples must be
analyzed and, due to the time requirements of scanning techniques, is not feasible
to perform this task without a high level of automation. Furthermore, due to the
heterogeneity of the materials that arise from the ageing, further analytical analy-
sis must be performed to assign the surface topography data to specific processes
and materials. For addressing this issue I implemented a file format for producing,
describing and analyzing flat sample collections. This format is based on a partic-
ular definition of the scalable vector graphic format (SVG), an open image vector
file format that has been modified for visualizing and describing flat sample col-
lections. The data contained can be visualized with any browser but also read by
positioning system and hence can be used for automating the creation and the anal-
ysis of the samples facilitating the sharing and the reuse of the samples collections.
Eventually, data collected must be stored in an accessible file format and hence I
test and implemented different libraries for exporting the results in open-source
file formats.
The route of inferring information on artworks using reference artworks mate-
rials has some well-known limitations. Thus, in parallel is important to implement
other strategies for analyzing heterogeneous surfaces and understanding the most
suitable processing for extracting the information. I implemented different algo-
rithms for the analysis of the surface subdividing the surface in the sampling area
of varying size and computing metrological field parameters for each area. Fur-
thermore, I tested segmentation algorithms normally used in image processing.
These algorithms have shown some promising results on test materials. Eventu-
ally, I proposed an algorithm to explore and analyze areal topography maps, based
on the identification of a hierarchy of peaks and valleys. This method helps to
identify artefacts and the multi-scale signals to extract with other signal processing
techniques. All the function and the procedure implemented during the project
have been integrated into a Python module that is available on a public repository.
Concluding, surface and dimensional metrology can potentially be a crucial
tool in the future developments of the diagnostic and conservation of Cultural
Heritage. They can provide complementary important information for character-
izing the object but also accurate 3D models that can be used for positioning other
analytical instruments on specific areas. For taking full advantage of the benefits
of surface metrology a large amount of data must be collected and this trend is
often required by current state-of-the-art data analysis approaches such as Neural
Networks. It is clear that the acquisition of these data set will not be performed
by a single research group but by the whole community. However, for being able
to efficiently share data set the quality of the data must be controlled and any bias
or uncontrolled factor taken into account. It is eventually, important to agree in
a common lexicon and in a detailed understanding of the scanning strategies used
during the acquisition of the data, so that the results must be eventually stored
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in a standard open-source file format with all the relevant meta-data. These stim-
ulating challenges can become an excellent exercise in the cooperation between






The possibility to scan large areas with high accuracy can be exploited for creat-
ing multi-modal system where probes are positioned using the data coming from
the conoscopic holography. Adding techniques with higher resolution is crucial
to overcome the limitation of the conoscopic probe in retrieving topological in-
formation in the nanoscale. This seems particularly important for the monitoring
of the cleaning process where nanometric variations of the surface can result in a
variation of the appearance of the object. Particularly, interesting seems the usage
of micro-electrical mechanical atomic force microscope systems[11] that could be
positioned using the information retrieved by the conoscopic holography adapt-
ing the positioning system. In this way, would be possible to reach a multi-scale
analysis from millimetres to nanometers. The capabilities of the conoscopic probe
as it is, are more suitable for dimensional metrology, the dimensional stability of
the object under different environmental conditions might be an important field
of study for determining the most appropriate conditions for storing the object
and the interference of these variations on other analyses. Thermal dilatation and
deformations due to moisture absorption should be studied in a wide range of case
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